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This is the rst monograph on the geometry of anisotropic spinor spaces and
its applications in modern physics. The main subjects are the theory of grav-
ity and matter elds in spaces provided with o{diagonal metrics and asso-
ciated anholonomic frames and nonlinear connection structures, the algebra
and geometry of distinguished anisotropic Cliord and spinor spaces, their
extension to spaces of higher order anisotropy and the geometry of gravity
and gauge theories with anisotropic spinor variables. The book summarizes
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0.1.1 Historical remarks on spinor theory
Spinors and Cliord algebras play a major role in the contemporary physics
and mathematics. In their mathematical form spinors had been discovered
by Elie Cartan in 1913 in his researches on the representation group theory
[43] who showed that spinors furnish a linear representation of the groups of
rotations of a space of arbitrary dimensions. In 1927 the physicists Pauli [126]
and Dirac [54] (respectively, for the three{dimensional and four{dimensional
space{time) introduced spinors to represent wave functions.
The spinors studied by mathematicians and physicists are connected with
the general theory of Cliord spaces introduced in 1876 [46].
In general relativity theory spinors and the Dirac equations on (pseudo)
Riemannian spaces, were dened in 1929 by H. Weyl [206], V. Fock [60] and
E. Schro¨dinger [138]. The book [127], by R. Penrose, and volumes 1 and
2 of the R. Penrose and W. Rindler monograph [128, 129] summarize the
spinor and twistor methods in space{time geometry (see additiona references
[65, 33, 119, 91, 154, 42] on Cliord structures and spinor theory).
Spinor variables were introduced in Finsler geometries by Y. Takano in
1983 [152] who considered anisotropic dependencies not only on vectors from
the tangent bundle but on some spinor variables in a spinor bundle on a
space{time manifold. That work was inspired from H. Yukawa’s quantum
theory of non{local elds in 1950 [211]; it was suggested that non{localization
may be in Finsler like manner but on spinor variables. There was also a
similarity with supersymmetric models (see, for instance, references from
[204, 205]), which also used spinor variables. The Y. Takano’s approach
followed standard Finsler ideas and was not concerned with topics relating
supersymmetries of interactions.
This direction of generalized Finsler geometry, with spinor variables, was
developed by T. Ono and Y. Takano in a series of works during 1990{1993
[121, 122, 123, 124]. The next steps were investigations of anisotropic and
deformed geometries with mixtures of spinor and vector variables and ap-
plications in gauge and gravity theories elaborated by P. Stavrinos and his
students S. Koutroubis and P. Manouselis as well as with Professor V. Balan
beginning 1994 [145, 147, 148, 142, 143]. In those works the authors assumed
that some spinor variables may be introduced in a Finsler like manner, they
do not related the Finlser metric to a Cliord structure and restricted the
spinor{gauge Finsler constructions only for antisymmetric spinor metrics on
two{spinor bers with generalizations four dimensional Dirac spinors.
Isotopic spinors, related with SU(2) internal structural groups, were con-
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sidered in generalized Finsler gravity and gauge theories also by G. Asanov
and S. Ponomarenko [19], in 1988. But in that book, as well in the another
mentioned papers on Finsler geometry with spinor variables the authors had
not investigated the problem if a rigorous mathematical denition of spinors
is possible on spaces with generic local anisotropy.
An alternative approach to spinor dierential geometry and generalized
Finsler spaces was elaborated, beginning 1994, in a series of papers and com-
munications by S. Vacaru with participation of S. Ostaf [189, 192, 190, 161].
This direction originates from Cliord algebras and Cliord bundles [83, 154]
and Penrose’s spinor and twistor space{time geometry [127, 128, 129] which
were re{considered for the case of nearly autoparallel maps (generalized con-
formal transforms) in Refs. [156, 157, 158]. In the works [162, 163, 166],
a rigorous denition of spinors for Finsler spaces, and their generalizations,
was given. It was proven that a Finsler, or Lagrange, metric (in a tangent,
or, more generally, in a vector bundle) induces naturally a distinguished Clif-
ford (spinor) structure which is locally adapted to the nonlinear connection
structure. Such spinor spaces could be dened for arbitrary dimensions of
base and ber subspaces, their spinor metrics are symmetric, antisymmetric
or nonsymmetric (depending on corresponding base and ber dimensions).
In result it was formulated the spinor dierential geometry of generalized
Finsler spaces and developed a number of geometric applications the theory
of gravitational and matter led interactions with generic local anisotropy.
Further, the geometry of anisotropic spinors and of distinguished by
nonlinear connections Cliord structures was elaborated for higher order
anisotropic spaces spaces [165, 173, 172] and, recently, to Hamilton and La-
grange spaces [198].
Here it would be necessary to emphasize that the theory of anisotropic
spinors may be related not only with generalized Finsler, Lagrange, Car-
tan and Hamilton spaces or their higher order generalizations. Anholo-
nomic frames with associated nonlinear connections appear naturally even in
(pseudo) Riemannian geometry if o{diagonal metrics are considered [176,
177, 179, 182, 183]. In order to construct exact solutions of Einstein equa-
tions in general relativity and extra dimension gravity (for lower dimen-
sions see [175, 196, 197]), it is more convenient to diagonalize space{time
metrics by using some anholonomic transforms. In result one induces lo-
cally anisotropic structures on space{time which are related to anholonomic
(anisotropic) spinor structures.
The main purpose of this book is to present an exhaustive summary and
new results on spinor dierential geometry for generalized Finsler spaces and
(pseudo) Riemannian space{times provided with anholonomic frame and as-
sociated nonlinear connection structure, to discuss and compare the existing
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approaches and to consider applications in modern gravity and gauge theo-
ries.
0.1.2 Metric Spaces depending on Spinor Variables and
Gauge Field Theories
An interesting study of dierential geometry of spaces whose metric tensor
g depends on spinor variables  and  (its adjoint) as well as coordinates
xi, has been proposed by Y. Takano [152]. Then Y. Takano and T. Ono
[121, 122, 123] had studied the above{mentioned spaces and they gave a
generalization of these spaces in the case of the metric tensor depending on
spinor variables  and  and vector variables yi as well as coordinates xi:
Such spaces are considered as a generalization of Finsler spaces.
Latter P. Stavrinos and S. Koutroubis studied the Lorents transforma-
tions and the curvature of generalized spaces with metric tensor g(x; y; ;
) [145].
The gravitational eld equations are derived in the framework of these
spaces whose metric tensor depends also on spinor variables  and : The
attempt is to describe gravity by a tetrad eld and the Lorentz connection
coecients in a more generalized framework than that was developed by P.
Ramond (cf. eg. [134]). An interesting case with generalized conformally
flat spaces with metric g(x; ; ) = exp[2(x; ; )] was studied and the
deviation of geodesic equation in this space was derived.
In Chapter 12 we study the dierential structure of a spinor bundle in
spaces with metric tensor g(x; ; ) of the base manifold. Notions such as:
gauge covariant derivatives of tensors, connections, curvatures, torsions and
Bianchi identitities are presented in the context of a gauge approach due to
the introduction of a Poincare group and the use of d-connections [109, 116]
in the spinor bundle S(2)M . The introduction of basic 1-form elds  and
spinors , 
 with values in the Lie algebra of the Poincare group is also
essential in our study. The gauge eld equations are derived. Also we give
the Yang-Mills and the Yang-Mills-Higgs equations in a form suciently
generalized for our approach.
Using the Hilbert{Palatini technique for a Utiyama{type Lagrangian den-
sity in the deformed spinor bundle S(2)M R, there are determined the ex-
plicit expressions of the eld equations, generalizing previous results; also,
the equivalence principle is shown to represent an extension for the corre-
sponding one from S(2)M .
In this chapter we studied the spinor bundle of order two ~S(2)(M); which
is a foliation of the structure of the spinor bundle presented in [140, 148].
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In the present approach the generalized tetrads and the spin-tetrads dene,
by means of the relations (13.8), a generalized principle of equivalence in
the spinor bundle ~S(2)(M). Also, employing the Miron - type connections,
we cover all the possibilities for the S - bundle connections, which represent
the gauge potential in physical interpretation. These have, in the framework
of our considerations, the remarkable property of isotopic spin conservation.
The introduction of the internal deformed system (as a bre) in ~S(2)M), is
expected to produce as a natural consequence , for a denite value ; 
(where  is a constant and  a scalar eld), the Higgs eld. This will be
derived within the developed theory, in a forecoming paper.
In chapter 14 the Bianchi equations are determined for a deformed spinor
bundle ~S(2)M = S(2)MR. Also the Yang-Mills-Higgs equations are derived,
and a geometrical interpretation of the Higgs eld is given [141].
1. We study the Bianchi identities choosing a Lagrangian density that
contains the component ’ of a g-valued spinor gauge eld of mass
m 2 R. Also we derived the Yang-Mills-Higgs equations on ~S(2)MR.
When m0 2 R the gauge symmetry is spontaneous broken which is
connected with Higgs eld.
2. The introduction of d-connections in the internal (spinor) structures
on ~S(2)M-bundle provides the presentation of parallelism of the spin
components constraints which satisfy by the eld strengths.
3. In the metric G (relation (14.1)) of the bundle ~S(2)M , the term
gDD has a physical meaning since it expresses the measure of
the number of particles to same point of the space.
4. The above mentioned approach can be combined with the phase trans-
formations of the bre U(1) on a bundle S(2)M  U(1) in the Higgs
mechanism. This will be the subject of our future study.
In the last part of our monograph we establish the relation between spinor
of SL(2; C group and tensors in the framework of Lagrange spaces is studied.
A geometrical extension to generalized metric tangent bundles is developed
by means of spinor. Also, the spinorial equation of causality for the unique
solution of the null-cone in the Finsler or Lagrange space is given explicitly
[149].
0.1.3 Nonlinear connection geometry and physics
It was namely Elie Cartan, in the 30th years of the previous century, who
additionally to the mentioned rst monograph on spinors wrote some funda-
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mental books on the geometry of Riemannian, bred and Finsler spaces by
developing the moving frame method and the formalism of Pfa forms for
systems of rst order partial dierential equations [42, 41, 44]. The rst ex-
amples of Finsler metrics and original denitions were given by B. Riemann
[135] in 1854 and in Paul Finsler’s thesis [59] written under the direction of
Caratheodory in 1938. In those works one could found the origins of notions
of locally trivial ber bundle (which naturally generalize that of the mani-
fold, the theory of these bundles was developed, by 20 years later, especially
by Gh. Ehresmann) and of nonlinear connection (appearing as a set of co-
ecients in the book [41] and in a more explicit form in some papers by A.
Kawaguchi [84]).
The global formulation of nonlinear connection is due to W. Barthel [25];
detailed investigations of nonlinear connection geometry in vector bundles
and higher order tangent bundles, with applications to physics and mechan-
ics, are contained in the monographs and works [108, 109, 106, 107, 110, 113]
summarizing the investigations of Radu Miron school on Finsler and La-
grange geometry and generalizations. The geometry of nonlinear connec-
tions was developed in S. Vacaru’s works and monograph for vector and
higher order [169, 172] superbundles and anisotropic Cliord/spinor bra-
tions [189, 162, 163, 165, 166], with generalizations and applications in (su-
per) gravity [184, 177, 179, 185, 185, 186, 194, 195] and string theories
[170, 171] and noncommutative gravity [180]). There are a number of results
on nonlinear connections and Finsler geometry, see for instance [136, 24, 96],
with generalizations and applications in mechanics, physics and biology which
can be found in references [5, 7, 8, 9, 12, 14, 16, 19, 27, 29, 37].
Finsler spaces and their generalizations have been also developed with the
aim to propose applications in classical and higher order mechanics, optics,
generalized Kaluza{Klein theories and gauge theories. But for a long period
of time the Finsler geometry was considered as to be very sophisticate and
less compatible with the standard paradigm of modern physics. The rst
objection was that on spaces with local anisotropy there are not even local
groups of authomorphisms which made impossible to dene local conserva-
tion laws, develop a theory of anisotropic random and kinetic processes and
introduce spinor elds. The second objection was based on a confusion stat-
ing that in Finsler like gravity theories the local Lorentz symmetry is broken
which is not compatible with the modern paradigms of particle physics and
gravity [208]. Nevertheless, it was proven that there are not more concep-
tual problems with denition of local conservation laws than in the usual
theory of gravity on pseudo{Riemannian spaces if Finsler like theories are
formulated with respect to local frames adapted to the nonlinear connection
structure: a variant of denition of conservation laws for locally anisotropic
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gravitational and matter eld interactions being proposed by using chains of
nearly autoparallel maps generalizing conformal transforms [164, 191, 193].
As to violations of the local Lorentz symmetries, one should be mentioned
that really there were investigated some classes of such Finsler like metrics
with the aim to revise the special and general theories of relativity (see, for
instance, Refs. [18, 13, 37, 70]), but it is also possible to dene Finsler like,
and another type anisotropic, structures, even in the framework of general
relativity theory. Such structures are described by some exact solutions of
the Einstein equations if o{diagonal frames and anholonomic frames are in-
troduced into consideration [176, 177, 179, 182, 183, 185]. We conclude that
there are dierent classes of generalized Finsler like metrics: some of them
posses broken Lorentz symmetries another ones do not have such properties
and are compatible with the general relativity canons. Here should be em-
phasized that the violation of Lorentz geometry is not already a prohibited
subject in modern physics, for instance, the eects induced by Lorentz viola-
tions are analyzed in brane physics [52] and non{commutative eld theories
[118, 40].
The third objection was induced by "absence" of a mathematical theory
of stochastic processes and diusion on spaces with generic local anisotropy.
But this problem was also solved in a series of papers: The rst results
on diusion processes on Finsler manifolds were announced in 1992 by P.
Antonelly and T. Zastavniak [10, 11]; their formalism was not yet adapted
to the nonlinear connection structure. In a communication at the Iasi Aca-
demic Days (1994, Romania) [159] S. Vacaru suggested to develop the theory
of stochastic dierential equations as in the Riemannian spaces but on vec-
tor bundles provided with nonlinear connection structures. In result the
theory of anisotropic processes was in parallel developed on vector bundles
by S. Vacaru [159, 160, 167] (see Chapter 5 in [172] for supersymmetric
anisotropic stochastic processes) and P. Antonelli, T. Zastavniak and D.
Hrimiuc [10, 11, 68, 69, 6] (by the last three authors with a number of appli-
cations in biology and biophysics) following a theory of stochastic dierential
equations formulated on bundles provided with anholnomic frames and non-
linear connections. It was also possible to formulate a theory of anisotropic
kinetic processes and thermodynamics [175, 178, 179] which applications in
modern cosmology and astrophysics. So, the third diculty for anisotropic
physics, connected with the denition of random and kinetic models on spaces
with generic local anisotropy was got over.
As a forth objection on acceptance by "physical community" of Finsler
spaces was the arguments like "it is not clear how to supersymmetrize such
theories and how to embed them in a modern string theory because at low
energies from string theories one follows only (pseudo) Riemannian geome-
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tries and their supersymmetric generalizations". The question on denition
of nonlinear connections in superbundles was solved in a series of preprints
in 1996 [169] with the results included in the paper [171] and monograph
[172]. It was formulated a new Finsler supergeometry with generalizations
and applications in (super) gravity and string theories [184]. The works
[170, 171] contained explicit proofs that we can embed in (super) string the-
ories Finsler like geometris if we are dealing with anholonomomic (super)
frame structures, at low energies we obtain anholonomic frames on (pseudo)
Riemannian space{times or, alternatively, dierent type of Finsler like ge-
ometries.
The monograph [172] summarized the basic results on anisotropic (in gen-
eral, supersymmetric) eld interactions, stochastic processes and strings. It
was the rst book where the basic directions in modern physics were recon-
sidered on (super) spaces provided with nonlinear connection structure. It
was proven that following the E. Cartan geometrical ideas and methods to
vector bundles, spinors, moving frames, nonlinear connections, Finsler and
(pseudo) Riemannian spaces the modern phyisical theories can be formu-
lated in a unied manner both on spaces with generic local anisotropy and
on locally isotropic spaces if local frames adapted to nonlinear connection
structures are introduced into consideration.
This book covers a more restricted area, comparing with the monograph
[172], connected in the bulk with the spinor geometry and physic, and is
intended to provide the reader with a thorough background for the theory of
anisotropic spinors in generalized Finsler spaces and for the theory of anholo-
nomic spinor structures in (pseudo) Riemannian spaces. The required core
of knowledge is that the reader is familiar to basic concepts from the theory
of bundle spaces, spinor geometry, classical eld theory and general relativity
at a standard level for graduate students from mathematics and theoretical
physics. The primary purpose of this book is to introduce the new geomet-
rical ideas in the language of standard ber bundle geometry and establish
a working familiarity with the modern applications of spinor geometry, an-
holonomic frame method and nonlinear connections formalism in physics.
These techniques are subsequently generalized and applied to gravity and
gauge theories. The secondary purpose is to consider and compare dierent
approaches which deal with spinors in Finsler like geometries.
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0.1.4 Anholonomic frames and nonlinear connections
in Einstein gravity
Let us consider a (n+m){dimensional (pseudo) Riemannian spacetime
V (n+m); being a paracompact and connected Hausdor C1{manifold, en-
abled with a nonsigular metric












N ei hbe hab

parametrized with respect to a local coordinate basis du = (dxi; dya) ;
having its dual @=u = (@=xi; @=ya) ; where the indices of geometrical ob-




run correspondingly the values: (for
Greek indices); ; : : : = n + m; for (Latin indices) i; j; k; ::: = 1; 2; :::; n
and a; b; c; ::: = 1; 2; :::; m: Such o{diagonal ansatz for metric were consid-
ered, for instance, in Salam{Strathdee{Percacci{Randjbar-Daemi works on
Kaluza{Klein theory [137, 130, 125] as well in four and ve dimensional grav-
ity [176, 177, 179, 194, 182, 183, 187, 188, 195, 181].









with respect to a subclass of n+m anholonomic frame basis (for four dimen-
sions one used terms tetrads, or vierbiends) dened


































called locally anisotropic bases (in brief, anisotropic bases) adapted to the
coecients Naj : The n n matrix gij denes the so{called horizontal metric
(in brief, h{metric) and the mm matrix hab denes the vertical (v{metric)
with respect to the associated nonlinear connection (N{connection) structure
given by its coecients Naj (u
) ; see for instance [109] where the geometry
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of N{connections is studied in detail for generalized Finsler and Lagrange
spaces (the y{coordinates parametrizing bers in a bundle).
Here we emphasize that a matter of principle we can consider that our
ansatz and N{elongated bases are dened on a (pseudo) Riemannian man-
ifold, and not on a bundle space. In this case we can treat that the x{
coordinates are holonomic ones given with respect to a sub{basis not sub-
jected to any constraints, but the y{coordinates are those dened with re-
spcect to an anholonomic (constrained) sub{basis.
An anholonomic frame structure  on V
(n+m) is characterized by its
anholonomy relations
 −  = wγγ:
with anholonomy coecients wγ : The elongation of partial derivatives (by
N{coecients) in the locally adapted partial derivatives reflects the fact that
on the (pseudo) Riemannian space{time V (n+m) it is modeled a generic local
anisotropy characterized by some anholonomy relations when the anholon-
omy coecients are computed as follows
wkij = 0; w
k
aj = 0; w
k
ia = 0; w
k
ab = 0; w
c
ab = 0;




j − @jNai +N bi @bNaj −N bj @bNai
denes the coecients of the N{connection curvature, in brief, N{curvature.
On (pseudo) Riemannian space{times this is a characteristic of a chosen
anholonomic system of reference.
For generic o{diagonal metrics we have two alternatives: The rst one is
to try to compute the connection coecients and components of the Einstein
tensor directly with respect to a usual coordinate basis. This is connected to
a cumbersome tensor calculus and o{diagonal systems of partial dierential
equations which makes almost impossible to nd exact solutions of Einstein
equations. But we may try do diagonalize the metric by some anholonomic
transforms to a suitable N{elongated anholonomic basis. Even this modies
the low of partial derivation (like in all tetradic theories of gravity) the pro-
cedure of computing the non{trivial components of the Ricci and Einstein
tensor simplies substantially, and for a very large class of former o{diagonal
ansatz of metric, anholonomically diagonalized, the Einstein equations can
be integrated in general form [176, 177, 179, 194, 182, 183].
So, we conclude that when generic o{diagonal metrics and anholonomic
frames are introduces into consideration on (pseudo) Riemannian spaces the
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space{time geometry may be equivalently modeled as the geometry of moving
anholonomic frames with associated nonlinear connection structure. In this
case the problem of denition of anholonomic (anisotropic) spinor structures
arises even in general relativity theory which points to the fact that the
topic of anisotropic spinor dierential geometry is not an exotic subject from
Finsler dierential geometry but a physical important problem which must
be solved in order to give a spinor interpretation of space{times provided
with o{diagonal metrics and anholonomic gravitational and matter eld
interactions.
0.1.5 The layout of the book
This book is organized in four Parts: the rst three Parts each consisting of
three or Chapters, the forth Part consisting from six Chapters.
The Part I has is a geometric introduction into the geometry of anisotropic
spaces as well it outlines original results on the geometry of anholonomic
frames with associated nonlinear connections structures in (pseudo) Rie-
mannian spaces. In the Capter 1 we give the basic denitions from the
theory of generalized Finsler, Lagrange, Cartan and Hamilton spaces on
vector and co{vector (tangent and co{tangent spaces) and their general-
izations for higher order vector{covector bundles following the monographs
[109, 113, 172]. The next two Chapters are devoted to a discussion and ex-
plicit examples when anisotropic (Finsler like and more general ones) struc-
tures can be modeled on pseudo{Riemannian spacetimes and in gravitational
theories. They are based on results of works ellaborated by S. Vacaru and
co{authors [176, 177, 179, 182, 185, 194, 195, 199]
The Part II covers the algebra (Chapter 4) and geometry (Chapter 5)
of Cliord and spinor structures in vector bundles provided with nonlinear
connection structure. A spinor formulation of generalized Finsler gravity
and anisotropic matter eld interactions is given in Chapter 6. This Part
originates from S. Vacaru and co{authors works [189, 190, 161, 162, 163, 165].
The Part III is a generalization of results on Cliord and spinor structures
for higher order vector bundles (the Chapters 7{9 extend respectively the
results of Chapters 4{6), which are based on S. Vacaru’s papers [166, 173].
The Part IV (consisting from Chapters 10{15) summarizes the basic re-
sults on various extensions of Finsler like geometries by considering spinor
variables. In the main, this Part originates from Y. Takano and T. Ono pa-
pers [152, 121, 122, 123, 124] and reflects the most important contributions
by P. Stavrinos and co{authors [140, 141, 142, 143, 144, 145, 146, 147, 148,
149, 150].
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Summing up, in this monograph we investigate anholonomic (anisotrop-
ic) spinor structures in space{times with generic local anisotropy (i. e. in
generalized Finsler spaces) and in (pseudo) Riemannian spaces provided with
o{diagonal metrics and anholonomic frame bases. It is addressed primar-
ily to researches and other readers in theoretical and mathematical physics
and dierential geometry, both at the graduate student and more advances
physicist and mathematical levels.
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The reader is advised to refer as and when necessary to the list below where
there are set out the conventions that will be followed in this book with regard
to the presentation of the various physical and mathematical expressions.
(1) Equations. For instance, equation (3.16) is the 16th equation in Chap-
ter 3.
(2) Indices. It is impossible to satisfy everybody in matter of choice of
labels of geometrical objects and coordinates. In general, we shall use Greek
superscripts for labels on both vector bundles and superbundles. The reader
will have to consult the rst sections in every Chapter in order to understand
the meaning of various types of boldface and/or underlined Greek or Latin
letters for operators, distinguished spinors and tensors.
(3) Dierentiation. Ordinary partial dierentiation with respect to a
coordinate xi will either be denoted by the operator @i or by subscript i fol-
lowing a comma, for instance, @A
i
@xj
 @jAi  Ai;j : We shall use the denotation
Ai
xj
 jAi for partial derivations locally adapted to a nonlinear connection
structure.
(4) Summation convention. We shall follow the Einstein summation rule
for spinor and tensor indices.
(5) References. In the bibliography we cite the scientic journals in
a generally accepted abbreviated form, give the volume, the year and the
rst page of the authors’ articles; the monographs and collections of works
are cited completely. For the author’s works and communications, a part of
them been published in not enough accessible issues, or being under consid-
eration, the extended form (with the titles of articles and communications)
is presented. We emphasize that the references are intended to give a sense
of the book’s scopes. We ask kindly the readers they do not feel oended by
any omissions.
(6) Introductions and Conclusions. If it is considered necessary a Chap-










In this Chapter the space{time geometry is modeled not only on a (pseudo)
Riemannian manifold V [n+m] of dimension n + m but it is considered on
a vector bundle (or its dual, covector bundle) being, for simplicity, locally
trivial with a base space M of dimension n and a typical ber F (cober
F ) of dimension m; or as a higher order extended vector/covector bundle
(we follow the geometric constructions and denitions of monographs [109,
108, 113, 106, 107] which were generalized for vector superbundles in Refs.
[171, 172]). Such bered space{times (in general, with extra dimensions and
duality relations) are supposed to be provided with compatible structures of
nonlinear and linear connections and (pseudo) Riemannian metric. For the
particular cases when: a) the total space of the vector bundle is substituted
by a pseudo{Riemannian manifold of necessary signature we can model the
usual pseudo{Riemannian space{time from the Einstein gravity theory with
eld equations and geometric objects dened with respect to some classes of
moving anholonomic frames with associated nonlinear connection structure;
b) if the dimensions of the base and ber spaces are identical, n = m; for the
rst order anisotropy, we obtain the tangent bundle TM:
Such both (pseudo) Riemanian spaces and vector/covector (in partic-
ular cases, tangent/cotangent) bundles of metric signature (-,+,...,+) en-
abled with compatible bered and/or anholonomic structures, the metric
in the total space being a solution of the Einstein equations, will be called
anisotropic space–times. If the anholonomic structure with associated
nonlinear connection is modeled on higher order vector/covector bundles we
shall use the term of higher order anisotropic space–time.
The geometric constructions are outlined as to present the main concepts
and formulas in a unique way for both type of vector and covector structures.
3
4 CHAPTER 1. VECTOR BUNDLES AND N–CONNECTIONS
In this part of the book we usually shall omit proofs which can be found in
the mentioned monographs [108, 109, 106, 107, 113, 172].
1.1 Vector and Covector Bundles
In this Section we introduce the basic denitions and denotations for vec-
tor and tangent (and theirs dual spaces) bundles and higher order vec-
tor/covector bundle geometry.
1.1.1 Vector and tangent bundles
A locally trivial vector bundle, in brief, v–bundle, E = (E; ;M;Gr; F )
is introduced as a set of spaces and surjective map with the properties that a
real vector space F = Rm of dimension m (dimF = m; R denotes the real
number eld) denes the typical bre, the structural group is chosen to be the
group of automorphisms of Rm; i. e. Gr = GL (m;R) ; and  : E ! M is a
dierentiable surjection of a dierentiable manifold E (total space, dimE =
n+m) to a dierentiable manifold M (base space, dimM = n) : Local coor-
dinates on E are denoted u = (xi; ya) ; or in brief u = (x; y) (the Latin indices
i; j; k; ::: = 1; 2; :::; n dene coordinates of geometrical objects with respect to
a local frame on base space M ; the Latin indices a; b; c; ::: =1; 2; :::; m dene
bre coordinates of geometrical objects and the Greek indices ; ; γ; ::: are
considered as cumulative ones for coordinates of objects dened on the total
space of a v-bundle).




(u ) on a v{bundle E are dened as(
x i; y a












and matrix K a
0
a (x
i ) 2 GL (m;R) are functions of necessary smoothness
class.















and the reciprocal to (1.2) coordinate basis
d = du = (di = dxi; da = dya) (1.3)
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which is uniquely dened from the equations
d  @ =  ;
where  is the Kronecher symbol and by "" we denote the inner (scalar)
product in the tangent bundle T E :
A tangent bundle (in brief, t–bundle) (TM; ;M) to a manifold M
can be dened as a particular case of a v{bundle when the dimension of
the base and ber spaces (the last one considered as the tangent subspace)
are identic, n = m: In this case both type of indices i; k; ::: and a; b; ::: take
the same values 1; 2; :::n. For t{bundles the matrices of ber coordinates




We shall distinguish the base and ber indices and values which is neces-
sary for our further geometric and physical applications.
1.1.2 Covector and cotangent bundles
We shall also use the concept of covector bundle, (in brief, cv–bundles)
E =

E; ;M;Gr; F 

, which is introduced as a dual vector bundle for
which the typical ber F  (cober) is considered to be the dual vector space
(covector space) to the vector space F: The ber coordinates pa of E are dual
to ya in E: The local coordinates on total space E are denoted u = (x; p) =
(xi; pa): The coordinate transform on E;

























d = du =

di = dxi; da = dpa

: (1.6)
We shall use "breve" symbols in order to distinguish the geometrical objects
on a cv{bundle E from those on a v{bundle E .
As a particular case with the same dimension of base space and cober one
obtains the cotangent bundle (T M;;M) , in brief, ct–bundle, being
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dual to TM: The bre coordinates pi of T
M are dual to yi in TM: The





In our further considerations we shall distinguish the base and cober
indices.
1.1.3 Higher order vector/covector bundles
The geometry of higher order tangent and cotangent bundles provided with
nonlinear connection structure was elaborated in Refs. [106, 107, 110, 113]
following the aim of geometrization of higher order Lagrange and Hamil-
ton mechanics. In this case we have base spaces and bers of the same
dimension. In order to develop the approach to modern high energy physics
(in superstring and Kaluza{Klein theories) one had to introduce (in Refs
[165, 173, 172, 171]) the concept of higher order vector bundle with the
bers consisting from nite ’shells" of vector, or covector, spaces of dierent
dimensions not obligatory coinciding with the base space dimension.
Definition 1.1. A distinguished vector/covector space, in brief dvc{space,
of type
~F = F [v(1); v(2); cv(3); :::; cv(z − 1); v(z)] (1.7)
is a vector space decomposed into an invariant oriented direct summ
~F = F(1)  F(2)  F (3)  ::: F (z−1)  F(z)
of vector spaces F(1); F(2); :::; F(z) of respective dimensions
dimF(1) = m1; dimF(2) = m2; :::; dimF(z) = mz
and of covector spaces F (3); :::; F

(z−1) of respective dimensions







As a particular case we obtain a distinguished vector space, in brief dv{
space (a distinguished covector space, in brief dcv{space), if all components
of the sum are vector (covector) spaces. We note that we have xed for
simplicity an orientation of vector/covector subspaces like in (1.7); in general
there are possible various type of orientations, number of subspaces and
dimensions of subspaces.
Coordinates on ~F are denoted
~y = (y(1); y(2); p(3); :::; p(z−1); y(z)) = fy<z>g = (ya1 ; ya2; pa3; :::; paz−1 ; yaz);
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where indices run corresponding values:
a1 = 1; 2; :::; m1; a2 = 1; 2; :::; m2; :::; az = 1; 2; :::; mz:
Definition 1.2. A higher order vector/covector bundle (in brief, hvc--bund-
le) of type ~E = ~E [v(1); v(2); cv(3); :::; cv(z − 1); v(z)] is a vector bundle ~E =
( ~E; p<d>; ~F ;M) with corresponding total, ~E, and base, M; spaces, surjective
projection p<d> : ~E !M and typical bre ~F :
We dene higher order vector (covector) bundles, in brief, hv{bundles (in
brief, hcv{bundles), if the typical bre is a dv{space (dcv{space) as particular
cases of hvc{bundles.
A hvc{bundle is constructed as an oriented set of enveloping ’shell by
shell’ v{bundles and/or cv{bundles,
p<s> : ~E<s> ! ~E<s−1>;
where we use the index < s >= 0; 1; 2; :::; z in order to enumerate the shells,
when ~E<0> = M: Local coordinates on ~E<s> are denoted
~u(s) = (x; ~y<s>) = (x; y(1); y(2); p(3); :::; y(s))
= (xi; ya1; ya2; pa3 ; :::; y
as):
If < s >=< z > we obtain a complete coordinate system on ~E denoted in
brief
~u = (x; ~y) = ~u = (xi = ya0 ; ya1; ya2; pa3 ; :::; paz−1; y
az):
We shall use the general commutative indices ; ; ::: for objects on hvc|
bundles which are marked by tilde, like ~u; ~u; :::; ~E<s>; ::::
The coordinate transforms for a hvc{bundle ~E ;
~u = (x; ~y)! ~u0 = (x0; ~y0)









































































az 2 GL(mz ;R);
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where, for instance. by GL(m2;R) we denoted the group of linear transforms
of a real vector space of dimension m2:
























~d = ~du (1.9)
=





We end this subsection with two examples of higher order tangent / co-
tangent bundles (when the dimensions of bers/cobers coincide with the
dimension of bundle space, see Refs. [106, 107, 110, 113]).
Osculator bundle
The k{osculator bundle is identied with the k{tangent bundle(
T kM; p(k);M










where we have identied yi(1) ’ ya1 ; :::; yi(k) ’ yak ; k = z; in order to to have
similarity with denotations from [113]. The coordinate transforms
~u
0 ! ~u0 (~u)
































































hold for s = 0; :::; k − 1 and yi(0) = xi:
















and the coframe is
~d =
(





These formulas are respectively some particular cases of (1:8) and (1:9) :
The dual bundle of k–osculator bundle










coordinates (parametrized as in the previous paragraph) are
~u =
(




xi; yi(1); :::; y
i
(k−1); pi
 2 T kM:
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hold for s = 0; :::; k − 2 and yi(0) = xi:



















and the coframe is
~d =
(





These formulas are respectively another particular cases of (1:8) and (1:9) :
1.2 Nonlinear Connections
The concept of nonlinear connection, in brief, N-connection, is fundamen-
tal in the geometry of vector bundles and anisotropic spaces (see a detailed
study and basic references in [108, 109]). A rigorous mathematical denition
is possible by using the formalism of exact sequences of vector bundles.
1.2.1 N–connections in vector bundles
Let E = = (E; p;M) be a v{bundle with typical bre Rm and T : TE !
TM being the dierential of the map P which is a bre{preserving morphism
of the tangent bundle TE; E ; E)! E and of tangent bundle (TM; ;M)!
M: The kernel of the vector bundle morphism, denoted as (V E; V ; E); is
called the vertical subbundle over E; which is a vector subbundle of the
vector bundle (TE; E; E):
A vector Xu tangent to a point u 2 E is locally written as
(x; y;X; Y ) = (xi; ya; X i; Y a);




We have T (x; y;X; Y ) = (x;X): Thus the submanifold V E contains the
elements which are locally represented as (x; y; 0; Y ):
Definition 1.3. A nonlinear connection N in a vector bundle E = (E; ;M)
is the splitting on the left of the exact sequence
0 7! V E 7! TE 7! TE=V E 7! 0
where TE=V E is the factor bundle.
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By denition (1.3) it is dened a morphism of vector bundles C : TE !
V E such the superposition of maps C  i is the identity on V E; where
i : V E 7! V E: The kernel of the morphism C is a vector subbundle of
(TE; E ; E) which is the horizontal subbundle, denoted by (HE; H ; E): Con-
sequently, we can prove that in a v-bundle E a N{connection can be intro-
duced as a distribution
fN : Eu ! HuE; TuE = HuE  VuEg
for every point u 2 E dening a global decomposition, as a Whitney sum,
into horizontal,HE ; and vertical, V E ; subbundles of the tangent bundle TE
TE = HE  V E : (1.10)
Locally a N-connection in a v{bundle E is given by its coecients
Nai( u) = N
a
i (x; y) with respect to bases (1.2) and (1.3)
N = N ai (u)d
i ⊗ @a:
We note that a linear connection in a v{bundle E can be considered




functions Kbai (x) on the base M are called the Christoel coecients.
1.2.2 N–connections in covector bundles:
A nonlinear connection in a cv{bundle E (in brief a N{connection) can be
introduces in a similar fashion as for v{bundles by reconsidering the corre-
sponding denitions for cv{bundles. For instance, it is stated by a Whitney
sum, into horizontal,H E ; and vertical, V E ; subbundles of the tangent bundle
T E :
T E = H E  V E : (1.11)
Hereafter, for the sake of brevity we shall omit details on denition of
geometrical objects on cv{bundles if they are very similar to those for v{
bundles: we shall present only the basic formulas by emphasizing the most
important particularities and dierences.
Definition 1.4. A N{connection on E is a dierentiable distribution
N : E ! Nu 2 T u E
which is suplimentary to the vertical distribution V; i. e.
Tu E = Nu  Vu; 8 E :
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The same denition is true for N{connections in ct{bundles, we have to
change in the denition (1.4) the symbol E into T M:
A N{connection in a cv{bundle E is given locally by its coecients
N ia( u) = Nia(x; p) with respect to bases (1.2) and (1.3)
N˘ = Nia(u)d
i ⊗ @a:
We emphasize that if a N{connection is introduced in a v{bundle (cv{
bundle) we have to adapt the geometric constructions to the N{connection
structure.
1.2.3 N–connections in higher order bundles
The concept of N{connection can be dened for higher order vector / covector
bundle in a standard manner like in the usual vector bundles:
Definition 1.5. A nonlinear connection ~N in hvc{bundle
~E = ~E [v(1); v(2); cv(3); :::; cv(z − 1); v(z)]
is a splitting of the left of the exact sequence
0! V ~E ! T ~E ! T ~E=V ~E ! 0 (1.12)
We can associate sequences of type (1.12) to every mappings of intermedi-
ary subbundles. For simplicity, we present here the Whitney decomposition
T ~E = H ~E  Vv(1) ~E  Vv(2) ~E  V cv(3) ~E  :::: V cv(z−1) ~E  Vv(z) ~E :
Locally a N{connection ~N in ~E is given by its coecients
N a1i ; N
a2
i ; Nia3 ; :::; Niaz−1 ; N
az
i ;
0; N a2a1 ; Na1a3 ; :::; Na1az−1; N
az
a1 ;




:::; :::; :::; :::; :::; :::;
0; 0; 0; :::; Naz−2 az−1 ; N
az
az−2 ;
0; 0; 0; :::; 0; Naz−1az ;
(1.13)
which are given with respect to the components of bases (1:8) and (1:9) :
We end this subsection with two exemples of N{connections in higher
order vector/covector bundles:
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N–connection in osculator bundle
Let us consider the second order of osculator bundle (see subsection (1.1.3))
T 2M = Osc2M: A N{connection ~N in Osc2M is associated to a Whitney
summ
TT 2M = NT 2M  V T 2M
which denes in every point ~u 2 T 2M a distribution
TuT
2M = N0 (~u)N1 (~u) V T 2M:






As a particular case we can consider Na2a1 = 0:
N–connection in dual osculator bundle
In a similar fashion we can take the bundle (T 2M; p2;M) being dual bundle
to the Osc2M (see subsection (1.1.3)). We have
T 2M = TM ⊗ T M:
The local coecients of a N{connection in (T 2M; p2;M) are parametrizied
N a1i ; Nia2 ;
0; Na1a2 :
(1.15)
We can choose a particular case when Na1a2 = 0:
1.2.4 Anholonomic frames and N–connections
Having dened a N{connection structure in a (vector, covector, or higher
order vector / covenctor) bundle we can adapt to this structure, (by ’N{
elongation’, the operators of partial derivatives and dierentials and to con-
sider decompositions of geometrical objects with respect to adapted bases
and cobases.
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Anholonomic frames in v–bundles
In a v{bunde E provided with a N-connection we can adapt to this structure















and its dual N{basis, (N{coframe, or N{cobasis),
  = u =
(




The anholonomic coefficients, w = fwγ (u)g; of N{frames are de-
ned to satisfy the relations
[; ] =  −  = wγ (u) : (1.18)
A frame bases is holonomic is all anholonomy coecients vanish (like for
usual coordinate bases (1.3)), or anholonomic if there are nonzero values of
wγ:
So, we conclude that a N{connection structure splitting conventionally
a v{bundle E into some horizontal HE and vertical V E subbundles can be
modelled by an anholonomic frame structure with mixed holonomic fxig
and anholonomic fyag variables. This case diers from usual, for instance,
tetradic approach in general relativity when tetradic (frame) elds are stated
to have only for holonomic or only for anholonomic variables. By using the
N{connection formalism we can investigate geometrical and physical systems
when some degees of freedoms (variables) are subjected to anholonomic con-
straints, the rest of variables being holonomic.
The operators (1.16) and (1.17) on a v{bundle E enabled with a N{
connection can be considered as respective equivalents of the operators of
partial derivations and dierentials: the existence of a N{connection structure
results in ’elongation’ of partial derivations on x{variables and in ’elongation’
of dierentials on y{variables.
The algebra of tensorial distinguished fields DT (E) (d{elds, d{
tensors, d{objects) on E is introduced as the tensor algebra T = fT prqs g of
the v{bundle
E(d) = (HE  V E ; pd; E) ;
where pd : HE  V E ! E :
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(u) i1 ⊗ :::⊗ ip ⊗ @a1 ⊗ :::⊗ @ar
⊗dj1 ⊗ :::⊗ djq ⊗ b1 :::⊗ br :
We shall respectively use the denotations X (E) (or X (M)); p (E) or
(p (M)) and F (E) (or F (M)) for the module of d{vector elds on E (or
M), the exterior algebra of p{forms on E (or M) and the set of real functions
on E (or M):
Anholonomic frames in cv–bundles
The anholnomic frames adapted to the N{connection structure are intro-
duced similarly to (1.16) and (1.17):















and its dual (N{cobasis, or N{coframe) :
 = u =

di = xi = dxi; a = pa = dpa − Nia (u) dxi

: (1.20)
We note that for the signes of N{elongations are inverse to those for
N{elongations.
The anholonomic coefficients, w˘ = f wγ (u)g; of N{frames are de-
ned by the relationsh
; 
i
=  −  = wγ (u) : (1.21)









H E  V E ; pd; E

;
where pd : H E  V E ! E :
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(u) i1 ⊗ :::⊗ ip ⊗ @a1 ⊗ :::⊗ @ar
⊗ dj1 ⊗ :::⊗ djq ⊗ b1:::⊗ br :













(or F (M)) for the module of d{vector elds on E (or
M), the exterior algebra of p{forms on E (or M) and the set of real functions
on E (or M):
Anholonomic frames in hvc–bundles
The anholnomic frames adapted to a N{connection in hvc{bundle ~E are de-
ned by the set of coecients (1.13); having restricted the constructions to
a vector (covector) shell we obtain some generalizations of the formulas for
corresponding N(or N){connection elongations of partial derivatives dened
by (1.16) (or (1.19)) and (1.17) (or (1.20)).
We introduce the adapted partial derivatives (anholonomic N{frames, or






i; a1 ; a2 ;




i = @i −N a1i @a1 −N a2i @a2 +Nia3 @a3 − :::+Niaz−1 @az−1 −N azi @az ;
a1 = @a1 −N a2a1 @a2 +Na1a3 @a3 − :::+Na1az−1 @az−1 −N aza1 @az ;
a2 = @a2 +Na2a3
@a3 − ::: +Na2az−1 @az−1 −N aza2 @az ;
a3 = ~@a3 −Na3a4@a4 − :::+Na3az−1 @az−1 −N a3az@az ;
:::::::::::::::::
az−1 = ~@az−1 −N az−1az@az ;
@az = @=@y
az :
These formulas can be written in the matrix form:
~ = bN(u) ~@ (1.22)


























1 −N a1i −N a2i Nia3 −N a4i ::: Niaz−1 −N azi
0 1 −N a2a1 Na1a3 −N a4a1 ::: Na1az−1 −N aza1
0 0 1 Na2a3 −N a4a2 ::: Na2az−1 −N aza2
0 0 0 1 −Na3a4 ::: Na3az−1 −N a3az
::: ::: ::: ::: ::: ::: ::: :::
0 0 0 0 0 ::: 1 −N az−1az
0 0 0 0 0 ::: 0 1
1CCCCCCCCA
:
The adapted dierentials (anholonomic N{coframes, or N{cobases) in ~E
are introduced in the symplest form by using matrix formalism: The respec-
tive dual matrices to (1.23)
~ = f~g = ( di a1 a2 a3 ::: az−1 az  ;
~d = f~@g = ( di da1 da2 da3 ::: daz−1 daz 
are related via a matrix relation
~ = ~dcM (1.24)
which denes the formulas for anholonomic N{coframes. The matrix cM from
(1.24) is the inverse to bN; i. e. satises the conditioncM bN = I: (1.25)
The anholonomic coefficients, ew = f ewγ (eu)g; on hcv{bundle ~E are
expressed via coecients of the matrix bN and their partial derivatives fol-
lowing the relations he; ei = ee − ee = ewγ (eu) e: (1.26)
We omit the explicit formulas on shells.
A d{tensor formalism can be also developed on the space ~E : In this case
the indices have to be stipulated for every shell separately, like for v{bunles
or cv{bundles.
Let us consider some examples for particular cases of hcv{bundles:
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Anholonomic frames in osculator bundle
For the osculator bundle T 2M = Osc2M from subsection (1.2.3) the formulas




























































with the dual coecients M i(1)j and M
i
(2)j (see (1.25)) expressed via primary
coecients N i(1)j and N
i
(2)j as











Anholonomic frames in dual osculator bundle
Following the denitions for dual osculator bundle (T 2M; p2;M) in sub-


















































p(2)i = dp(2)i −N(2)ijdxj;
with the dual coecients M i(1)j and M
i
(2)j (see (1.25)) were expressed via
N i(1)j and N
i
(2)j like in Ref. [113].
1.3 Distinguished connections and metrics
In general, distinguished objects (d{objects) on a v{bundle E (or cv{bundle
E) are introduced as geometric objects with various group and coordinate
transforms coordinated with the N{connection structure on E (or E). For
example, a distinguished connection (in brief, d–connection) D on E (or E)
is dened as a linear connection D on E (or E) conserving under a parallelism
the global decomposition (1.10) (or (1.11)) into horizontal and vertical sub-
bundles of TE (or T E): A covariant derivation associated to a d{connection
becomes d{covariant. We shall give necessary formulas for cv{bundles in
round backets.
1.3.1 D–connections
D–connections in v–bundles (cv–bundles)
A N{connection in a v{bundle E (cv{bundle E) induces a corresponding
decomposition of d{tensors into sums of horizontal and vertical parts, for




) and 1{form A 2 1 (E)




) we have respectively
X = hX + vX and A = hA + vA; (1.29)
( X = h X + vX and A = h A + v A)
where
hX = X ii; vX = X
a@a (h X = X




i; vA = Aad
a (h A = Ai
i; v A = Aa da):
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In consequence, we can associate to every d{covariant derivation along




X Y = DhXY and D
(v)








Y = Dv X






















X f = (hX)f and D
(v)




f = (h X)f and D
(v)
X




; f 2 F (M)):
The components Γγ (
Γγ)of a d{connection
D = (  D); locally
adapted to the N|connection structure with respect to the frames (1.16)








from which one immediately follows





The coecients of operators of h- and v{covariant derivations,
D
(h)
k = fLijk; Labk g and D(v)c = fCijk; Cabcg
( D
(h)
k = fLijk; L bakg and D(v)c = f Ci cj ; C bca g)
(see (1.30)), are introduced as corresponding h- and v{parametrizations of
(1.31)












Cijc = (Dcj)  di; Cabc = (Dc@b)  a (1.33)
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completely denes the local action of a d|connection D in E ( D in E):






t = tiajbi ⊗ @a ⊗ dj ⊗ b;
~t = tibja
i ⊗ @a ⊗ dj ⊗ b;










i ⊗ @a ⊗ dj ⊗ b;













i ⊗ @a ⊗ dj ⊗ b)




















ja − Lhjktibha − L bckticja)



















jd − Ci cj tibha − C bcd tidja): (1.35)



































The theory of connections in higher order anisotropic vector superbundles
and vector bundles was elaborated in Refs. [171, 173, 172]. Here we re{
formulate that formalism for the case when some shells of higher order
anisotropy could be covector spaces by stating the general rules of covari-
ant derivation compatible with the N{connection structure in hvc{bundle ~E
and omit details and combersome formulas.
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For a hvc{bundle of type ~E = ~E [v(1); v(2); cv(3); :::; cv(z − 1); v(z)] a d{
connection ~Γγ has the next shell decomposition of components (on induction
being on the p-th shell, considered as the base space, which in this case a
hvc{bundle, we introduce in a usual manner, like a vector or covector bre,
the (p+ 1)-th shell)




































These coecients determine the rules of a covariant derivation ~D on ~E :
For example, let us consider a d{tensor ~t of type
1 11 12 13 ::: 1z
1 11 12 13 ::: 1z





jb1b2a3:::az−1bzi ⊗ @a1 ⊗ dj ⊗ b1 ⊗ @a2 ⊗ b2 ⊗ @a3 ⊗ b3 ;
:::⊗ @az−1 ⊗ bz−1 ⊗ @az ⊗ bz :
The d{covariant derivation ~D of ~t is to be performed separately for every
shall according the rule (1.34) if a shell is dened by a vector subspace, or
according the rule (1.35) if the shell is dened by a covector subspace.
1.3.2 Metric structure
D–metrics in v–bundles
We dene a metric structure G in the total space E of a v{bundle E =
(E; p;M) over a connected and paracompact base M as a symmetric covari-
ant tensor eld of type (0; 2),
G = Gdu
 ⊗ du
being non degenerate and of constant signature on E:
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Nonlinear connection N and metric G structures on E are mutually com-
patible it there are satised the conditions:
G (i; @a) = 0; or equivalently, Gia (u)−N bi (u)hab (u) = 0; (1.36)
where hab = G (@a; @b) and Gia = G (@i; @a) ; which gives
N bi (u) = h
ab (u)Gia (u) (1.37)
( the matrix hab is inverse to hab): In consequence one obtains the following
decomposition of metric:
G(X; Y )= hG(X; Y ) + vG(X; Y ); (1.38)











: With respect to an-
holonomic basis (1.16) the d{metric (1.38) is written
G = g (u) 
 ⊗  = gij (u) di ⊗ dj + hab (u) a ⊗ b; (1.39)
where gij = G (i; j) :
A metric structure of type (1.38) (equivalently, of type (1.39)) or a metric
on E with components satisfying constraints (1.36), (equivalently (1.37))
denes an adapted to the given N{connection inner (d{scalar) product on
the tangent bundle T E .
We shall say that a d{connection bDX is compatible with the d-scalar
product on T E (i. e. it is a standard d{connection) if
bDX (X Y) =  bDXY  Z + Y bDXZ ; 8X;Y;Z2X (E):
An arbitrary d{connection DX diers from the standard one bDX by an oper-
ator bPX (u) = fX bP γ (u)g; called the deformation d-tensor with respect tobDX ; which is just a d-linear transform of Eu; 8 u 2 E . The explicit form of bPX
can be found by using the corresponding axiom dening linear connections
[91] 
DX − bDX fZ = f DX − bDXZ;
written with respect to N{elongated bases (1.16) and (1.17). From the last
expression we obtain
bPX (u) = h(DX − bDX) (u)i  (u) ;
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therefore
DXZ = bDXZ + bPXZ: (1.40)
A d{connection DX is metric (or compatible with metric G) on E if
DXG = 0; 8X2X (E):
With respect to anholonomic frames these conditions are written
Dgγ = 0; (1.41)
where by gγ we denote the coecients in the block form (1.39).
D–metrics in cv– and hvc–bundles
The presented considerations on self{consisten denition of N{connection,
d{connection and metric structures in v{bundles can reformulated in a sim-
ilar fashion for another types of anisotropic space{times, on cv{bundles and
on shells of hvc{bundles. For symplicity, we give here only the anagolous
formulas for the metric d{tensor (1.39):
 On cv{bundle E we write
G = g (u) 
 ⊗  = gij (u) di ⊗ dj + hab (u) a ⊗ b; (1.42)








and the N{coframes are
given by formulas (1.20).
For simplicity, we shall consider that the metricity conditions are sat-
ised, Dγg = 0:
 On hvc{bundle ~E we write
~G = ~g (~u) ~
 ⊗ ~ = ~gij (~u) di ⊗ dj + ~ha1b1 (~u) a1 ⊗ b1 (1.43)
+~ha2b2 (~u) 
a2 ⊗ b2 + ~ha3b3 (~u) a3 ⊗ b3 + :::
+~haz−1bz−1 (~u) az−1 ⊗ bz−1 + ~hazbz (~u) az ⊗ bz ;





~G (@a1 ; @b1) ;
~ha2b2 =





; :::: and the N{coframes are given by formulas
(1.24).
The metricity conditions are ~Dγ~g = 0:
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 On osculator bundle T 2M = Osc2M we have a particular case of (1.43)
when
~G = ~g (~u) ~
 ⊗ ~ (1.44)
= ~gij (~u) d
i ⊗ dj + ~hij (~u) yi(1) ⊗ yi(1) + ~hij (~u) yi(2) ⊗ yi(2)
where the N{coframes are given by (1.27).
 On dual osculator bundle (T 2M; p2;M) we have another particular
case of (1.43) when
~G = ~g (~u) ~
 ⊗ ~ (1.45)
= ~gij (~u) d
i ⊗ dj + ~hij (~u) yi(1) ⊗ yi(1) + ~hij (~u) p(2)i ⊗ p(2)i
where the N{coframes are given by (1.28).
1.3.3 Some remarkable d–connections
We emphasize that the geometry of connections in a v{bundle E is very reach.




γ (u) ; g (u)

is xed
on E , a multi{connection structure (with corresponding dierent rules of co-
variant derivation, which are, or not, mutually compatible and with the same,
or not, induced d{scalar products in T E) is dened on this v{bundle. We can
give a priority to a connection structure following some physical arguments,
like the reduction to the Christoel symbols in the holonomic case, mutual
compatibility between metric and N{connection and d{connection structures
and so on.
In this subsection we enumerate some of the connections and covariant
derivations in v{bundle E , cv{bundle E and in some hvc{bundles which can
present interest in investigation of locally anisotropic gravitational and mat-
ter eld interactions :
1. Every N{connection in E with coecients Nai (x; y) being dierentiable




and Nabc (x; y) = 0: (1.46)
For some Y (u) = Y i (u) @i +Y
a (u) @a and B (u) = B
a (u) @a one intro-
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which is hv|metric, i.e. there are satised the conditions D
(B)
k gij = 0
and D
(B)
c hab = 0 ( D
(B)
k gij = 0 and
D(B)chab = 0):
3. The canonical d{connection Γ(c) (or Γ˘(c)) on a v{bundle (or cv{bundle)





































































































This is a metric d{connection which satises conditions
D
(c)
k gij = 0; D
(c)
c gij = 0; D
(c)
k hab = 0; D
(c)
c hab = 0
( D
(c)
k gjk = 0;
D(c)cgjk = 0; D
(c)
k
hbc = 0; D(c)chab = 0):
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In physical applications we shall use the canonical connection and for
symplicity we chall omit the index (c): The coecients (1.49) are to be
extended to higher order if we are dealing with derivations of geomet-
rical objects with "shell" indices. In this case the ber indices are to
be stipulated for every type of shell into consideration.
4. We can consider the N{adapted Christoel d{symbols
eΓγ = 12g (γg + gγ − gγ) ; (1.50)
which have the components of d{connection eΓγ = (Lijk; 0; 0; Cabc ; with
Lijk and C
a
bc as in (1.48) if g is taken in the form (1.39).
Arbitrary linear connections on a v-bundle E can be also characterized





eΓγ + P (B)γ ;Γ(c)γ = eΓγ + P (c)γ
or, in general,
Γγ =







γ are respectively the deformation d-tensors of d{
connections (1.47), (1.49) or of a general one. Similar deformation d{tensors
can be introduced for d{connections on cv{bundles and hvc{bundles. We
omit explicit formulas.
1.3.4 Amost Hermitian anisotropic spaces
The are possible very interesting particular constructions [108, 109, 113] on
t{bundle TM provided with N{connection which denes a N{adapted frame
structure  = (i; _@i) (for the same formulas (1.16) and (1.17) but with
identied ber and base indices). We are using the ’dot’ symbol in order to
distinguish the horizontal and vertical operators because on t{bundles the
indices could take the same values both for the base and ber objects. This
allow us to dene an almost complex structure J = fJ  g on TM as follows
J(i) = − _@i; J( _@i) = i: (1.51)
It is obvious that J is well{dened and J2 = −I:
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For d{metrics of type (1.39), on TM; we can consider the case when
gij(x; y) = hab(x; y); i. e.
G(t) = gij(x; y)dx
i ⊗ dxj + gij(x; y)yi ⊗ yj; (1.52)
where the index (t) denotes that we have geometrical object dened on tan-
gent space.
An almost complex structure J  is compatible with a d{metric of type
(1.52) and a d{connection D on tangent bundle TM if the conditions
J  J





The pair (G(t);J) is an almost Hermitian structure on TM:
One can introduce an almost sympletic 2{form associated to the almost
Hermitian structure (G(t);J);
 = gij(x; y)y
i ^ dxj: (1.53)
If the 2{form (1.53), dened by the coecients gij; is closed, we obtain
an almost Ka¨hlerian structure in TM:
Definition 1.6. An almost Ka¨hler metric connection is a linear connection
D(H) on T ~M = TM n f0g with the properties:
1. D(H) preserve by parallelism the vertical distribution dened by the N{
connection structure;
2. D(H) is compatible with the almost Ka¨hler structure (G(t);J), i. e.
D
(H)
X g = 0; D
(H)







































where Lijk and C
e
ab ! Cijk; on TM are dened by the formulas (1.48), dene
a torsionless (see the next section on torsion structures) metric d{connection
which satisfy the compatibility conditions (1.41).
Almost complex structures and almost Ka¨hler models of Finsler, La-
grange, Hamilton and Cartan geometries (of rst an higher orders) are in-
vestigated in details in Refs. [106, 107, 113, 172].
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1.4 Torsions and Curvatures
In this section we outline the basic denitions and formulas for the torsion
and curvature structures in v{bundles and cv{bundles provided with N{
connection structure.
1.4.1 N–connection curvature
1. The curvature Ω of a nonlinear connection N in a v{bundle E can be











i − iNaj (1.55)
= @jN
a
i − @iNaj +N biNabj −N bjNabi;
Nabi being that from (1.46).










Ωija = −j Nia + i Nja (1.56)
= −@j Nia + @i Nja + Nib N bja − Njb N bja ;
N bja =
@b Nja = @ Nja=@pb:
3. Curvatures Ω˜ of dierent type of nonlinear connections N˜ in higher
order anisotropic bundles were analyzed for dierent type of higher
order tangent/dual tangent bundles and higher order prolongations of
generalized Finsler, Lagrange and Hamiloton spaces in Refs. [106, 107,
113] and for higher order anisotropic superspaces and spinor bundles in
Refs. [172, 165, 173, 171]: For every higher order anisotropy shell we
shall dene the coecients (1.55) or (1.56) in dependence of the fact
with type of subber we are considering (a vector or covector ber).
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1.4.2 d–Torsions in v- and cv–bundles
The torsion T of a d{connection D in v{bundle E (cv{bundle E) is dened
by the equation
T (X;Y) = XYT
:
=DXY−DY X − [X;Y] : (1.57)
One holds the following h- and v{decompositions
T (X;Y) = T (hX;hY) + T (hX;vY) + T (vX;hY) + T (vX;vY) :
We consider the projections:
hT (X;Y) ;vT (hX;hY) ;hT (hX;hY) ; :::
and say that, for instance, hT (hX;hY) is the h(hh){torsion of D ,
vT (hX;hY) is the v(hh){torsion of D and so on.
The torsion (1.57) in v-bundle is locally determined by ve d{tensor elds,
torsions, dened as
T ijk = hT (k; j)  di; T ajk = vT (k; j)  a; (1.58)
P ijb = hT (@b; j)  di; P ajb = vT (@b; j)  a;
Sabc = vT (@c; @b)  a:
Using formulas (1.16), (1.17), (1.55) and (1.57) we can computer [108, 109]
in explicit form the components of torsions (1.58) for a d{connection of type
(1.32) and (1.33):




jk − Likj; T ija = Ci:ja; T iaj = −Cija; (1.59)







T a:ij = jN
a
i − jNaj ; T a:bi = P a:bi = @bNai − La:bj ; T a:ib = −P a:bi:
Formulas similar to (1.58) and (1.59) hold for cv{bundles:
T ijk = hT (k; j)  di; Tjka = vT (k; j)  a; (1.60)
P i bj = hT
(
@b; j
  di; P baj = vT (@b; j  a;






T ijk = L
i
jk − Likj; T iaj = Ci a:j ; T iaj = − Ci aj ; (1.61)






a − C cba ;
T:ija = −j Nia + j Nja; T bia = P bia = −@b Nia − L bia ; T ja b = − P ja b:
The formulas for torsion can be generalized for hvc{bundles (on every
shell we must write (1.59) or (1.61) in dependence of the type of shell, vector
or co-vector one, we are dealing).
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1.4.3 d–Curvatures in v- and cv–bundles
The curvature R of a d{connection in v{bundle E is dened by the equation
R (X; Y )Z = XY  R  Z = DXDY Z −DYDXZ −D[X;Y ]Z:
One holds the next properties for the h- and v{decompositions of curvature:
vR (X; Y ) hZ = 0; hR (X; Y ) vZ = 0; (1.62)
R (X; Y )Z = hR (X; Y )hZ + vR (X; Y ) vZ:
From (1.62) and the equation R (X;Y) = −R (Y;X) we get that the
curvature of a d{connection D in E is completely determined by the following
six d{tensor elds:
R:ih:jk = d
i R (k; j) h; R:ab:jk = a R (k; j) @b; (1.63)
P :ij:kc = d
i R (@c; @k) j ; P :ab:kc = a R (@c; @k) @b;
S :ij:bc = d
i R (@c; @b) j; S :ab:cd = a R (@d; @c) @b:
By a direct computation, using (1.16),(1.17),(1.32),(1.33) and (1.63) we get:
R:ih:jk = hL
i
:hj − jLi:hk + Lm:hjLimk − Lm:hkLimj + Ci:haRa:jk; (1.64)
R:ab:jk = kL
a
:bj − jLa:bk + Lc:bjLa:ck − Lc:bkLa:cj + Ca:bcRc:jk;






























S :ij:bc = @cC
i
:jb − @bCi:jc + Ch:jbCi:hc − Ch:jcCihb;
S :ab:cd = @dC
a
:bc − @cCa:bd + Ce:bcCa:ed − Ce:bdCa:ec:
We note that d{torsions (1.59) and d{curvatures (1.64) are computed in
explicit form by particular cases of d{connections (1.47), (1.49) and (1.50).
For cv{bundles we have
R:ih:jk = d
i R (k; j) h; Rba:jk = a R (k; j) @b; (1.65)
P :i cj:k = d
i R (@c; @k j ; P b ca:k = a R (@c; @k @b;
S :ibcj: = d
i R (@c; @b j ; Sb:cd:a = a R (@d; @c @b:









a:j − j Lab k + L bcj L c:ak − Lbck L ca:j + C bca Rc:jk;












P b ack =
@a L bc:k − (k C bac: + Lbdc:k C bad − L bd:k C adc: );
−L adk C bdc: ) + C bdc: P ad:k ;
S :ibcj: =
@c Ci b:j − @b Ci c:j + Ch b:j Ci c:h − Ch c:j Ci bh ;
Sb cda: =
@d C bca: − @c C bda: + C bce: C eda: − C bde: C ec:a :
The formulas for curvature can be also generalized for hvc{bundles (on
every shell we must write (1.59) or (1.60) in dependence of the type of shell,
vector or co-vector one, we are dealing).
1.5 Generalizations of Finsler Spaces
We outline the basic denitions and formulas for Finsler, Lagrange and gen-
eralized Lagrange spaces (constructed on tangent bundle) and for Cartan,
Hamilton and generalized Hamilton spaces (constructed on cotangent bun-
dle). The original results are given in details in monographs [108, 109, 113]
1.5.1 Finsler Spaces
The Finsler geometry is modeled on tangent bundle TM:
Definition 1.7. A Finsler space (manifold) is a pair F n = (M;F (x; y))
where M is a real n{dimensional dierentiable manifold and F : TM ! R
is a scalar function which satisfy the following conditions:
1. F is a dierentiable function on the manifold gTM = TMnf0g and F
is continous on the null section of the projection  : TM !M ;
2. F is a positive function, homogeneous on the bers of the TM; i. e.
F (x; y) = F (x; y);  2 R;
3. The Hessian of F 2 with elements
g
(F )






is positively dened on gTM:
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The function F (x; y) and gij(x; y) are called respectively the fundamental
function and the fundamental (or metric) tensor of the Finsler space F:
One considers "anisotropic" (depending on directions yi) Christoel sym-

















which are used for denition of the Cartan N{connection,










This N{connection can be used for denition of an almost complex structure
like in (1.51) and to dene on TM a d{metric
G(F ) = gij(x; y)dx
i ⊗ dxj + gij(x; y)yi ⊗ yj; (1.69)
with gij(x; y) taken as (1.67).
Using the Cartan N{connection (1.68) and Finsler metric tensor (1.67)

















has the unique property that it is torsionless and
satises the metricity conditions both for the horizontal and vertical compo-
nents, i. e. Dgγ = 0:
The d{curvatures
R:ih:jk = f R:ih:jk; P :i lj:k ; S :i(c)j:klg
on a Finsler space provided with Cartan N{connection and Finsler metric
structures are computed following the formulas (1.64) when the a; b; c::: in-
dices are identied with i; j; k; ::: indices. It should be emphasized that in this




(c):γ are dened by a fundamental function
F (x; y) :
In general, we can consider that a Finsler space is provided with a metric
gij = @
2F 2=2@yi@yj ; but the N{connection and d{connection are be dened
in a dierent manner, even not be determined by F:
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1.5.2 Lagrange and Generalized Lagrange Spaces
The notion of Finsler spaces was extended by J. Kern [86] and R. Miron [99].
It is widely developed in monographs [108, 109] and exteded to superspaces
by S. Vacaru [169, 171, 172].
The idea of extension was to consider instead of the homogeneous funda-
mental function F (x; y) in a Finsler space a more general one, a Lagrangian
L (x; y), dened as a dierentiable mapping L : (x; y) 2 TM ! L(x; y) 2 R;
of class C1 on manifold gTM and continous on the null section 0 : M ! TM










is of rank n on M:
Definition 1.8. A Lagrange space is a pair Ln = (M;L(x; y)) where M
is a smooth real n{dimensional manifold provided with regular Lagrangian
L(x; y) structure L : TM ! R for which gij(x; y) from (1.70) has a constant
signature over the manifold gTM:
The fundamental Lagrange function L(x; y) denes a canonical N{con-
nection













as well a d-metric
G(L) = gij(x; y)dx
i ⊗ dxj + gij(x; y)yi ⊗ yj; (1.71)
with gij(x; y) taken as (1.70). As well we can introduce an almost Ka¨hlerian
structure and an almost Hermitian model of Ln; denoted as H2n as in the
case of Finsler spaces but with a proper fundamental Lagange function and









is to computed by the same formulas (1.54) and (1.48)
with hab ! g(L)ij ; for N i(cL) j : The d{torsions (1.59) and d{curvatures (1.64)
are dened, in this case, by Li(cL) jk and C
i
(cL) jk: We also note that instead of
N i(cL) j and Γ

(cL)γ one can consider on a L
n{space arbitrary N{connections
N ij ; d{connections Γ

γ which are not dened only by L(x; y) and g
(L)
ij but
can be metric, or non{metric with respect to the Lagrange metric.
The next step of generalization is to consider an arbitrary metric gij (x; y)
on TM instead of (1.70) which is the second derivative of "anisotropic" co-
ordinates yi of a Lagrangian [99, 100].
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Definition 1.9. A generalized Lagrange space is a pair GLn = (M; gij(x; y))
where gij(x; y) is a covariant, symmetric d{tensor eld, of rank n and of
constant signature on gTM:
One can consider dierent classes of N{ and d{connections on TM; which
are compatible (metric) or non compatible with (1.71) for arbitrary gij(x; y):
We can apply all formulas for d{connections, N-curvatures, d-torsions and
d-curvatures as in a v{bundle E ; but reconsidering them on TM; by changing
hab ! gij(x; y) and Nai ! Nki:
1.5.3 Cartan Spaces
The theory of Cartan spaces (see, for instance, [136, 85]) was formulated in
a new fashion in R. Miron’s works [101, 102] by considering them as duals
to the Finsler spaces (see details and references in [113]). Roughly, a Cartan
space is constructed on a cotangent bundle T M like a Finsler space on the
corresponding tangent bundle TM:
Consider a real smooth manifold M; the cotangent bundle (T M;;M)
and the manifold T˜ M = T Mnf0g:
Definition 1.10. A Cartan space is a pair Cn = (M;K(x; p)) such that
K : T M !R is a scalar function which satisfy the following conditions:
1. K is a dierentiable function on the manifold T˜ M = T Mnf0g and
continous on the null section of the projection  : T M !M ;
2. K is a positive function, homogeneous on the bers of the T M; i. e.
K(x; p) = F (x; p);  2 R;







is positively dened on T˜ M:
The functionK(x; y) and gij(x; p) are called respectively the fundamental
function and the fundamental (or metric) tensor of the Cartan space Cn: We
use symbols like "g" as to emphasize that the geometrical objects are dened
on a dual space.
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One considers "anisotropic" (depending on directions, momenta, pi)





























This N{connection can be used for denition of an almost complex structure
like in (1.51) and to dene on T M a d{metric
Gˇ(k) = gij(x; p)dx
i ⊗ dxj + gij(x; p)pi ⊗ pj ; (1.74)
with gij(x; p) taken as (1.72).
Using the canonical N{connection (1.73) and Finsler metric tensor (1.72)











with the coecients are computed





jgrk + kgjr − rgjk

;






has the unique property that it is torsionless
and satises the metricity conditions both for the horizontal and vertical
components, i. e. Dgγ = 0:
The d{curvatures
R:(k):γ = fR:i(k)h:jk; P :i(k)j:km; S :iklj: g
on a Finsler space provided with Cartan N{connection and Finsler metric
structures are computed following the formulas (1.66) when the a; b; c::: in-
dices are identied with i; j; k; ::: indices. It should be emphasized that in this
case all values gij;Γ

(k)γ and
R:(k):γ are dened by a fundamental function
K (x; p) :
In general, we can consider that a Cartan space is provided with a met-
ric gij = @2K2=2@pi@pj ; but the N{connection and d{connection could be
dened in a dierent manner, even not be determined by K:
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1.5.4 Generalized Hamilton and Hamilton Spaces
The geometry of Hamilton spaces was dened and investigated by R. Miron
in the papers [105, 104, 103] (see details and references in [113]). It was
developed on the cotangent bundel as a dual geometry to the geometry of
Lagrange spaces. Here we start with the denition of generalized Hamilton
spaces and then consider the particular case.
Definition 1.11. A generalized Hamilton space is a pair
GHn = (M; gij(x; p)) where M is a real n{dimensional manifold and gij(x; p)
is a contravariant, symmetric, nondegenerate of rank n and of constant sig-
nature on T˜ M:
The value gij(x; p) is called the fundamental (or metric) tensor of the
space GHn: One can dene such values for every paracompact manifold M:
In general, a N{connection on GHn is not determined by gij: Therefore we
can consider arbitrary coecients Nij (x; p) and dene on T
M a d{metric
like (1.42)
G = g (u) 
 ⊗  = gij (u) di ⊗ dj + gij (u) i ⊗ j ; (1.75)
This N{coecients Nij (x; p) and d{metric structure (1.75) allow to dene an
almost Ka¨hler model of generalized Hamilton spaces and to dene canonical
d{connections, d{torsions and d-curvatures (see respectively the formulas
(1.48), (1.49), (1.61) and (1.64) with the ber coecients redened for the
cotangent bundle T M ).
A generalized Hamilton space GHn = (M; gij(x; p)) is called reducible to








Definition 1.12. A Hamilton space is a pair Hn = (M;H(x; p)) such that
H : T M !R is a scalar function which satisfy the following conditions:
1. H is a dierentiable function on the manifold T˜ M = T Mnf0g and
continous on the null section of the projection  : T M !M ;
2. The Hessian of H with elements (1.76) is positively dened on T˜ M and
gij(x; p) is nondegenerate matrix of rank n and of constant signature.
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where the Poisson brackets, for arbitrary functions f and g on T M; act as



















ned by the coecients





jgsk + kgjs − sgjk

;





In result we can compute the d{torsions and d{curvatures like on cv{bundle
or on Cartan spaces. On Hamilton spaces all such objects are dened by the
Hamilton function H(x; p) and indeces have to be reconsidered for co{bers
of the co-tangent bundle.
1.6 Gravity on Vector Bundles




with respect to a locally adapted frame (1.17) are as follows:
Rij = R
:k




a:ib; Rab = S
:c
a:bc:
We point out that because, in general, 1Pai 6= 2Pia the Ricci d-tensor is non
symmetric.
Having dened a d-metric of type in E we can introduce the scalar cur-
vature of d{connection D:
 −
R = GR = R+ S; (1.78)
where R = gijRij and S = h
abSab:
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For our further considerations it will be also useful to use an alternative
way of denition torsion (1.57) and curvature (1.62) by using the commutator

:
= 55 −5 5 = 25[5]:




for every scalar function f on E . Curvature can be introduced as an operator
acting on arbitrary d-vector V  :
( − T γ:5γ)V  = R:γ:V γ (1.79)
(we note that in this section we shall follow conventions of Miron and Anas-
tasiei [108, 109] on d-tensors; we can obtain corresponding Penrose and
Rindler abstract index formulas [128, 129] just for a trivial N-connection
structure and by changing denotations for components of torsion and curva-
ture in this manner: T γ: ! T γ and R:γ: ! R γ ):
Here we also note that torsion and curvature of a d-connection on E
satisfy generalized for locally anisotropic spaces Ricci and Bianchi identities
[108, 109] which in terms of components (1.79) are written respectively as
R:[γ:] +5[T :γ] + T :[T :γ] = 0 (1.80)
and
5[Rjjγ] + T [Rjj:γ] = 0: (1.81)
Identities (1.80) and (1.81) can be proved similarly as in [128] by taking into
account that indices play a distinguished character.
We can also consider a la-generalization of the so-called conformal Weyl
tensor (see, for instance, [128]) which can be written as a d-tensor in this
form:


















This object is conformally invariant on locally anisotropic spaces provided
with d-connection generated by d-metric structures.
The Einstein equations and conservation laws on v-bundles provided with
N-connection structures are studied in detail in [108, 109, 2, 3]. In Ref. [186]
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we proved that the locally anisotropic gravity can be formulated in a gauge
like manner and analyzed the conditions when the Einstein locally anisotropic
gravitational eld equations are equivalent to a corresponding form of Yang-
Mills equations. In this subsection we write the locally anisotropic gravita-
tional eld equations in a form more convenient for theirs equivalent refor-
mulation in locally anisotropic spinor variables.
We dene d-tensor  as to satisfy conditions




which is the torsionless part of the Ricci tensor for locally isotropic spaces
[128, 129], i.e.  
:
= 0. The Einstein equations on locally anisotropic spaces
 −
G  + g = E; (1.84)
where
 −




is the Einstein d-tensor,  and  are correspondingly the cosmological and
gravitational constants and by E is denoted the locally anisotropic energy-





E  g): (1.86)
Because the locally anisotropic spaces generally have nonzero torsions we
shall add to (1.86) (equivalently to (1.84)) a system of algebraic d-eld equa-
tions with the source Sγ being the locally anisotropic spin density of matter
(if we consider a variant of locally anisotropic Einstein-Cartan theory):







From (1.80) and (1.87) one follows the conservation law of locally anisotropic
spin matter:
5γSγ − T γSγ = E − E:
Finally, in this section, we remark that all presented geometric construc-
tions contain those elaborated for generalized Lagrange spaces [108, 109] (for
which a tangent bundle TM is considered instead of a v-bundle E ). We
also note that the Lagrange (Finsler) geometry is characterized by a metric












and hij = gij;
where L = L (x; y) ( =  (x; y)) is a Lagrangian (Finsler metric) on TM




We analyze local anisotropies induced by anholonomic frames and associated
nonlinear connections in general relativity and extensions to ane{Poincare
and de Sitter gauge gravity and dierent types of Kaluza{Klein theories. We
construct some new classes of cosmological solutions of gravitational eld
equations describing Friedmann{Robertson{Walker like universes with rota-
tion (ellongated and flattened) ellipsoidal or torus symmetry [185].
2.1 Introduction
The search for exact solutions with generic local anisotropy in general rela-
tivity, gauge gravity and non{Riemannian extensions has its motivation from
low energy limits in modern string and Kaluza{Klein theories. Such classes
of solutions constructed by using moving anholonomic frame elds (tetrads,
or vierbeins; we shall use the term frames for higher dimensions) reflect a new
type of constrained dynamics and locally anisotropic interactions of gravita-
tional and matter elds [177].
What are the requirements of such constructions and their physical treat-
ment? We believe that such solutions should have the properties: (i) they
satisfy the Einstein equations in general relativity and are locally anisotropic
generalizations of some known solutions in isotropic limits with a well posed
Cauchy problem; (ii) the corresponding geometrical and physical values are
dened, as a rule, with respect to an anholonomic system of reference which
reflects the imposed constraints and supposed symmetry of locally anisotropic
interactions; the reformulation of results for a coordinate frame is also pos-
sible; (iii) by applying the method of moving frames of reference, we can
41
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generalize the solutions to some analogous in metric{ane and/or gauge
gravity, in higher dimension and string theories.
Comparing with the previos results [163, 170, 173, 172, 186] on denition
of self{consistent eld theories incorporating various possible anisotropic,
inhomogeneous and stochastic manifestations of classical and quantum in-
teractions on locally anisotropic and higher order anisotropic spaces, we em-
phasize that, in this Chapter, we shall be interested not in some extensions of
the well known gravity theories with locally isotropic space{times ((pseudo)
Riemannian or Riemanian{Cartan{Weyl ones, in brief, RCW space{times)
to Finsler geometry and its generalizations. We shall present a proof that
locally anisotropic structures (Finsler, Lagrange and higher order develop-
ments [59, 41, 136, 96, 14, 109, 106, 27, 70]) could be induced by anholonomic
frames on locally isotropic spaces, even in general relativity and its metric{
ane and gauge like modications [63, 153, 132, 133, 98, 53, 186, 131, 202].
To evolve some new (frame anholonomy) features of locally isotropic grav-
ity theories we shall apply the methods of the geometry of anholonomic
frames and associated nonlinear connection (in brief, N{connection) struc-
tures elaborated in details for bundle spaces and generalized Finsler spaces in
monographs [109, 106, 27] with further developments for spinor dierential
geometry, superspaces and stochastic calculus in [163, 171, 173, 172]. The
rst rigorous global denition of N{connections is due to W. Barthel [25]
but the idea and some rough constructions could be found in the E. Cartan’s
works [41]. We note that the point of this paper is to emphasize the generic lo-
cally anisotropic geometry and physics and apply the N{connection method
for non{Finslerian(pseudo) Riemannian and RCW spacetimes. Here, it
should be mentioned that anholonomic frames are considered in detail, for in-
stance, in monographs [56, 117, 128, 129] and with respect to geometrization
of gauge theories in [98, 131] but not concerning the topic on associated N{
connection structures which grounds our geometric approach to anisotropies
in physical theories and developing of a new method of integrating gravita-
tional eld equations.
2.2 Anholonomic Frames on (Pseudo) Rie-
mannian Spaces
For deniteness, we consider a (n+m){dimensional (pseudo) Riemannian
spacetime V (n+m); being a paracompact and connected Hausdor C1{mani-
fold, enabled with a nonsigular metric
ds2 = eg du ⊗ du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with the coecients
eg =  gij +Nai N bjhab N ej haeN ei hbe hab

(2.1)
parametrized with respect to a local coordinate basis du = (dxi; dya) ;
having its dual @=u = (@=xi; @=ya) ; where the indices of geometrical ob-




run correspondingly the values: (for
Greek indices); ; : : : = n +m; for (Latin indices) i; j; k; ::: = 1; 2; :::; n and
a; b; c; ::: = 1; 2; :::; m . We shall use ’tilds’ if would be necessary to emphasize
that a value is dened with respect to a coordinate basis.









with respect to a subclass of n+m anholonomic frame basis (for four dimen-
sions one used terms tetrads, or vierbiends) dened



































called the locally anisotropic bases (in brief, la{bases) adapted to the coef-
cients Naj : The n n matrix gij denes the so{called horizontal metric (in
brief, h{metric) and the m  m matrix hab denes the vertical (v{metric)
with respect to the associated nonlinear connection (N{connection) struc-
ture given by its coecients Naj (u
) from (2.3) and (2.4). The geometry
of N{connections is studied in detail in [25, 109]; here we shall consider its
applications with respect to anholonomic frames in general relativity and its
locally isotropic generalizations.
A frame structure  (2.3) on V
(n+m) is characterized by its anholonomy
relations
 −  = wγγ: (2.5)
with anholonomy coecients wγ:The elongation of partial derivatives (by
N{coecients) in the locally adapted partial derivatives (2.3) reflects the fact
that on the (pseudo) Riemannian space{time V (n+m) it is modeled a generic
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local anisotropy characterized by the anholonomy relations (2.5) when the
anholonomy coecients are computed as follows
wkij = 0; w
k
aj = 0; w
k
ia = 0; w
k
ab = 0; w
c
ab = 0;




j − @jNai +N bi @bNaj −N bj@bNai
denes the coecients of the N{connection curvature, in brief, N{curvature.
On (pseudo) Riemannian space{times this is a characteristic of a chosen
anholonomic system of reference.
A N{connection N denes a global decomposition,
N : V (n+m) = H(n)  V (m);
of spacetime V (n+m) into a n{dimensional horizontal subspace H (n) (with
holonomic x{coordinates) and into a m{dimensional vertical subspace V (m)
(with anisotropic, anholonomic, y{coordinates). This form of parametriza-
tions of sets of mixt holonomic{anholonomic frames is very useful for in-
vestigation, for instance, of kinetic and thermodynamic systems in general
relativity, spinor and gauge eld interactions in curved space{times and for
denition of non{trivial reductions from higher dimension to lower dimension
ones in Kaluza{Klein theories. In the last case the N{connection could be
treated as a ’splitting’ eld into base’s and extra dimensions with the an-
holonomic (equivalently, anisotropic) structure dened from some prescribed
types of symmetries and constraints (imposed on a physical system) or, for
a dierent class of theories, with some dynamical eld equations following in
the low energy limit of string theories [170, 171] or from Einstein equations
on a higher dimension space.
The locally anisotropic spacetimes, anisoropic spacetimes, to be investi-
gated in this section are considered to be some (pseudo) Riemannian man-
ifolds V (n+m) enabled with a frame, in general, anholonomic structures of
basis vector elds,  = (i; a) and theirs duals  = (i; a) (equivalently to
an associated N{connection structure), adapted to a symmetric metric eld
g (2.2) of necessary signature and to a linear, in general nonsymmetric,
connection Γγ dening the covariant derivation D satisfying the metricity
conditions Dgγ = 0: The term anisotropic points to a prescribed type of
anholonomy structure. As a matter of principle, on a (pseudo) Riemannian
space{time, we can always, at least locally, remove our considerations with
respect to a coordinate basis. In this case the geometric anisotopy is mod-
elled by metrics of type (2.1). Such ansatz for metrics are largely applied
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in modern Kaluza{Klein theory [125] where the N{conection structures have
been not pointed out because in the simplest approximation on topological
compactication of extra dimensions the N{connection geometry is trivial.
A rigorous analysis of systems with mixed holonomic{anholonomic variables
was not yet provided for general relativity, extra dimension and gauge like
gravity theories..
A n+m anholonomic structure distinguishes (d) the geometrical objects
into h{ and v{components. Such objects are briefly called d{tensors, d{
metrics and/or d{connections. Their components are dened with respect to
a locally anisotropic basis of type (2.3), its dual (2.4), or their tensor products
(d{linear or d{ane transforms of such frames could also be considered). For
instance, a covariant and contravariant d{tensor Z; is expressed
Z = Z ⊗  = Z iji ⊗ dj + Z iai ⊗ a + Zbj@b ⊗ dj + Zba@b ⊗ a:
A linear d{connection D on locally anisotropic space{time V (n+m);
Dγ = Γ

γ (x; y) ;












A metric on V (n+m) with (m  m) + (n  n) block coecients (2.2) is
written in distinguished form, as a metric d{tensor (in brief, d{metric), with
respect to a locally anisotropic base (2.4)
s2 = g (u) 
 ⊗  = gij(x; y)dxidxj + hab(x; y)yayb: (2.7)
Some d{connection and d{metric structures are compatible if there are
satised the conditions
Dgγ = 0:































had (@chdb + @bhdc − @dhbc)
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The coecients of the canonical d{connection generalize for locally anisotrop-
ic space{times the well known Christoel symbols; on a (pseudo) Rieman-
nian spacetime with a xed anholonomic frame the d{connection coecients
transform exactly into the metric connection coecients.
For a d{connection (2.6) the components of torsion,
T (γ ; ) = T

γ;
T γ = Γ

γ − Γγ + wγ
are expressed via d{torsions
T i:jk = −T i:kj = Lijk − Likj ; T ija = Ci:ja; T iaj = −Cija;






bc − Cacb; (2.9)
T a:ij = −Ωaij ; T a:bi = @bNai − La:bj; T a:ib = −T a:bi:
We note that for symmetric linear connections the d{torsions are induced as
a pure anholonomic eect. They vanish with respect to a coordinate frame
of reference.
In a similar manner, putting non{vanishing coecients (2.6) into the
formula for curvature,
R ( ; γ)  = R

 γ;
R  γ = Γ

γ − γΓ + Γ’γΓ’ − Γ’Γ’γ + Γ’w’γ ;
we can compute the components of d{curvatures
R:ih:jk = kL
i
:hj − jLi:hk + Lm:hjLimk − Lm:hkLimj − Ci:haΩa:jk;
R:ab:jk = kL
a
:bj − jLa:bk + Lc:bjLa:ck − Lc:bkLa:cj − Ca:bcΩc:jk;






:ka − (kCi:ja + Li:lkC l:ja − Ll:jkCi:la − Lc:akCi:jc);






:ka − (kCc:ba + Lc:dkCd:ba − Ld:bkCc:da − Ld:akCc:bd);
S :ij:bc = @cC
i
:jb − @bCi:jc + Ch:jbCi:hc − Ch:jcCihb;
S :ab:cd = @dC
a












a:ib; Rab = S
:c
a:bc:
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We point out that because, in general, 1Pai 6= 2Pia; the Ricci d{tensor is non
symmetric.




of a d-connection D;
 −
R = bR+ S; (2.11)
where bR = gijRij and S = habSab:






R = kγ ;
we can write down the system of eld equations for locally anisotropic gravity
with anholonomic (N{connection) structure:
Rij − 1
2
 bR+ S gij = kij; (2.12)
Sab − 1
2
 bR+ Shab = kab;
1Pai = kai;
2Pia = −kia;
where ij ;ab;ai and ia are the components of the energy{momentum
d{tensor eld γ (which includes possible cosmological constants, contri-
butions of anholonomy d{torsions (2.9) and matter) and k is the coupling
constant.
The h- v- decomposition of gravitational eld equations (2.12) was in-
troduced by Miron and Anastasiei [109] in their N{connection approach to
generalized Finsler and Lagrange spaces. It holds true as well on (pseudo)
Riemannian spaces, in general gravity; in this case we obtain the usual form
of Einstein equations if we transfer considerations with respect to coordinate
frames. If the N{coecients are prescribed by xing the anholonomic frame
of reference, dierent classes of solutions are to be constructed by nding the
h{ and v{components, gij and hab; of metric (2.1), or its equivalent (2.2). A
more general approach is to consider the N{connection as ’free’ but subjected
to the condition that its coecients along with the d{metric components are
chosen to solve the Einsten equations in the form (2.12) for some suggested
symmetries, congurations of horizons and type of singularities and well de-
ned Cauchy problem. This way one can construct new classes of metrics
with generic local anisotropy (see [177]).
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2.3 Higher Order Anisotropic Structures
Miron and Atanasiu [110, 106, 107] developed the higher order Lagrange
and Finsler geometry with applications in mechanics in order to geometrize
the concepts of classical mechanics on higher order tangent bundles. The
work [171] was a proof that higher order anisotropies (in brief, one writes
abbreviations like ha{, ha{superspace, ha{spacetime, ha{geometry and so
on) can be induced alternatively in low energy limits of (super) string theo-
ries and a higher order superbundle N{connection formalism was proposed.
There were developed the theory of spinors [173], proposed models of ha{
(super)gravity and matter interactions on ha{spaces and dened the super-
symmetric stochastic calculus in ha{superspaces which were summarized in
the monograph [172] containing a local (super) geometric approach to so
called ha{superstring and generalized Finsler{Kaluza{Klein (super) gravi-
ties.
The aim of this section is to proof that higher order anisotropic (ha{
structures) are induced by respective anholonomic frames in higher dimension
Einstein gravity, to present the basic geometric background for a such moving
frame formalism and associated N{connections and to deduce the system of
gravitational eld equations with respect to ha{frames.
2.3.1 Ha–frames and corresponding N–connections
Let us consider a (pseudo) Riemannian spacetime V (n) = V (n+m) where the
anisotropic dimension m is split into z sub{dimensions mp; (p = 1; 2; :::; z);
i. e. m = m1 + m2 + ::: + mz: The local coordinates on a such higher
dimension curved space{time will be denoted as to take into account the
m{decomposition,
u = fu  uz = (xi; ya1; ya2; : : : ; yap; : : : yaz)g;
up = (xi; ya1; ya2; : : : ; yap) = (up−1; yap) :
The la{constructions from the previous Section are considered to describe
anholonomic structures of rst order; for z = 1 we put u1 = (xi; ya1) =
u = (xi; ya1) : The higher order anisotropies are dened inductively, ’shell
by shell’, starting from the rst order to the higher order, z{anisotropy. In
order to distinguish the components of geometrical objects with respect to
a p{shell we provide both Greek and Latin indices with a corresponding
subindex like p = (p−1; ap); and ap = (1; 2; :::; mp); i. e. one holds a shell
parametrization for coordinates,
yap = (y1(p) = y
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We shall overline some indices, for instance,  and a; if would be necessary
to point that it could be split into shell components and omit the p{shell
mark (p) if this does not lead to misunderstanding. Such decompositions
of indices and geometrical and physical values are introduced with the aim
for a further modelling of (in general, dynamical) spllittings of higher di-
mension spacetimes, step by step, with ’interior’ subspaces being of dierent
dimension, to lower dimensions, with nontrival topology and anholonomic
(anisotropy) structures in generalized Kaluza{Klein theories.




@=xi; @=ya1 ; :::; @=yaz

with the dual ones
d = du =
(







@=xi; @=ya1 ; :::; @=yap

and
dp = dup =
(
dxi; dya1; :::; dyap

if considerations are limited to the p-th shell.
With respect to a coordinate frame a nonsigular metric
ds2 = eg du ⊗ du
with coecients eg dened on induction,



















eg = egzz =  gz−1z−1 +Mazz−1M bzz−1hazbz Mezz−1hazezMezz−1hbzez hazbz

;
where indices are split as 1 = (i1; a1) ; 2 = (1; a2) ; p = (p−1; ap) ; p =
1; 2; :::z:
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The metric (2.13) on V (n) splits into symmetric blocks of matrices of
dimensions




gij(u) 0 : : : 0
0 ha1b1 : : : 0
: : : : : :    : : :
0 0 : : : hazbz
1CCA (2.14)
with respect to an anholonomic frame basis dened on induction
p = (p−1 ; @ap) =
(





































where ap = (a1; a2; :::; ap) ; are called the locally anisotropic bases (in brief




























p−1 are related via some algebraic relations with N
ap
p−1 in
order to be satised the locally anisotropic basis duality conditions
p ⊗ p = pp ;
where 
p
p is the Kronecker symbol, for every shell.
The geometric structure of N{ and M{coecients of a higher order non-
linear connection becomes more explicit if we write the relations (2.15) and
(2.16) in matrix form, respectively,
 = bN (u) @
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and
 = d M (u) ;
where









































1 −Na1i −Na2i : : : −Nazi
0 1 −Na2a1 : : : −Naza1
0 0 1 : : : −Naza2
: : : : : : : : : : : : : : :






i : : : M
az
i
0 1 Ma2a1 : : : M
az
a1
0 0 1 : : : Maza2
: : : : : : : : : : : : : : :
0 0 0 : : : 1
1CCCCA :
The n  n matrix gij denes the horizontal metric (in brief, h{metric)
and the mp mp matrices hapbp denes the vertical, vp{metrics with respect
to the associated nonlinear connection (N{connection) structure given by its
coecients N
ap
p−1 from (2.15). The geometry of N{connections on higher
order tangent bundles is studied in detail in [110, 106, 107], for vector (su-
per)bundles there it was proposed the approach from [171, 172]; the approach
and denotations elaborated in this work is adapted to further applications in
higher dimension Einstein gravity and its non{Riemannian locally anisotropic
extensions.
A ha{basis  (2.4) on V
(n) is characterized by its anholonomy relations
 −  = wγγ: (2.17)
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with anholonomy coecients wγ






















= 0; f < p;w
cf
bf ap
= 0; f < p;w
cf
apbp




= −Ωapcf ds ; (f; s < p);

















for 1  s; f < p; are the coecients of higher order N{connection curvature
(N{curvature).
A higher order N{connection N denes a global decomposition
N : V (n) = H(n)  V (m1)  V (m2)  ::: V (mz);
of space{time V (n) into a n{dimensional horizontal subspace H (n) (with holo-
nomic x{components) and into mp{dimensional vertical subspaces V
(mp)
(with anisotropic, anholonomic, y(p){components).
2.3.2 Distinguished linear connections
In this section we consider bered (pseudo) Riemannian manifolds V (n) en-
abled with anholonomic frame structures of basis vector elds,
 = (i; a) and theirs duals  = (i; a) with associated N{connection
structure, adapted to a symmetric metric eld g (2.14) and to a linear, in
general nonsymmetric, connection Γ
γ
dening the covariant derivation D
satisfying the metricity conditions Dgγ = 0: Such space{times are provided
with anholonomic higher order anisotropic structures and, in brief, are called
ha{spacetimes.
A higher order N{connection distinguishes (d) the geometrical objects
into h{ and vp{components (d{tensors, d{metrics and/or d{connections).
For instance, a d-tensor eld of type

p r1 ::: rp ::: rz
q s1 ::: sp ::: sz

is written in



























































⊗ b(z)1 :::⊗ b(z)sz :



























for f < p; s:
A metric with block coecients (2.14) is written as a d{metric, with
respect to a la{base (2.16)
s2 = g (u) 
 ⊗  = gij(u)dxidxj + hapbp(u)yapybp; (2.20)
where p = 1; 2; :::; z:
A d{connection and a d{metric structure are compatible if there are sat-
ised the conditions
Dgγ = 0:
The canonical d{connection cΓ
γ
is dened by the coecients of d{metric


























































haf ef cphbf ef ;
where f < p; s: They transform into usual Christoel symbols with respect
to a coordinate base.
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2.3.3 Ha–torsions and ha–curvatures
















are expressed via d{torsions
T i:jk = −T i:kj = Lijk − Likj; T ija = −T iaj = Ci:ja;
T i
:ab






























= −Ωap:af bf ; T
ap
:bsaf




We note that for symmetric linear connections the d{torsion is induced
as a pure anholonomic eect.
In a similar manner, putting non{vanishing coecients (2.6) into the
formula for curvature,
















we can compute the components of d{curvatures
R:ih:jk = kL
i






− jLa:bk + Lc:bjLa:ck − Lc:bkLa:cj − Ca:bcΩc:jk;

























− cCa:bd + Ce:bcCa:ed − Ce:bdCa:ec;
















































































where f < p; s; r; t:













; Rab = S
:c
a:bc
Rbf cf = W
:af
bf :cfaf






The Ricci d-tensor is non symmetric.
If a higher order d-metric of type (2.20) is dened in V (n); we can compute
the scalar curvature
R = gγRγ :
of a d-connection D;
R = bR+ S; (2.25)
where bR = gijRij and S = habSab:
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The h-v parametrization of the gravitational eld equations in ha{spaceti-













 bR+ Shab = kab;
1Pai = kai;
1Papbf = kapbf
2Pia = −kia; 2Pasbf = −kaf bp ;
where ij;ab;ai;ia;apbf ;af bp are the h-v{components of the energy{
momentum d{tensor eld γ (which includes possible cosmological con-
stants, contributions of anholonomy d{torsions (2.22) and matter) and k is
the coupling constant.
We note that, in general, the ha{torsions are not vanishing. Nevetheless,
for a (pseudo){Riemannian spacetime with induced anholonomic anisotropies
it is not necessary to consider an additional to (2.26) system of equations for
torsion becouse in this case the torsion structure is an anholonomic eect
wich becames trivial with respect to holonomic frames of reference.
If a ha{spacetime structure is associated to a generic nonzero torsion, we
could consider additionally, for instance, as in [186], a system of algebraic
d{eld equations with a source S
γ
for a locally anisotropic spin density of









In a more general case we have to introduce some new constraints and/or
dynamical equations for torsions and nonlinear connections which are induced
from (super) string theory and/ or higher order anisotropic supergravity
[170, 171]. Two variants of gauge dynamical eld equations with both frame
like and torsion variables will be considered in the Section 5 and 6 of this
paper.
2.4 Gauge Fields on Ha–Spaces
This section is devoted to gauge eld theories on spacetimes provided with
higher order anisotropic anholonomic frame structures.
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2.4.1 Bundles on ha–spaces
Let us consider a principal bundle
(P; ; Gr; V (n) over a ha{spacetime V (n)
(P and V (n) are called respectively the base and total spaces) with the struc-
tural group Gr and surjective map  : P ! V (n) (on geometry of bundle
spaces see, for instance, [35, 109, 132]). At every point u = (x; y(1); ::: ; y(z))
2 V (n) there is a vicinity U  V (n); u 2 U ; with trivializing P dieomor-
phisms f and ’ :
fU : −1 (U) ! UGr; f (p) = ( (p) ; ’ (p)) ;
’U : −1 (U) ! Gr; ’(pq) = ’ (p) q
for every group element q 2 Gr and point p 2 P: We remark that in the
general case for two open regions
U ;V  V (n);U \ V 6= ;; fUjp 6= fVjp; even p 2 U \ V:
Transition functions gUV are dened
gUV : U \ V !Gr; gUV (u) = ’U (p)
(
’V (p)
−1 ;  (p) = u:
Hereafter we shall omit, for simplicity, the specication of trivializing
regions of maps and denote, for example, f  fU ; ’  ’U ; s  sU ; if this will
not give rise to ambiguities.
Let  be the canonical left invariant 1-form on Gr with values in algebra
Lie G of group Gr uniquely dened from the relation  (q) = q; for every
q 2 G; and consider a 1-form ! on U  V (n) with values in G: Using  and
!; we can locally dene the connection form  in P as a 1-form:
 = ’ + Ad ’−1 (!) (2.27)
where ’ and ! are, respectively, 1{forms induced on −1 (U) and P by
maps ’ and  and ! = s: The adjoint action on a form  with values in









where p is the value of form  at point p 2 P:
Introducing a basis fbag in G (index ba enumerates the generators making
up this basis), we write the 1-form ! on V (n) as
! = ba!ba (u) ; !ba (u) = !ba (u) u (2.28)
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where u = (dxi; ya) and the Einstein summation rule on indices ba and  is
used. Functions !ba (u) from (2.28) are called the components of Yang-Mills
elds on ha-spacetime V (n): Gauge transforms of ! can be interpreted as
transition relations for !U and !V ; when u 2 U \ V;
(!U)u = (g

UV)u + Ad gUV (u)
−1 (!V)u : (2.29)
To relate !ba with a covariant derivation we shall consider a vector bun-
dle  associated to P: Let  : Gr ! GL (Rs) and 0 : G ! End (Es) be,
respectively, linear representations of group Gr and Lie algebra G (where
R is the real number eld): Map  denes a left action on Gr and asso-
ciated vector bundle  = P  Rs=Gr; E : E ! V (n): Introducing the
standard basis i = f1; 2; :::; sg in Rs; we can dene the right action on
P Rs; ((p; ) q = (pq;  (q−1) ) ; q 2 Gr) ; the map induced from P
p : Rs ! −1E (u) ; (p () = (p)Gr;  2 Rs;  (p) = u)
and a basis of local sections ei : U ! −1E (U) ; ei (u) = s (u) i: Every section
& : V (n) !  can be written locally as & = & iei; & i 2 C1 (U) : To every




X i +B (X)ij 
j
i
; B (X) = (0X)ba !ba (X) : (2.30)
The transform (2.29) and operators (2.30) are inter{related by these transi-
tion transforms for values ei; 
i; and B :











BV (u) = [gUV (u)]
−1  [gUV (u)] + [gUV (u)]
−1BU (u) [gUV (u)] ;
where BU (u) = B
 (=du) (u) :
Using (2.31), we can verify that the operator 5UX ; acting on sections of
 : ! V (n) according to denition (2.30), satises the properties
5Uf1X+f2Y = f1 5UX +f25UX ; 5UX (f) = f 5UX  + (Xf) ;
5UX = 5VX; u 2 U \ V;f1; f2 2 C1 (U) :
So, we can conclude that the Yang{Mills connection in the vector bundle
 : ! V (n) is not a general one, but is induced from the principal bundle
 : P ! V (n) with structural group Gr:
The curvature K of connection  from (2.27) is dened as
K = D; D = bH  d (2.32)
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where d is the operator of exterior derivation acting on G-valued forms as
d
(
ba ⊗ ba = ba ⊗ dba




(Xp) = p (HpXp) ; where Hp projects on the horizontal
subspace
Hp 2 Pp [Xp 2 Hp is equivalent to p (Xp) = 0] :
We can express (2.32) locally as
K = Ad ’−1U (KU) (2.33)
where
KU = d!U + 1
2
[!U ; !U ] : (2.34)
The exterior product of G-valued form (2.34) is dened ash





where the anti{symmetric tensorial product is denoted baV bb = babb−bbba:
Introducing structural coecients f babbbc of G satisfying
bb;bc = f babbbc ba
we can rewrite (2.34) in a form more convenient for local considerations:






















This subsection ends by considering the problem of reduction of the lo-
cal anisotropic gauge symmetries and gauge elds to isotropic ones. For
local trivial considerations we can consider that with respect to holonomic
frames the higher order anisotropic Yang-Mills elds reduce to usual ones on
(pseudo) Riemannian spaces.
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2.4.2 Yang-Mills equations on ha-spaces
Interior gauge symmetries are associated to semisimple structural groups.
On the principal bundle
(P; ; Gr; V (n) with nondegenerate Killing form for
semisimple group Gr we can dene the generalized bundle metric
hp (Xp; Yp) = G(p) (dPXP ; dPYP ) +K (P (XP ) ;P (XP )) ; (2.36)
where dP is the dierential of map  : P ! V (n); G(p) is locally generated
as the ha-metric (2.20), and K is the Killing form on G :
K
(
ba;bb = f bcbbbd f bdbabc = Kbabb:
Using the metric g on V
(n) (respectively, hP (XP ; YP ) on P) we can
introduce operators G and bG acting in the space of forms on V (n) (H andbH acting on forms on P)): Let e be an orthonormalized frame on U V (n);
locally adapted to the N{connection structure, i. .e. being related via some





 () e ⊗ e;
where  =  () = 1;  = 1; 2; :::; n; and the Hodge operator G can be
dened as G : 0
(
V (n)









=  (1) ::: (n−r) (2.37)
sign

1 2 : : : r r + 1 : : : n







Next, we dene the operator
−1G =  (1) ::: (n) (−1)r(n−r) G











The operator bG is dened as the adjoint to d associated to the scalar product
for forms, specied for r-forms asbG = (−1)r −1G d  G: (2.38)
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We remark that operators H and H acting in the total space of P can
be dened similarly to (2.37) and (2.38), but by using metric (2.36). Both
these operators also act in the space of G-valued forms:
 (ba ⊗ ’ba = ba ⊗ (’ba);
b (ba ⊗ ’ba = ba ⊗ (b’ba):
The form  on P with values in G is called horizontal if bH =  and
equivariant if R (q) = Ad q−1’; 8g 2 Gr;R (q) being the right shift on P:
We can verify that equivariant and horizontal forms also satisfy the conditions
 = Ad ’−1U (
) ; U = SU;
(V)U = Ad (gUV (u))
−1 (U)u :
Now, we can dene the eld equations for curvature (2.33) and connection
(2.27):
K = 0; (2.39)
5K = 0; (2.40)
where  = bH  bH : Equations (2.39) are similar to the well-known Maxwell
equations and for non-Abelian gauge elds are called Yang-Mills equations.
The structural equations (2.40) are called the Bianchi identities.
The eld equations (2.39) do not have a physical meaning because they
are written in the total space of the bundle  and not on the base anisotropic
spacetime V (n): But this diculty may be obviated by projecting the men-
tioned equations on the base. The 1-form K is horizontal by denition and
its equivariance follows from the right invariance of metric (2.36). So, there
is a unique form (K)U satisfying
K =Ad ’−1U (K)U :
The projection of (2.39) on the base can be written as (K)U = 0: To











where  is a form on P with values in G: For r-forms we haveb (Ad ’−1U  = Ad ’−1U b− (−1)r H f’U; HAd ’−1U 
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and, as a consequence,
bK = Ad ’−1U fbHKU + −1H [!U ; HKU ]g − −1H ; Ad ’−1U H (K) :
(2.41)
By using straightforward calculations in the adapted dual basis on −1 (U)
we can verify the equalities
; Ad ’−1U H (KU)

= 0; bHH (KU) =  bGK ; (2.42)
−1H [!U ; H (KU)] = f−1G [!U ; GKU ]g:
From (2.41) and (2.42) one follows that
(K)U = bGKU + −1G [!U ; GKU ] : (2.43)
Taking into account (2.43) and (2.38), we prove that projection on the
base of equations (2.39) and (2.40) can be expressed respectively as
−1G  d  GKU + −1G [!U ; GKU ] = 0: (2.44)
dKU + [!U ;KU ] = 0:
Equations (2.44) (see (2.43)) are gauge{invariant because
(K)U = Ad g−1UV (K)V :






+ f babbbc gv! bb Kbc = 0; (2.45)
where D is a compatible with metric covariant derivation on ha-spacetime
(2.45).
We point out that for our bundles with semisimple structural groups the
Yang-Mills equations (2.39) (and, as a consequence, their horizontal projec-
tions (2.44), or (2.45)) can be obtained by variation of the action
I =
Z
KbaKbbGgKbabb g1=2 dx1:::dxny1(1):::ym1(1) :::y1(z):::ymz(z) :
(2.46)
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Equations for extremals of (2.46) have the form
KbrbbggDKbb −Kbabbggf babrbl !blKbb = 0;
which are equivalent to "pure" geometric equations (2.45) (or (2.44)) due to
nondegeneration of the Killing form Kbrbb for semisimple groups.
To take into account gauge interactions with matter elds (sections of
vector bundle  on V (n)) we have to introduce a source 1{form J in equations
(2.39) and to write them
K = J (2.47)
Explicit constructions of J require concrete denitions of the bundle ;
for example, for spinor elds an invariant formulation of the Dirac equations
on ha{spaces is necessary. We omit spinor considerations in this paper (see
[163, 173]).
2.5 Gauge Ha-gravity
A considerable body of work on the formulation of gauge gravitational models
on isotropic spaces is based on application of nonsemisimple groups, for ex-
ample, of Poincare and ane groups, as structural gauge groups (see critical
analysis and original results in [53, 186, 98, 63, 202, 153, 131]). The main im-
pediment to developing such models is caused by the degeneration of Killing
forms for nonsemisimple groups, which make it impossible to construct con-
sistent variational gauge eld theories (functional (2.46) and extremal equa-
tions are degenerate in these cases). There are at least two possibilities to get
around the mentioned diculty. The rst is to realize a minimal extension
of the nonsemisimple group to a semisimple one, similar to the extension of
the Poincare group to the de Sitter group considered in [132, 133, 153]. The
second possibility is to introduce into consideration the bundle of adapted
ane frames on locally anisotropic space V (n); to use an auxiliary nonde-
generate bilinear form ababb instead of the degenerate Killing form Kbabb and to
consider a "pure" geometric method, illustrated in the previous section, of
denition of gauge eld equations. Projecting on the base V (n); we shall ob-
tain gauge gravitational eld equations on a ha{space having a form similar
to Yang-Mills equations.
The goal of this section is to prove that a specic parametrization of
components of the Cartan connection in the bundle of adapted ane frames
on V (n) establishes an equivalence between Yang-Mills equations (2.47) and
Einstein equations (2.26) on ha{spaces.
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2.5.1 Bundles of linear ha–frames
Let (X)u = (Xi; Xa)u = (Xi; Xa1 ; :::; Xaz)u be a frame locally adapted to
the N{connection structure at a point u 2 V (n): We consider a local right
distinguished action of matrices
A 0 =
0BB@
A ii0 0 ::: 0
0 B a1a01
::: 0
::: ::: ::: :::
0 0 ::: B aza0z
1CCA  GLn =
GL (n;R)GL (m1;R) :::GL (mz;R) :
Nondegenerate matrices A ii0 and B
j
j0 ; respectively, transform linearly Xiju
into Xi0ju = A ii0 Xiju and Xa0pju into Xa0pju = B
ap
a0p
Xapju; where X0ju =





the set of all adapted frames X at all points of V
(n) and




to V (n) transforming every
adapted frame Xju and point u into the point u: Every X0ju has a unique




 ; where X
(0)
 is a xed distinguished basis




: It is obvious that −1 (U) ;U  V (n); is bijective









as a local coordinate system on −1 (U) : Now, it is easy
to verify that
La(V (n)) = (La(V (n)); V (n); GLn(R))
is a principal bundle. We call La(V (n)) the bundle of linear adapted frames
on V (n):
The next step is to identify the components of, for simplicity, compatible
d-connection Γ
γ
on V (n); with the connection in La(V (n))
baU = !ba = f!bb := Γγg: (2.48)
Introducing (2.48) in (2.43), we calculate the local 1-form(




bibj 0 ::: 0
0 ba1bb1 ::: 0
::: ::: ::: :::
0 0 ::: bazbbz
1CCA
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is the standard distinguished basis in the Lie algebra of matrices Gln (R)
with (bibk)jl = ijkl and (bapbcpbpdp = apbpcpdp dening the standard bases
in Gl (Rn) : We have denoted the curvature of connection (2.48), considered
in (2.49), as
R(Γ)U = bb1 ⊗Rbb1X^X;
where Rbb1 = R 1  (see curvatures (2.23)).
2.5.2 Bundles of affine ha–frames and Einstein equa-
tions
Besides the bundles La (V (n) on ha-spacetime V (n); there is another bun-




 ⊗Rn; which can be naturally related to the gravity models on
(pseudo) Riemannian spaces. Because as a linear space the Lie Algebra




as  = (1;2) ; where 1 is the Gln (R) component and 2 is the Rn com-
ponent of the form : The connection (2.48),  in La (V (n) ; induces the
Cartan connection  in Aa (V (n) ; see the isotropic case in [132, 133, 35].
There is only one connection on Aa (V (n) represented as i = (; ) ;
where  is the shifting form and i : Aa ! La is the trivial reduction of
bundles. If s
(a)






U = i  sU is a
local section in Aa (V (n) and(
U

= sU = (U ; U) ; (2.50)
where  = eb⊗bX; g = bbbb (bb is diagonal with bb = 1) is a
frame decomposition of metric (2.20) on V (n); eb is the standard distinguished
basis on Rn; and the projection of torsion , TU ; on the base V (n) is dened
as




ΩU = eb ⊗X

T bX^X : (2.51)
For a xed locally adapted basis on U  V (n) we can identify components T ba
of torsion (2.51) with components of torsion (2.22) on V (n); i.e. T b = T  :
By straightforward calculation we obtain
(R)U = [(R(Γ))U ; (R)U + (Ri)U ]; (2.52)
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where
(R)U = bGTU + −1G [ΩU ; GTU ] ; (Ri)U = −1G hU ; GR(Γ)U i :
Form (Ri)U from (2.52) is locally constructed by using components of the
Ricci tensor (see (2.24)) as follows from decomposition on the local adapted
basis X = u :
(Ri)U = eb ⊗ (−1)n+1Rgbu:
We remark that for isotropic torsionless pseudo-Riemannian spaces the
requirement that
(
RU = 0; i.e., imposing the connection (2.48) to sat-
isfy Yang-Mills equations (2.39) (equivalently (2.44) or (2.45)) we obtain
[132, 133] the equivalence of the mentioned gauge gravitational equations
with the vacuum Einstein equations Rij = 0: In the case of ha{spaces with
arbitrary given torsion, even considering vacuum gravitational elds, we have
to introduce a source for gauge gravitational equations in order to compensate
for the contribution of torsion and to obtain equivalence with the Einstein
equations.
Considerations presented in this section constitute the proof of the fol-
lowing result:
Theorem 2.1. The Einstein equations (2.26) for ha{gravity are equivalent
to the Yang-Mills equations (
R = J (2.53)
for the induced Cartan connection  (see (2.48) and (2.50)) in the bundle of
locally adapted ane frames Aa (V (n) with the source J U constructed locally
by using the same formulas (2.52) for
(
R, but where R is changed by
the matter source E − 12gE with E = k − g:
We note that this theorem is an extension for higher order anisotropic
spacetimes of the Popov and Daikhin result [133] with respect to a possible
gauge like treatment of the Einstein gravity. Similar theorems have been
proved for locally anisotropic gauge gravity [186] and in the framework of
some variants of locally (and higher order) anisotropic supergravity [172].
2.6 Nonlinear De Sitter Gauge Ha–Gravity
The equivalent reexpression of the Einstein theory as a gauge like theory im-
plies, for both locally isotropic and anisotropic space{times, the nonsemisim-
plicity of the gauge group, which leads to a nonvariational theory in the total
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space of the bundle of locally adapted ane frames. A variational gauge grav-
itational theory can be formulated by using a minimal extension of the ane
structural group Afn (R) to the de Sitter gauge group Sn = SO (n) acting
on distinguished Rn+1 space.
2.6.1 Nonlinear gauge theories of de Sitter group
Let us consider the de Sitter space n as a hypersurface given by the equa-
tions ABu
AuB = −l2 in the flat (n + 1){dimensional space enabled with
diagonal metric AB; AA = 1 (in this subsection A;B;C; ::: = 1; 2; :::; n +
1); (n = n + m1 + ::: + mz); where fuAg are global Cartesian coordinates
in Rn+1; l > 0 is the curvature of de Sitter space. The de Sitter group




(n+ 1) generators of Lie algebra so() (n+ 1) satisfying the commutation
relations
[MAB;MCD] = ACMBD − BCMAD − ADMBC + BDMAC : (2.54)
Decomposing indices A;B; ::: as A = (b; n+ 1) ; B = b; n+ 1 ; :::; the




; and operators MAB as Mbb = Fbb
and Pb = l−1Mn+1;b; we can write (2.54) ash
Fbb;Fbγb
i








= bbPbγ − bbγPb;
where we have indicated the possibility to decompose so() (n+ 1) into a
direct sum, so() (n + 1) = so()(n)vn; where vn is the vector space stretched
on vectors Pb: We remark that n = S()=L(); where L() = SO() (n) : For
AB = diag (1;−1;−1;−1) and S10 = SO (1; 4) ; L6 = SO (1; 3) is the group
of Lorentz rotations.
Let W
(E ;Rn+1; S();P be the vector bundle associated with the prin-
cipal bundle P (S(); E on ha-spacetime vn; where S() is taken to be the
structural group and by E it is denoted the total space. The action of the
structural group S() on E can be realized by using n  n matrices with a
parametrization distinguishing subgroup L() :
B = bBL; (2.55)








L 2 L() is the de Sitter bust matrix transforming the vector (0; 0; :::; ) 2
Rn+1 into the point (v1; v2; :::; vn+1) 2 n  Rn+1 for which
vAv
A = −2; vA = tA:
Matrix b can be expressed
b =
 







The de Sitter gauge eld is associated with a linear connection in W , i.e.,








where !b b 2 so(n)(); b 2 Rn; b 2 bbb:
Because S()-transforms mix !
b b and b elds in (2.56) (the introduced
parametrization is invariant on action on SO() (n) group we cannot identify
!b b and b; respectively, with the connection Γγ and the fundamental
form  in V (n) (as we have for (2.48) and (2.50)). To avoid this diculty
we consider [153, 131] a nonlinear gauge realization of the de Sitter group
S() by introducing the nonlinear gauge eld
















b = tn+1b +Dtb − tb dtn+1 + bγtbγ = (1 + tn+1 ;
Dtb = dtb + !b btb :
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The action of the group S () is nonlinear, yielding transforms
Γ0 = L0Γ (L0)−1 + L0d (L0)−1 ; 0 = L;
where the nonlinear matrix-valued function L0 = L0 (t; b; BT ) is dened from
Bb = b
0BL0 (see the parametrization (2.55)).
Now, we can identify components of (2.57) with components of Γ
γ
and b on V (n) and induce in a consistent manner on the base of bundle
W (E ;Rn+1; S();P) the ha{geometry.
2.6.2 Dynamics of the nonlinear de Sitter ha–gravity
Instead of the gravitational potential (2.48), we introduce the gravitational









Γb b = b b Γ γ + b  b;
b = b u; and g = b b bb; and bb is parametrized as
bb =
0BB@
ij 0 ::: 0
0 a1b1 ::: 0
::: ::: ::: :::
0 0 ::: azbz
1CCA ;
ij = (1;−1; :::;−1) ; :::ij = (1;1; :::;1) ; :::; l0 is a dimensional constant.
The curvature of (2.58), R(Γ) = dΓ + ΓVΓ; can be written as
R(Γ) =
 








b;Rb b = 12Rb bu
^
u ;
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and
Rb b =  b  b R :
(see (2.23) for components of d-curvatures). The de Sitter gauge group is
semisimple and we are able to construct a variational gauge gravitational
locally anisotropic theory (bundle metric (2.36) is nondegenerate). The La-
grangian of the theory is postulated as
L = L(G) + L(m)










= L(G) jgj1=2 nu;
L(G) = 1
2l2
T b T b + 18Rb bR





T b  = b T   (the gravitational constant l2 in (2.60) satises the rela-
tions l2 = 2l20; 1 = −3=l0]; T r denotes the trace on b; b indices, and the










= L(m) jgj1=2 nu;
L(m) = 1
2
Γb bS b  − t blb : (2.61)
The matter eld source I is obtained as a variational derivation of L(m) on







with tb = tb u and Sb b = Sb bu being respectively the canonical
tensors of energy-momentum and spin density. Because of the contraction of
the "interior" indices b; b in (2.60) and (2.61) we used the Hodge operator




jgj1=2 nu (L(G) + L(m)
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on the Γ-variables (2.58), we obtain the gauge{gravitational eld equations:
d
(R(Γ)+ Γ^(R(Γ)− (R(Γ)^Γ = − (I) : (2.63)
Specifying the variations on Γb b and lb-variables, we rewrite (2.63) as
bD (R(Γ)+ 2
l2
 bD () + ^(T T − (T )^T = − (S) ; (2.64)




















T = fb = bbb ; b = b ug; bD = d+ bΓ
(bΓ acts as Γb b on indices bγ; b; ::: and as Γ  on indices γ; ; :::): In (2.65),












Equations (2.63) (or, equivalently, (2.64) and (2.65)) make up the com-
plete system of variational eld equations for nonlinear de Sitter gauge grav-
ity with higher order anisotropy. They can be interpreted as a variant of
gauge like equations for ha{gravity [186] when the (pseudo) Riemannian base
frames and torsions are considered to be induced by an anholonomic frame
structure with associated N{connection
A. Tseytlin [153] presented a quantum analysis of the isotropic version
of equations (2.64) and (2.65). Of course, the problem of quantizing gravi-
tational interactions is unsolved for both variants of locally anisotropic and
isotropic gauge de Sitter gravitational theories, but we think that the general-
ized Lagrange version of S()-gravity is more adequate for studying quantum
radiational and statistical gravitational processes. This is a matter for further
investigations.
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Finally, we remark that we can obtain a nonvariational Poincare gauge
gravitational theory on ha{spaces if we consider the contraction of the gauge
potential (2.58) to a potential with values in the Poincare Lie algebra
Γ =
 









Isotropic Poincare gauge gravitational theories are studied in a number of
papers (see, for example, [202, 153, 131]). In a manner similar to consider-
ations presented in this work, we can generalize Poincare gauge models for
spaces with local anisotropy.
2.7 An Ansatz for 4D d–Metrics
We consider a 4D space{time V (3+1) provided with a d{metric (1.39) when
gi = gi(x
k) and ha = ha(x
k; z) for ya = (z; y4): The N{connection coecients
are some functions on three coordinates (xi; z);
N31 = q1(x
i; z); N32 = q2(x
i; z); (2.67)
N41 = n1(x
i; z); N42 = n2(x
i; z):
For simplicity, we shall use brief denotations of partial derivatives, like
_a = @a=@x1; a0 = @a=@x2;
a = @a=@z _a0 = @2a=@x1@x2;
a = @2a=@z@z:
The non{trivial components of the Ricci d{tensor (2.10), for the men-
tioned type of d{metrics depending on three variables, are














































































































h3 − 3h4)n1; (2.70)











R (2.11) is dened by the sum of two non-trivial
components bR = 2R11 and S = 2S33 :
The system of Einstein equations (2.12) transforms into
R11 = −33 = −44; (2.71)
S33 = −11 = −22; (2.72)
P3i = 3i; (2.73)
P4i = 4i; (2.74)
where the values of R11; S
3
3 ; Pai; are taken respectively from (2.68), (2.68),
(2.69), (2.70).
By using the equations (2.73) and (2.74) we can dene the N{coecients
(2.67), qi(x
k; z) and ni(x
k; z); if the functions gi(x
k) and hi(x
k; z) are known
as respective solutions of the equations (2.71) and (2.72). Let consider an
ansatz for a 4D d{metric of type
s2 = g1(x
k)(dx1)2 + (dx2)2 + h3(x
i; t)(t)2 + h4(x
i; t)(y4)2; (2.75)
where the z{parameter is considered to be the time like coordinate and the
energy momentum d{tensor is taken
 = [p1; p2;−"; p4 = p]:
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The aim of this section is to analyze the system of partial dierential equa-
tions following from the Einsteni eld equations for these d{metric and
energy{momentum d{tensor.
2.7.1 The h–equations
The Einstein equations (2.71), with the Ricci h{tensor (2.68), for the d{









+ 2"g1 = 0: (2.76)
By introducing the coordinates i = xi=
p
" and the variable
q = g01=g1; (2.77)
where by ’prime’ in this Section is considered the partial derivative @=2; the




+ 2 = 0; (2.78)
where the vacuum case should be parametrized for  = 0 with i = xi and
 = −1 for a matter state with " = −p.













 ;  = 0; (2.79)
q =










 ;  < 0: (2.80)
Because the function q depends also parametrically on variable 1 we can
consider functions 2(0) = 
2
(0) (
1) and q(0) = q(0) (
1) : We elucidate the non{
vacuum case with  < 0: The general formula for the non{trivial component
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for q(0) (















1) = 0; where g1(0)(
1); 2(0)(
1) and q(0)(
1) are some functions
of necessary smoothness class on variable 1: For simplicity, in our further
considerations we shall apply the solution (2.81).
2.7.2 The v–equations






















(here we write down the partial derivatives on t in explicit form) which relates
some rst and second order partial on z derivatives of diagonal components
ha(x
i; t) of a v{metric with a source
1(x
i; z) = 11 = 
2
2 = p1 = p2
in the h{subspace. We can consider as unknown the function h3(x
i; t) (or,
inversely, h4(x
i; t)) for some compatible values of h4(x
i; t) (or h3(x
i; t)) and
source 1(x









− 21h3 = 0 (2.82)
which relates two functions  (xi; t) and h3 (x
i; t) : There are two possibilities:
1) to dene  (i. e. h4) when 1 and h3 are prescribed and, inversely 2) to
nd h3 for given 1 and h4 (i. e. ); in both cases one considers only "*"
derivatives on t{variable with coordinates xi treated as parameters.
1. In the rst case the explicit solutions of (2.82) have to be constructed
by using the integral varieties of the general Riccati equation [82] which
by a corresponding redenition of variables, t! t (&) and  (t)!  (&)




+ 2 + Ψ (&) = 0
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where Ψ vanishes for vacuum gravitational elds. In vacuum cases the
Riccati equation reduces to a Bernoulli equation which (we can use the








2. In the second (inverse) case when h3 is to be found for some prescribed













which can be solved by standard methods. In the vacuum case the
squared on h3 term vanishes and we obtain a linear dierential (on t)
equation.
Finally, in this Section we conclude that the system of equations (2.72)
is satised by arbitrary functions
h3 = a3(
i) and h4 = a4(
i):
If v{metrics depending on three coordinates are introduced, ha = ha(
i; t);
the v{components of the Einstein equations transforms into (2.7.2) which
reduces to (2.82) for prescribed values of h3(
i; t); and, inversely, to (2.84)
if h4(
i; t) is prescribed.
2.7.3 H–v equations
For the ansatz (2.75) with h4 = h4(x
i) and a diagonal energy{momentum
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The equations (2.85) are satised by arbitrary coecients qi(x
k; t) if the d{










and the q{coecients must vanish if this condition is not satised. In the
last case we obtain a 3 + 1 anisotropy. The general solution of equations













k) are arbitrary functions on xk which have to be
dened by some boundary conditions.
2.8 Anisotropic Cosmological Solutions
The aim of this section is to construct two classes of solutions of Einstein
equations describing Friedman{Robertson{Walker (FRW) like universes with
corresponding symmetries or rotational ellipsoid (elongated and flattened)
and torus.
2.8.1 Rotation ellipsoid FRW universes
We proof that there are cosmological solutions constructed as locally aniso-
tropic deformations of the FRW spherical symmetric solution to the rotation
ellipsoid conguration. There are two types of rotation ellipsoids, elongated
and flattened ones. We examine both cases of such horizon congurations.
Rotation elongated ellipsoid configuration
An elongated rotation ellipsoid hypersurface is given by the formula [89]
x2 + y2




where   1; x; y; z are Cartezian coordinates and  is similar to the radial
coordinate in the spherical symmetric case. The 3D special coordinate system
is dened
x =  sinh u sin v cos’; y =  sinh u sin v sin’;
z =  cosh u cos v;
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where  = cosh u; (0  u < 1; 0  v  ; 0  ’ < 2): The hypersurface
metric (2.88) is
guu = gvv = 
2
(




2 sinh2 u sin2 v:
Let us introduce a d{metric of class (2.75)
s2 = g1(u; v)du
2 + dv2 + h3 (u; v; ) ()
2 + h4 (u; v) (’)
2 ; (2.90)
where x1 = u; x2 = v; y4 = ’; y3 =  is the time like cosmological coordinate
and  and ’ are N{elongated dierentials. As a particular solution of
(2.90) for the h{metric we choose (see (2.81)) the coecient
g1(u; v) = cos
2 v (2.91)
and set for the v{metric components
h3(u; v; ) = − 1
2()(sinh2 u+ sin2 v)
(2.92)
and
h4(u; v; ) =
sinh2 u sin2 v
(sinh2 u+ sin2 v)
: (2.93)
The set of coecients (2.91),(2.92), and (2.93), for the d{metric (2.90, and
of qi = 0 and ni being solutions of (2.87), for the N{connection, denes
a solution of the Einstein equations (2.12). The physical treatment of the
obtained solutions follows from the locally isotropic limit of a conformal
transform of this d{metric: Multiplying (2.90) on
2()(sinh2 u+ sin2 v);
and considering cos2v ’ 1 and ni ’= 0 for locally isotropic spacetimes we
get the interval
ds2 = −d 2 + 2()[(sinh2 u+ sin2 v)(du2 + dv2) + sinh2 usin2 vd’2]
for ellipsoidal coordinates on hypersurface (2.89);
= −d 2 + 2()[dx2 + dy2 + dz2] for Cartezian coordinates;
which denes just the Robertson{Walker metric. So, the d{metric (2.90), the
coecients of N{connection being solutions of (2.73) and (2.74), describes a
4D cosmological solution of the Einstein equations when instead of a spher-
ical symmetry one has a locally anisotropic deformation to the symmetry
of rotation elongated ellipsoid. The explicit dependence on time  of the
cosmological factor  must be constructed by using additionally the matter
state equations for a cosmological model with local anisotropy.
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Flattened rotation ellipsoid coordinates
In a similar fashion we can construct a locally anisotropic deformation of
the FRW metric with the symmetry of flattened rotation ellipsoid . The







where   0 and  = sinh u: The proper for ellipsoid 3D space coordinate
system is dened
x =  cosh u sin v cos’; y =  cosh u sin v sin’
z =  sinh u cos v;
where 0  u <1; 0  v  ; 0  ’ < 2: The hypersurface metric is
guu = gvv = 
2
(




2 sinh2 u cos2 v:
In the rest the cosmological la{solution is described by the same formulas as
in the previous subsection but with respect to new canonical coordinates for
flattened rotation ellipsoid.
2.8.2 Toroidal FRW universes
Let us construct a cosmological solution of the Einstein equations with toro-
idal symmetry. The hypersurface formula of a torus is [89]p






The 3D space coordinate system is dened
x =
 sinh cos’
cosh− cos  ; y =




cosh  − cos ;
(− <  < ; 0   <1; 0  ’ < 2) :
The hypersurface metric is
g = g =
2
(cosh− cos)2 ; g’’ =
2 sin2 
(cosh− cos)2 : (2.94)
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The d{metric of class (2.75) is chosen
s2 = g1()d
2 + d2 + h3 (; ; ) ()
2 + h4 () (’)
2 ; (2.95)
where x1 = ; x2 = ; y4 = ’; y3 =  is the time like cosmological coordinate
and  and ’ are N{elongated dierentials. As a particular solution of
(2.94) for the h{metric we choose (see (2.81)) the coecient
g1() = cos
2  (2.96)
and set for the v{metric components








and considering cos ’ 1 and ni ’= 0 in the locally isotropic limit we get
the interval
ds2 = −d 2 + 
2()
(cosh− cos )2 [(d
2 + d2 + sin2 d’2]
where the space part is just the torus hypersurface metric (2.94). So, the
set of coecients (2.96) and (2.97), for the d{metric (2.95, and of qi = 0
and ni being solutions of (2.87), for the N{connection, denes a cosmological
solution of the Einstein equations (2.12) with the torus symmetry, when
the explicit form of the function () is to be dened by considering some
additional equations for the matter state (for instance, with a scalar eld
dening the torus inflation).
2.9 Concluding Remarks
In this Chapter we have developed the method of anholonomic frames on
(pseudo) Riemannian spacetimes by considering associated nonlinear con-
nection (N{connection) strucutres. We provided a rigorous geometric back-
ground for description of gravitational systems with mixed holonomic and
anholonomic (anisotropic) degrees of freedom by considering rst and higher
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order anisotropies induced by anholonomic constraints and corresponding
frame bases.
The rst key result of this paper is the proof that generic anisotropic
structures of dierent order are contained in the Einstein theory. We re-
formulated the tensor and linear connection formalism for (pseudo) Rieman-
nian spaces enables with N{connections and computed the horizonal{vertical
splitting, with respect to anholonomic frames with associated N{connections,
of the Einstein equations. The (pseudo) Riemannian spaces enabled with
compatible anholonomic frame and associated N{connection structures and
the metric being a solution of the Einstein equations were called as locally
anisotropic spacetimes (in brief, anisotropic spaces). The next step was the
denition of gauge eld interactions on such spacetimes. We have applied the
bundle formalism and extended it to the case of locally anisotropic bases and
considered a ’pure’ geometric method of deriving the Yang{Mills equations
for generic locally anisotropic gauge interactions, by genalizing the absolut
dierential calculus and dual forms symmetries for anisotropic spaces.
The second key result was the proof by geometric methods that the Yang{
Mills equations for a correspondingly dened Cartan connection in the bun-
dle of ane frames on locally anisotropic spacetimes are equivalent to the
Einstein equations with anholonomic (N{connection) structures (the original
Popov{Daikhin papers [132, 133] were for the locally isotropic spaces). The
result was obtained by applying an auxiliary bilinear form on the typical ber
because of degeneration of the Killing form for the ane groups. After pro-
jection on base spacetimes the dependence on auxiliar values is eliminated.
We analyzed also a variant of variational gauge locally anisotropic gauge the-
ory by considering a minimal extension of the ane structural group to the
de Sitter one, with a nonlinear realization for the gauge group as one was
performed in a locally isotropic version in Tseytlin’s paper [153]. If some
former our works [186, 172] where devoted to extensions of some models of
gauge gravity to generalized Lagrange and Finsler spaces, in this paper we
demonstrated which manner we could manage with anisotropies arrising in
locally isotropic, but with anholonomic structures, variants of gauge gravity.
Here it should be emphasized that anisotropies of dierent type (Finsler like,
or more general ones) could be induced in all variants of gravity theories
dealing with frame (tetrad, vierbiend, in four dimensions) elds and decom-
pisitions of geometrical and physical objects in comonents with respect to
such frames and associated N{connections. In a similar fashion anisotropies
could arise under nontrivial reductions from higher to lower dimensions in
Kaluza{Klein theories; in this case the N{connection should be treated as
a splitting eld modeling the anholonomic (anisotropic) character of some
degrees of freedom.
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The third basic result is the construction of a new class of solutions,
with generic local anisotropy, of the Einstein equations. For simplicity, we
dened these solutions in the framework of general relativity, but they can
be removed to various variants of gauge and spinor gravity by using corre-
sponding decompositions of the metric into the frame elds. We note that
the obtained class of solutions also holds true for the gauge models of grav-
ity which, in this paper, were constructed to b e equivalent to the Einstein
theory. In explicit form we considered the metric ansatz
ds2 = g du
du
when g are parametrized by matrices of type2664
g1 + q1
2h3 + n1
2h4 q1q2h3 + n1n2h4 q1h3 n1h4
q1q2h3 + n1n2h4 g2 + q2
2h3 + n2
2h4 q2h3 n2h4
q1h3 q2h3 h3 0
n1h4 n2h4 0 h4
3775 (2.98)
with coecients being some functions of necessary smooth class
gi = gi(x
j); qi = qi(x
j ; t); ni = ni(x
j; t); ha = ha(x
j ; t):
Latin indices run respectively i; j; k; ::: = 1; 2 and a; b; c; ::: = 3; 4 and the
local coordinates are denoted u = (xi; y3 = t; y4); where t is treated as a







j ; t) (ya)2 ; (2.99)
with respect to anholonomic frames (2.3) and (2.4), here we write down only
the ’elongated’ dierentials
t = dz + qi(x
j ; t)dxi; y4 = dy4 + ni(x
j ; t)dxi:
The ansatz (2.98) was formally introduced in [177] in order to construct
locally anisotropic black hole solutions; in this paper we applied it to cosmo-
logical locally anisotropic space{times. In result, we get new metrics which
describe locally anisotropic Friedman{Robertson{Walker like universes with
the spherical symmetry deformed to that of rotation (elongated and/or flat-
tened) ellipsoid and torus. Such solutions are contained in general relativity:
in the simplest diagonal form they are parametrized by distinguished met-
rics of type (2.99), given with respect to anholonomic bases, but could be
also described equivalently with respect to a coordinate base by matrices of
type (2.98). The topic of construction of cosmological models with generic
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spacetime and matter eld distribution and fluctuation anisotropies is under
consideration.
Now, we point the item of denition of reference frames in gravity the-
ories: The form of basic eld equations and fundamental laws in general
relativity do not depend on choosing of coordinate systems and frame bases.
Nevertheless, the problem of xing of an adequate system of reference is also a
very important physical task which is not solved by any dynamical equations
but following some arguments on measuring of physical observables, imposed
symmetry of interactions, types of horizons and singularities, and by taken
into consideration the posed Cauchy problem. Having xed a class of frame
variables, the frame coecients being presented in the Einstein equations, the
type of constructed solution depends on the chosen holonomic or anholonomic
frame structure. As a result one could model various forms of anisotropies
in the framework of the Einsten theory (roughly, on (pseudo) Riemannian
spacetimes with corresponding anholonomic frame structures it is possible to
model Finsler like metrics, or more general ones with anisotropies). Finally, it
should be noted that such questions on stability of obtained solutions, anal-
ysis of energy{momentum conditions should be performed in the simplest
form with respect to the chosen class of anholonomic frames.
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Chapter 3
Anisotropic Taub NUT – Dirac
Spaces
The aim of this chapter is to outline the theory of gravity on vector bundles
provided with nonlinear connection structures [108, 109] and to proof that
anholonomic frames with associated nonlinear connection structures can be
introduced in general relativity and in low dimensional and extra dimension
models of gravity on (pseudo) Riemannian space{times [177, 179].
3.1 Anholonomic Frames and Nonlinear Con-
nections in General Relativity
The geometry of nonlinear connections on vector and higher order vector
bundles can be reformulated for anholonomic frames given on a (pseudo)
Riemannian spacetime of dimension n +m, or n +m1 +m2 + ::: +mz; and
provided with a d-metric structure which induces on space{time a canonical
d{connection structure (1.49). In this case we can consider a formal splitting
of indices with respect to some holonomic and anholonomic frame basis vec-
tors. This approach was developed in references [177, 179] with the aim to
construct exact solutions with generic local anisotropy in general relativity
and its low and extra dimension modications. For simplicity, in the further
sections of this chapter we shall restrict our constructions only to rst order
anisotropic structures.
Recently one has proposed a new method of construction of exact solu-
tions of the Einstein equations on (pseudo) Riemannian spaces of three, four
and extra dimensions (in brief, 3D, 4D,...), by applying the formalism of an-
holonomic moving frames [195]. There were constructed static solutions for
black holes / tori, soliton{dilaton systems and wormhole / flux tube congu-
85
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rations and for anisotropic generalizations of the Taub NUT metric [194]; all
such solutions being, in general, with generic local anisotropy. The method
was elaborated following the geometry of anholonomic frame (super) bundles
and associated nonlinear connections (in brief, N{connection) [180] which
has a number of applications in generalized Finsler and Lagrange geometry,
anholonomic spinor geometry, (super) gravity and strings with anisotropic
(anholonomic) frame structures.
In this chapter we restrict our considerations for the 5D Einstein grav-
ity. In this case the N{connection coecients are dened by some partic-
ular parametrizations of funfbein, or pentadic, coecients dening a frame
structure on (pseudo) Riemannian spacetime and describing a gravitational
and matter eld dynamics with mixed holonomic (unconstrained) and an-
holonomic (constrained) variables. We emphasize that the Einstein gravity
theory in arbitrary dimensions can be equivalently formulated with respect
to both holonomic (coordinate) and anholonomic frames. In the anholonomic
cases the rules of partial and covariant derivation are modied by some pen-
tad transforms. The point is to nd such values of the anholonomic frame
(and associated N{connection) coecients when the metric is diagonalized
and the Einstein equations are written in a simplied form admitting exact
solutions.
The class of new exact solutions of vacuum Einstein equations describing
anisotropic Taub NUT like spacetimes [199] is dened by o{diagonal metrics
if they are given with respect to usual coordinate bases. Such metrics can be
anholonomically transformed into diagonal ones with coecients being very
similar to the coecients of the isotropic Taub NUT solution but having
additional dependencies on the 5th coordinate and angular parameters.
We shall use the term locally anisotropic (spacetime) space (in brief,
anisotropic space) for a (pseudo) Riemannian space provided with an an-
holonomic frame structure induced by a procedure of anholonomic diagonal-
ization of a o{diagonal metric.
The Hawking’s [62] suggestion that the Euclidean Taub{NUT metric
might give rise to the gravitational analogue of the Yang{Mills instanton
holds true on anisotropic spaces but in this case both the metric and instan-
ton have some anisotropically renormalized parameters being of higher di-
mension gravitational vacuum polarization origin. The anisotropic Euclidean
Taub-NUT metric also satises the vacuum Einstein’s equations with zero
cosmological constant when the spherical symmetry is deformed, for instance,
into ellipsoidal or even toroidal conguration. Such anisotropic Taub-NUT
metrics can be used for generation of deformations of the space part of the line
element dening an anisotropic modication of the Kaluza-Klein monopole
solutions proposed by Gross and Perry [76] and Sorkin [139].
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In the long-distance limit, neglecting radiation, the relative motion of
two such anisotropic monopoles can be also described by geodesic motions,
like in Ref. [94, 95, 22], but these motions are some anholonomic ones with
associated nonlinear connection structure and eective torsion induced by
the anholonomy of the systems of reference used for modeling anisotropies.
The torsion and N{connection corrections vanish if the geometrical objects
are transferred with respect to holonomic (coordinate) frames.
From the mathematical point of view, the new anholonomic geometry of
anisotropic Taub-NUT spaces is also very interesting. In the locally isotropic
Taub-NUT geometry there are four Killing-Yano tensors [72]. Three of them
form a complex structure realizing the quaternionic algebra and the Taub-
NUT manifold is hyper-Ka¨hler. In addition to such three vector-like Killing-
Yano tensors, there is a scalar one which exists by virtue of the metric being
of class D; according to Petrov’s classication. Anisotropic deformations of
metrics to o{diagonal components introduce substantial changes in the ge-
ometrical picture. Nevertheless, working with respect to anholonomic frames
with associated nonlinear connection structure the basic properties and re-
lations, even being anisotropically modied, are preserved and transformed
to similar ones for deformed symmetries [199].
The Schro¨dinger quantum modes in the Euclidean Taub-NUT geometry
were analyzed using algebraic and analytical methods [72, 73, 58, 48, 71,
49, 67]. The Dirac equation was studied in such locally isotropic curved
backgrounds [57, 88, 23]. One of the aims of this paper is to prove that this
approach can be developed as to include into consideration anisotropic Taub-
NUT backgrounds in the context of the standard relativistic gauge-invariant
theory [203, 34] of the Dirac eld.
The purpose of the present work is to develop a general SO(4; 1) gauge-
invariant theory of the Dirac fermions [93] which can be considered for locally
anisotropic spaces, for instance, in the external eld of the Kaluza-Klein
monopole [57, 88, 23] which is anisotropically deformed.
Our goal is also to point out new features of the Einstein theory in higher
dimension spacetime when the locally anisotropic properties, induced by an-
holonomic constraints and extra dimension gravity, are emphasized. We
shall analyze such eects by constructing new classes of exact solutions of
the Einstein{Dirac equations dening 3D soliton{spinor congurations prop-
agating self{consistently in an anisotropic 5D Taub NUT spacetime.
We note that in this paper the 5D spacetime is modeled as a direct time
extension of a 4D Riemannian space provided with a corresponding spinor
structure, i. e. our spinor constructions are not dened by some Cliord al-
gebra associated to a 5D bilinear form but, for simplicity, they are considered
to be extended from a spinor geometry dened for a 4D Riemannian space.
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3.1.1 Anholonomic Einstein–Dirac Equations
In this Section we introduce an ansatz for pseudo Riemannian o{diagonal
metrics and consider the anholonomic transforms diagonalizing such met-
rics. The system of eld Einstein equations with the spinor matter energy{
momentum tensor and of Dirac equations are formulated on 5D pseudo{
Riemannian spacetimes constructed as a trivial extension by the time vari-
able of a 4D Riemannian space (an anisotropic deformation of the Taub NUT
instanton [199]).
Ansatz for metrics
We consider a 5D pseudo{Riemannian spacetime of signature (+;−;−;−;
−), with local coordinates
u = (xi; ya) = (x0 = t; x1 = r; x2 = ; y3 = s; y4 = p);
{ or more compactly u = (x; y) { where the Greek indices are conventionally
split into two subsets xi and ya labeled respectively by Latin indices of type
i; j; k; ::: = 0; 1; 2 and a; b; ::: = 3; 4: The 5D (pseduo) Riemannian metric
ds2 = gdu
du (3.1)
is given by a metric ansatz parametrized in the form
g =
266664
1 0 0 0 0
0 g1 + w
2
1 h3 + n
2
1 h4 w1w2h3 + n1n2h4 w1h3 n1h4
0 w2w1h3 + n1n2h4 g2 + w
2
2 h3 + n
2
2 h4 w2h3 n2h4
0 w1h3 w2h3 h3 0
0 n1h4 n2h4 0 h4
377775 ; (3.2)
where the coecients are some functions of type
g1;2 = g1;2(x
1; x2); h3;4 = h3;4(x
1; x2; s); (3.3)
w1;2 = w1;2(x
1; x2; s); n1;2 = n1;2(x
1; x2; s):
Both the inverse matrix (metric) as well the metric (3.2) is o{diagonal with










and, its dual basis,
d  du = (di = dxi; da = dya): (3.5)
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The metric (3.1) with coecients (3.2) can be equivalently rewritten in
the diagonal form
s2 = dt2 + g1 (x) (dx
1)2 + g2 (x) (dx
2)2 (3.6)
+h3 (x; s) (y
3)2 + h4 (x; s) (y
4)2;









  u = (i = dxi; a = dya +Nak (u) dxk) (3.8)
where the N{coecients are parametrized
Na0 = 0; N
3
1;2 = w1;2 and N
4
1;2 = n1;2
and dene the associated nonlinear connection (N{connection) structure, see
details in Refs [195, 199, 180].
Einstein equations with anholonomic variables
The metric (3.1) with coecients (3.2) (equivalently, the d{metric (3.6)) is
assumed to solve the 5D Einstein equations
R − 1
2
gR = ; (3.9)
where  and  are respectively the coupling constant and the energy{
momentum tensor.
The nontrivial components of the Ricci tensor for the metric (3.1) with
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where, for simplicity, the partial derivatives are denoted h = @h=@x1; f 0 =
@f=@x2 and f  = @f=@s:








In result of the obtained equalities for some Ricci and Einstein tensor
components, we conclude that for the metric ansatz (3.2) the Einstein equa-
tions with matter sources are compatible if the coecients of the energy{














4 = 3; (3.14)
and could be written in the form
R11 = −3; (3.15)
R33 = −1; (3.16)
R3bi = 3bi; (3.17)
R4bi = 4bi; (3.18)
where bi = 1; 2 and the left parts are given by the components of the Ricci
tensor (3.10)-(3.13).
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The Einstein equations (3.9), equivalently (3.15){(3.18), reduce to this
































































































and the partial derivatives are denoted, for instance,
g2 = @g2=@x




h3 = @h3=@s = @h3=@’ (or @h3=@y
4; for s = y4):
Dirac equations in anisotropic space–times
The problem of denition of spinors in locally anisotropic spaces and in spaces
with higher order anisotropy was solved in Refs. [180]. In this paper we
consider locally anisotropic Dirac spinors given with respect to anholonomic
frames with associated N{connection structure on a 5D (pseudo) Riemannian
space V (1;2;2) constructed by a direct time extension of a 4D Riemannian
space with two holonomic and two anholonomic variables.
Having an anisotropic d{metric
g(u) = (gij(u); hab(u)) = (1; gbi(u); ha(u));bi = 1; 2; i = 0; 1; 2; a = 3; 4;








 = ff i = f iidi; ; fa = faa ag











gij = diag[1;−1− 1] and hab = diag[−1;−1]:
For a diagonal d-metric of type (1.39) we have
f ii =
p







a are Kronecker’s symbols.
We can also introduce the corresponding funfbiends which are related

























The Dirac spinor elds on locally anisotropic deformations of Taub NUT
spaces,
Ψ (u) = [Ψ (u)] = [ 
bI (u) ; bI (u)];
where bI = 0; 1; are dened with respect to the 4D Euclidean tangent subspace


























is a symmetric commutator, g
00 = (−1;−1;−1;−1); which
generates a Cliord algebra distinguished on two holonomic and two anholo-
nomic directions (hereafter the primed indices will run values on the Eu-
clidean and/or Riemannian, 4D component of the 5D pseudo{Riemannian
spacetime). In order to extend the (3.29) relations for unprimed indices
; ::: we conventionally complete the set of primed gamma matrices with a
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The coecients of gamma matrices can be computed with respect to
coordinate bases (1.2) or with respect to anholonomic bases (1.16) by using
respectively the funfbein coecients (3.27) and (3.28),
γ(u) = e(u)γ
 and bγ(u) = f (u)γ;
were by γ(u) we denote the curved spacetime gamma matrices and by bγ(u)
we denote the gamma matrices adapted to the N{connection structure.
The covariant derivation of Dirac spinor eld Ψ (u) ; 5Ψ; can be dened






















are called the rotation Ricci coecients; the covariant derivativeDγ is dened
by the usual Christoel symbols for the o{diagonal metric.
We can also dene an equivalent covariant derivation of the Dirac spinor
eld,




























are transformed into rotation Ricci d{coecients which together with the
d{covariant derivative D
[]
γ are dened by anholonomic pentads and anholo-
nomic transforms of the Christoel symbols.
For diagonal d{metrics the funfbein coecients can be taken in their turn
in diagonal form and the corresponding gamma matrix bγ (u) for anisotropic
curved spaces are proportional to the usual gamma matrix in flat spaces
γγ . The Dirac equations for locally anisotropic spacetimes are written in the
simplest form with respect to anholonomic frames,
(ibγ (u)−!5 − )Ψ = 0; (3.32)
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where  is the mass constant of the Dirac eld. The Dirac equations are the
Euler equations for the Lagrangian
L(1=2) (u) =
p
jgjf[Ψ+ (u) bγ (u)−!5Ψ (u) (3.33)
−(−!5Ψ+ (u))bγ (u)Ψ (u)]− Ψ+ (u)Ψ (u)g;
where by Ψ+ (u) we denote the complex conjugation and transposition of the
column Ψ (u) :





[Ψ+ (u) bγ (u)−!5Ψ (u) + Ψ+ (u)bγ (u)−!5Ψ (u)
−(−!5Ψ+ (u))bγ (u)Ψ (u)− (−!5Ψ+ (u))bγ (u)Ψ (u)]:(3.34)
We choose such spinor eld congurations in curved spacetime as to be sat-
ised the conditions (3.14).
One can introduce similar formulas to (3.32){(3.34) for spacetimes pro-
vided with o-diagonal metrics with respect to holonomic frames by changing
of operators bγ (u)! γ (u) and −!5 !5:
3.1.2 Anisotropic Taub NUT – Dirac Spinor Solutions
By straightforward calculations we can verify that because the conditions
D
[]
γ f = 0 are satised the Ricci rotation coecients vanishes,
C
[]
γ (u) = 0 and
−!5Ψ = Ψ;
and the anisotropic Dirac equations (3.32) transform into
(ibγ (u)  − )Ψ = 0: (3.35)
Further simplications are possible for Dirac elds depending only on
coordinates (t; x1 = r; x2 = ), i. e. Ψ = Ψ(xk) when the equation (3.35)
transforms into
(iγ0@t + iγ
1 1pjg1j@1 + iγ2 1pjg2j@2 − )Ψ = 0:
The equation (3.35) simplies substantially in {coordinates(
t; 1 = 1(r; ); 2 = 2(r; )

;
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− )Ψ(t; 1; 2) = 0: (3.37)
The equation (3.37) describes the wave function of a Dirac particle of mass 
propagating in a three dimensional Minkowski flat plane which is imbedded
as an anisotropic distribution into a 5D pseudo{Riemannian spacetime.
The solution Ψ = Ψ(t; 1; 2) of (3.37) can be written
Ψ =
8>><>>:
Ψ(+)() = exp [−i(k0t+ k11 + k22)]’0(k)
for positive energy;
Ψ(−)() = exp [i(k0t+ k11 + k22)]0(k)
for negative energy,
with the condition that k0 is identied with the positive energy and ’
0(k)
and 0(k) are constant bispinors. To satisfy the Klein{Gordon equation we
must have
k2 = k20 − k21 − k22 = 2:
The Dirac equations implies
(iki − )’0(k) and (iki + )0(k);
where i(i = 0; 1; 2) are Pauli matrices corresponding to a realization of
gamma matrices as to a form of splitting to usual Pauli equations for the
bispinors ’0(k) and 0(k):
In the rest frame for the horizontal plane parametrized by coordinates
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In order to satisfy the conditions (3.14) for compatibility of the equations
(3.19){(3.22) we must consider wave packets of type (for simplicity, we can










b(p; [])’[](k) exp [−iki i] (3.38)
















with jp2j   and the energy{momentum d{tensor (3.34) has the next non-
trivial coecients
00 = 2(
1; 2) = k0Ψ
+γ0Ψ;
11 = −k1Ψ+γ1Ψ;22 = −k2Ψ+γ2Ψ (3.39)
where the holonomic coordinates can be reexpressed  i =  i(xi): We must
take two or more waves in the packet and choose such coecients b(p; []);





1; 2) = (x1; x2); (3.40)
required by the conditions (3.34).
3.2 Taub NUT Solutions with Generic Local
Anisotropy
The Kaluza-Klein monopole [76, 139] was obtained by embedding the Taub-
NUT gravitational instanton into ve-dimensional theory, adding the time
coordinate in a trivial way. There are anisotropic variants of such solutions
[199] when anisotropies are modelled by eective polarizations of the induced
magnetic eld. The aim of this Section is to analyze such Taub{NUT solu-
tions for both cases of locally isotropic and locally anisotropic congurations.
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3.2.1 A conformal transform of the Taub NUT metric
We consider the Taub NUT solutions and introduce a conformal transfor-
mation and a such redenition of variables which will be useful for further
generalizations to anisotropic vacuum solutions.
The Taub NUT solution
This locally isotropic solution of the 5D vacuum Einstein equations is ex-
pressed by the line element
ds2(5D) = dt
2 + ds2(4D); (3.41)
ds2(4D) = −V −1(dr2 + r2d2 + sin2 d’2)− V (dx4 + Aidxi)2
where




The functions Ai are static ones associated to the electromagnetic potential,
Ar = 0; A = 0; A’ = 4m0 (1− cos )
resulting into "pure" magnetic eld




of a Euclidean instanton; −!r is the spherical coordinate’s unity vector. The
spacetime dened by (3.41) has the global symmetry of the group Gs =
SO(3) ⊗ U4(1) ⊗ Tt(1) since the line element is invariant under the global
rotations of the Cartesian space coordinates and y4 and t translations of
the Abelian groups U4(1) and Tt(1) respectively. We note that the U4(1)
symmetry eliminates the so called NUT singularity if y4 has the period 4m0.
Conformally transformed Taub NUT metrics
With the aim to construct anisotropic generalizations it is more convenient
to introduce a new 5th coordinate,
y4 ! & = y4 −
Z
−1(; ’)d(; ’); (3.43)
with the property that
d& + 4m0(1− cos )d = dy4 + 4m0(1− cos )d’;
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which holds for









= 4m0(1− cos ); @
@’
= −4m0(1− cos );
and, for instance,
 = (1− cos )−2 exp[ − ’]:
The changing of coordinate (3.43) describe a re{orientation of the 5th coor-
dinate in a such way as we could have only one nonvanishing component of
the electromagnetic potential
A = 4m0 (1− cos ) :
The next step is to perform a conformal transform,
ds2(4D) ! dbs2(4D) = V ds2(4D)
and to consider the 5D metric
ds2(5D) = dt
2 + dbs2(4D); (3.44)
dbs2(4D) = −(dr2 + r2d2)− r2 sin2 d’2 − V 2(d + Ad)2;
(not being an exact solution of the Einstein equations) which will transform
into some exact solutions after corresponding anholonomic transforms.
Here, we emphasize that we chose the variant of transformation of a lo-
cally isotropic non{Einsteinian metrics into an anisotropic one solving the
vacuum Einstein equations in order to illustrate a more simple procedure
of construction of 5D vacuum metrics with generic local anisotropy. As a
metter of principle we could remove vacuum isotropic solutions into vacuum
anisotropic ones, but the formula in this case would became very comber-
some.. The fact of selection as an isotropic 4D Riemannian background just
the metric from the linear interval dbs2(4D) can be treated as a conformal trans-
formation of an instanton solution which is anisotropically deformed and put
trivially (by extension to the time like coordinate) into a 5D metric as to
generate a locally isotropic vacuum gravitational eld.
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3.2.2 Anisotropic Taub NUT solutions with magnetic
polarization
We outline two classes of exact solutions of 5D vacuum Einstein equations
with generic anisotropies (see details in Ref. [199]) which will be extended
to congurations with spinor matter eld source.
Solutions with angular polarization
The ansatz for a d{metric (1.39), with a distinguished anisotropic dependence
on the angular coordinate ’; when s = ’; is taken in the form
s2 = dt2 − s2(4D);
s2(4D) = −(dr2 + r2d2)− r2 sin2 d’2 − V 2(r)24(; ’)&2;
& = d& + n2(; ’)d;
where the values 24(; ’) (we use non{negative values 
2
4 not changing the
signature of metrics) and n2(; ’) must be found as to satisfy the vacuum
Einstein equations in the form (3.19){(3.22). We can verify that the data
x0 = t; x1 = r; x2 = ; y3 = s = ’; y4 = &; (3.45)
g0 = 1; g1 = −1; g2 = −r2; h3 = −r2 sin2 ;
h4 = V
2 (r) 2(’); 
2
(’) = [1 +$(r; )’]
2; wi = 0;
n0;1 = 0;n2 = n2[0] (r; ) + n2[1] (r; ) =[1 +$(r; )’]
2:
give an exact solution. If we impose the condition to obtain in the locally
isotropic limit just the metric (3.44), we have to choose the arbitrary func-
tions from the general solution of (3.20) as to have
2(’) = [1 +$(r; )’]
2 ! 1 for $(r; )’! 0:




(’)(; ’) = [1 +$()’]
2:
In the locally isotropic limit of the solution for n2 (r; ; ’), when $’! 0;
we could obtain the particular magnetic conguration contained in the metric
(3.44) if we impose the condition that
n2[0] (r; ) + n2[1] (r; ) = A = 4m0 (1− cos ) ;
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which denes only one function from two unknown values n2[0] (r; ) and
n2[1] (r; ) : This could have a corresponding physical motivation. From the
usual Kaluza{Klein procedure we induce the 4D gravitational eld (met-
ric) and 4D electro{magnetic eld (potentials Ai); which satisfy the Maxwell
equations in 4D pseudo{Riemannian space{time. For the case of spherical, lo-
cally isotropic, symmetries the Maxwell equations can be written for vacuum
magnetic elds without any polarizations. When we introduce into considera-
tion anholonomic constraints and locally anisotropic gravitational congura-
tions the eective magnetic eld could be eectively renormalized by higher
dimension gravitational eld. This eect, for some classes of anisotropies,
can be modeled by considering that the constant m0 is polarized,
m0 ! m (r; ; ’) = m0m (r; ; ’)
for the electro{magnetic potential and resulting magnetic eld. For "pure"
angular anisotropies we write that
n2 (; ’) = n2[0] () + n2[1] () =[1 +$()’]
2
= 4m0m (; ’) (1− cos ) ;
for
2(’) (; ’) = 
2
(’)[0] () + 
2
(’)[1] () =[1 +$()’]
2:
This could result in a constant angular renormalization even $()’! 0:
Solutions with extra–dimension induced polarization
Another class of solutions is constructed if we consider a d{metric of the type
(1.39), when s = &; with anisotropic dependence on the 5th coordinate &;
s2 = dt2 − s2(4D);
s2(4D) = −(dr2 + r2d2)− r2 sin2 d’2 − V 2(r)2(&)(; &)&2;
& = d& + w3(; &)d;
where, for simplicity, we omit possible anisotropies on variable r; i. e. we
state that (&) and w2 are not functions on r:
The data for a such solution are
x0 = t; x1 = r; x2 = ; y3 = s = &; y4 = ’; (3.46)
g0 = 1; g1 = −1; g2 = −r2; h4 = −r2 sin2 ;
h3 = V




(&)(r; ; &); n0;1 = 0;
w0;1 = 0; w2 = 4m0m (; &) (1− cos ) ; n0 = 0;
n1;2 = n1;2[0] (r; ) + n1;2[1] (r; )
Z
−3(&) (r; ; &)d&;
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where the function (&) = (&)(r; ; &) is an arbitrary one as follow for the case
h4 = 0; for angular polarizations we state, for simplicity, that (&) does not
depend on r; i. e. (&) = (&)(; &): We chose the coecient
w4 = 4m0m (; &) (1− cos )
as to have compatibility with the locally isotropic limit when w2 ’ A with
a "polarization" eect modeled by m (; &) ; which could have a constant
component m ’ m[0] = const for small anisotropies. In the simplest cases
we can x the conditions n1;2[0;1] (r; ) = 0: All functions 
2
(&); m and n1;2[0;1]
can be treated as some possible induced higher dimensional polarizations.
3.3 Anisotropic Taub NUT–Dirac Fields
In this Section we construct two new classes of solutions of the 5D Einstein{
Dirac elds in a manner as to extend the locally anisotropic Taub NUT
metrics dened by data (3.45) and (3.46) as to be solutions of the Einstein
equations (3.19){(3.22) with a nonvanishing diagonal energy momentum d{
tensor
 = f2(r; );(r; );(r; ); 0; 0g
for a Dirac wave packet satisfying the conditions (3.39) and (3.40).
3.3.1 Dirac fields and angular polarizations
In order to generate from the data (3.45) a new solution with Dirac spinor
matter eld we consider instead of a linear dependence of polarization,
(’)  [1 +$ (r; )’];
an arbitrary function (’) (r; ; ’) for which
h4 = V
2(r)2(’) (r; ; ’)
is an exact solution of the equation (3.20) with 1 =  (r; ) : With respect
to the variable 2(’) (r; ; ’) this component of the Einstein equations becomes
linear
(’) + r
2 sin2 (’) = 0 (3.47)
which is a second order linear dierential equation on variable ’ with para-
metric dependencies of the coecient r2 sin2  on coordinates (r; ) : The
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solution of equation (3.47) is to be found following the method outlined in
Ref. [82]:
(’) = C1 (r; ) cosh[’r sin 
p
j (r; )j+ C2 (r; )];
 (r; ) < 0; (3.48)
= C1 (r; ) + C2 (r; )’; (r; ) = 0; (3.49)
= C1 (r; ) cos[’r sin 
p
 (r; ) + C2 (r; )];
 (r; ) > 0; (3.50)
where C1;2 (r; ) are some functions to be dened from some boundary con-
ditions. The rst solution (3.48), for negative densities of energy should be
excluded as unphysical, the second solution (3.49) is just that from (3.45)
for the vacuum case. A new interesting physical situation is described by
the solution (3.50) when we obtain a Taub NUT anisotropic metric with pe-
riodic anisotropic dependencies on the angle ’ where the periodicity could
variate on coordinates (r; ) as it is dened by the energy density  (r; ) : For
simplicity, we can consider a package of spinor waves with constant value of
 = 0 and x some boundary and coordinate conditions when C1;2 = C1;2[0]






0 + C2[0]]: (3.51)
Putting this value into the formulas (3.23), (3.24) and (3.25) for coecients
in equations (3.21) we can express 1;2 = 1;2[h3; h4;0] and  = [h3; h4;0]
(we omit these rather simple but cumbersome formulas) and in consequence
we can dene the values w1;2 by solving linear algebraic equations:
w1;2 (r; ; ’) = 1;2 (r; ; ’) = (r; ; ’) :
Having dened the values (3.51) it is a simple task of two integrations on
’ in order to dene
n2 = n2[0] (r; )

ln
1 + cos ~
1− cos ~ +
1




+n2[1] (r; ) ; (3.52)
were
~ = ’r sin 
p
0 + C2[0];
n2[0;1] (r; ) are some arbitrary functions to be dened by boundary condi-
tions. We put n0;1 = 0 to obtain in the vacuum limit the solution (3.45).
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Finally, we can summarize the data dening an exact solution for an
anisotropic (on angle ’) Dirac wave packet { Taub NUT conguration:
x0 = t; x1 = r; x2 = ; y3 = s = ’; y4 = &; (3.53)
g0 = 1; g1 = −1; g2 = −r2; h3 = −r2 sin2 ;
h4 = V
2 (r) 2(’); (’) = C1 (r; ) cos ~(r; ; ’);











This solution will be extended to additional soliton anisotropic congurations
in the next Section.
3.3.2 Dirac fields and extra dimension polarizations
Now we consider a generalization of the data (3.46) for generation of a new
solution, with generic local anisotropy on extra dimension 5th coordinate, of
the Einstein { Dirac equations. Following the equation (3.21) we conclude
that there are not nonvacuum solutions of the Einstein equations (with  6=
0) if h4 = 0 which impose the condition  = 0 for h3; h4 6= 0: So, we have to
consider that the d{metric component h4 = −r2 sin2  from the data (3.46)
is generalized to a function h4 (r; ; &) satisfying a second order nonlinear
dierential equation on variable & with coecients depending parametrically
on coordinates (r; ) : The equation (i. e. (3.21)) can be linearized (see Ref.






h + h3h = 0;
which, in its turn, can be transformed :
a) to a Riccati form if we introduce a new variable v; for which h = v=v;




v + h3 = 0; (3.54)
b) to the so{called normal form [82],
 + I = 0; (3.55)
obtained by a redenition of variables like
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where












We can construct explicit series and/or numeric solutions (for instance, by
using Mathematica or Maple programs) of both type of equations (3.54)
and normal (3.55) for some stated boundary conditions and type of polar-
ization of the coecient h3 (r; ; &) = V
2 (r) 2(&)(r; ; &) and, in consequence,
to construct dierent classes of solutions for h4 (r; ; &) : In order to have
compatibility with the data (3.46) we must take h4 in the form
h4 (r; ; &) = −r2 sin2  + h4(&) (r; ; &) ;
where h4(&) (r; ; &) vanishes for ! 0:
Having dened a value of h4 (r; ; &) we can compute the coecients (3.23),
(3.24) and (3.25) and nd from the equations (3.21)
w1;2 (r; ; &) = 1;2 (r; ; &) = (r; ; &) :
From the equations (3.22), after two integrations on variable & one obtains
the values of n1;2 (r; ; &) : Two integrations of equations (3.22) dene


















and the functions ni[0](r; ) and ni[1](r; ) on (r; ) have to be dened by solv-
ing the Cauchy problem. The boundary conditions of both type of coecients
w1;2 and n1;2 should be expressed in some forms transforming into correspond-
ing values for the data (3.46) if the source ! 0: We omit explicit formulas
for exact Einstein{Dirac solutions with &{polarizations because their forms
depend very strongly on the type of polarizations and vacuum solutions.
3.4 Anholonomic Dirac–Taub NUT Solitons
In the next subsections we analyze two explicit examples when the spinor eld
induces two dimensional, depending on three variables, solitonic anisotropies.
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3.4.1 Kadomtsev–Petviashvili type solitons
By straightforward verication we conclude that the d{metric component
h4(r; ; s) could be a solution of Kadomtsev{Petviashvili (KdP) equation [81]
(the rst methods of integration of 2+1 dimensional soliton equations where









= 0;  = 1; (3.56)
if the component h3(r; ; s) satises the Bernoulli equations [82]
h3 + Y (r; ; s) (h3)
2 + F (r; ; s)h3 = 0; (3.57)
where, for h4 6= 0;



















The three dimensional integral variety of (3.57) is dened by formulas





 Z Y (r; ; s)
E (r; ; s)
ds;
where
E (r; ; s) = exp
Z
F (r; ; s) ds
and h3(x) (r; ) is a nonvanishing function.




3 (r; ; s) = h
(vac)




F (r; ; s) ds

:
We conclude that a solution of KdP equation (3.57) could be generated
by a non{perturbative component h4(r; ; s) of a diagonal h{metric if the
second component h3 (r; ; s) is a solution of Bernoulli equations (3.57) with
coecients determined both by h4 and its partial derivatives and by the 
1
1
component of the energy{momentum d{tensor (see (3.40)). The parameters
(coecients) of (2+1) dimensional KdV solitons are induced by gravity and
spinor constants and spinor eld conguration dening locally anisotropic
interactions of packets of Dirac’s spinor waves.
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3.4.2 (2+1) sine–Gordon type solitons
In a similar manner we can prove that solutions h4(r; ; s) of (2+1) sine{
Gordon equation (see, for instance, [61, 90, 207])
h4 + h
00
4 − h¨4 = sin(h4)
also induce solutions for h3 (r; ; s) following from the Bernoulli equation

















4 − h¨4 − sin(h4)
i
:
The general solutions (with energy{momentum sources and in vacuum cases)
are constructed by a corresponding redenition of coecients in the formu-
las from the previous subsection. We note that we can consider both type
of anisotropic solitonic polarizations, depending on angular variable ’ or
on extra dimension coordinate &: Such classes of solutions of the Einstein{
Dirac equations describe three dimensional spinor wave packets induced and
moving self{consistently on solitonic gravitational locally anisotropic congu-
rations. In a similar manner, we can consider Dirac wave packets generating
and propagating on locally anisotropic black hole (with rotation ellipsoid
horizons), black tori, anisotropic disk and two or three dimensional black
hole anisotropic gravitational structures [195]. Finally, we note that such
gravitational solitons are induced by Dirac eld matter sources and are dif-
ferent from those soliton solutions of vacuum Einstein equations originally
considered by Belinski and Zakharov [31].
Finally, we conclude that we have argued that the anholonomic frame
method can be applied for construction on new classes of Einstein{Dirac
equations in ve dimensional (5D) space{times. Subject to a form of metric
ansatz with dependencies of coecients on two holonomic and one anholo-
nomic variables we obtained a very simplied form of eld equations which
admit exact solutions. We have identied two classes of solutions describing
Taub NUT like metrics with anisotropic dependencies on angular parameter
or on the fth coordinate. We have shown that both classes of anisotropic
vacuum solutions can be generalized to matter sources with the energy{
momentum tensor dened by some wave packets of Dirac elds. Although
the Dirac equation is a quantum one, in the quasi{classical approximation we
can consider such spinor elds as some spinor waves propagating in a three
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dimensional Minkowski plane which is imbedded in a self{consistent manner
in a Taub{NUT anisotropic space{time. At the classical level it should be
emphasized that the results of this paper are very general in nature, depend-
ing in a crucial way only on the locally Lorentzian nature of 5D space{time
and on the supposition that this space{time is constructed as a trivial time
extension of 4D space{times. We have proved that the new classes of so-
lutions admit generalizations to nontrivial topological congurations of 3D
dimensional solitons (induced by anisotropic spinor matter) dened as solu-
tions Kadomtsev{Petviashvili or sine{Gordon equations.






Spinor variables and interactions of spinor elds on Finsler spaces were
used in a heuristic manner, for instance, in works [19, 124], where the problem
of a rigorous denition of spinors for locally anisotropic spaces was not con-
sidered. Here we note that, in general, the nontrivial nonlinear connection
and torsion structures and possible incompatibility of metric and connec-
tions makes the solution of the mentioned problem very sophisticate. The
geometric denition of locally anisotropic spinors and a detailed study of the
relationship between Cliord, spinor and nonlinear and distinguished connec-
tions structures in vector bundles, generalized Lagrange and Finsler spaces
are presented in Refs. [163, 162, 165].
The purpose of this Part is to summarize our investigations [163, 162,
165, 186, 169] on formulation of the theory of classical and quantum eld
interactions on locally anisotropic spaces. We receive primary attention to
the development of the necessary geometric framework: to propose an ab-
stract spinor formalism and formulate the dierential geometry of locally
anisotropic spaces (the second step after the denition of locally anisotropic
spinors in [163, 162]). The next step is the investigation of locally anisotropic
interactions of fundamental elds on generic locally anisotropic spaces [165].
For our considerations on the locally anisotropic spinor theory it will
be convenient to extend the Penrose and Rindler abstract index formalism
[127, 128, 129] (see also the Luehr and Rosenbaum index free methods [91])
proposed for spinors on locally isotropic spaces. We note that in order to
formulate the locally anisotropic physics usually we have dimensions d > 4
for the fundamental locally anisotropic space-time. In this case the 2-spinor




If a nonlinear connection structure is dened on a vector (covector, or higher
order vector{covector) bundle, or on a pseudo{Riemannian spacetime, the ge-
ometrical objects on this space are distinguished into some "horizontal" and
"vertical" (co-vertical, or higher order vertical{covertical) invariant compo-
nents. Our idea on denition of Cliord and spinor structure on such locally
anisotropic spaces is to consider distinguished Clior algebras, which con-
sists from blocks of usual Cliord algebras for every horizontal and vertical
subspace (for every "shall" of higher order anisotropies). For symplicity, we
restrict our constructions only to vector bundles (the covector bundles with
respective Cliord co-algebras are similar dual constructions [198], we can for
instance to develop a respective theory fo Cliord co{structures on Hamilton
and Cartan spaces).
4.1 Distinguished Clifford Algebras
The typical ber of a vector bunde (v-bundle) d ; d : HE  V E ! E is
a d-vector space, F = hF  vF ; split into horizontal hF and vertical vF
subspaces, with metric G(g; h) induced by v-bundle metric (1.39). Cliord
algebras (see, for example, Refs. [83, 154, 129]) formulated for d-vector spaces
will be called Cliord d-algebras [163, 162] . In this section we shall consider
the main properties of Cliord d-algebras. The proof of theorems will be
based on the technique developed in Ref. [83] correspondingly adapted to
the distinguished character of spaces in consideration.
Let k be a number eld (for our purposes k = R or k = C;R and C;
are, respectively real and complex number elds) and dene F ; as a d-vector
space on k provided with nondegenerate symmetric quadratic form (metric)
G: Let C be an algebra on k (not necessarily commutative) and j : F ! C
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a homomorphism of underlying vector spaces such that j(u)2 = G(u)  1 (1
is the unity in algebra C and d-vector u 2 F): We are interested in denition
of the pair (C; j) satisfying the next universitality conditions. For every
k-algebra A and arbitrary homomorphism ’ : F ! A of the underlying d-
vector spaces, such that (’(u))2 ! G (u)1; there is a unique homomorphism














Figure 4.1: Diagram 1
The algebra solving this problem will be denoted as C (F ; A) [equivalently as
C (G) or C (F)] and called as Cliord d-algebra associated with pair (F ; G) :
Theorem 4.1. The above-presented diagram has a unique solution (C; j) up
to isomorphism.
Proof: (We adapt for d-algebras that of Ref. [83], p. 127.) For a
universal problem the uniqueness is obvious if we prove the existence of solu-
tion C (G) . To do this we use tensor algebra L(F ) = Lprqs (F) =1i=0T i (F) ;
where T 0 (F) = k and T i (F) = k and T i (F) = F⊗:::⊗F for i > 0: Let I (G)
be the bilateral ideal generated by elements of form  (u) = u⊗ u−G (u)  1
where u 2 F and 1 is the unity element of algebra L (F) : Every element
from I (G) can be written as
P
i i (ui)i; where i; i 2 L(F) and ui 2 F :
Let C (G) =L(F)=I (G) and dene j : F ! C (G) as the composition of
monomorphism i : F ! L1(F)  L(F) and projection p : L (F) ! C (G) :
In this case pair (C (G) ; j) is the solution of our problem. From the general
properties of tensor algebras the homomorphism ’ : F ! A can be extended














Figure 4.2: Diagram 2
of algebras. Because (’ (u))2 = G (u)  1; then  vanishes on ideal I (G) and
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in this case the necessary homomorphism  is dened. As a consequence of
uniqueness of ; the homomorphism  is unique.
Tensor d-algebra L(F) can be considered as a Z=2 graded algebra. Really,
let us introduce L(0)(F) = P1i=1 T 2i (F) and L(1)(F) = P1i=1 T 2i+1 (F) :
Setting I() (G) = I (G)\L()(F): Dene C() (G) as p (L()(F) ; where p :
L (F)! C (G) is the canonical projection. Then C (G) = C(0) (G)C(1) (G)
and in consequence we obtain that the Cliord d-algebra is Z=2 graded.
It is obvious that Cliord d-algebra functorially depends on pair (F ; G) :
If f : F ! F 0 is a homomorphism of k-vector spaces, such that G0 (f(u)) =
G (u) ; where G and G0 are, respectively, metrics on F and F 0; then f induces
an homomorphism of d-algebras
C (f) : C (G)! C (G0)
with identities C (’  f) = C (’)C (f) and C (IdF) = IdC(F):
If A and B are Z=2{graded d{algebras, then their graded tensorial
product A⊗B is dened as a d-algebra for k-vector d-space A⊗B with
the graded product induced as (a⊗ b) (c⊗ d) = (−1) ac⊗bd; where b 2 B
and c 2 A (;  = 0; 1) :
Now we reformulate for d{algebras the Chevalley theorem [45]:
Theorem 4.2. The Cliord d-algebra C (hF  vF ; g + h) is naturally iso-
morphic to C(g)⊗ C (h) :
Proof. Let n : hF ! C (g) and n0 : vF ! C (h) be canonical maps and
map
m : hF  vF ! C(g)⊗ C (h) is dened as m(x; y) = n(x) ⊗ 1 + 1 ⊗ n0(y);
x 2 hF ; y 2 vF : We have (m(x; y))2 = (n (x))2 + (n0 (y))2  1 = [g (x) +
h (y)]: Taking into account the universality property of Cliord d-algebras
we conclude that m induces the homomorphism
 : C (hF  vF ; g + h)! C (hF ; g) b⊗C (vF ; h) :
We also can dene a homomorphism
 : C (hF ; g) b⊗C (vF ; h)! C (hF  vF ; g + h)
by using formula  (x⊗ y) =  (x) 0 (y) ; where homomorphysms  and 0
are, respectively, induced by imbeddings of hF and vF into hF  vF :
 : C (hF ; g)! C (hF  vF ; g + h) ;
0 : C (vF ; h)! C (hF  vF ; g + h) :
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Because x 2 C() (g) and y 2 C() (g) ; we have
 (x) 0 (y) = (−1)() 0 (y)  (x) :
Superpositions of homomorphisms  and  lead to identities
 = IdC(hF ;g)b⊗C(vF ;h);  = IdC(hF ;g)b⊗C(vF ;h): (4.1)
Really, the d-dalgebra C (hF  vF ; g + h) is generated by elements of type
m(x; y): Calculating
 (m (x; y)) =  (n (x)⊗ 1 + 1⊗ n0 (y))
=  (n (x))  (n0 (y)) = m (x; 0) +m(0; y) = m (x; y) ;
we prove the rst identity in (4.1).
On the other hand, d-algebra C (hF ; g) b⊗C (vF ; h) is generated by el-
ements of type n (x) ⊗ 1 and 1 ⊗ n0 (y) ; we prove the second identity in
(4.1).
Following from the above -mentioned properties of homomorphisms  and
 we can assert that the natural isomorphism is explicitly constructed.2
In consequence of theorem 4.2 we conclude that all operations with Clif-
ford d-algebras can be reduced to calculations for C (hF ; g) and C (vF ; h)
which are usual Cliord algebras of dimension 2n and, respectively, 2m [83,
21].
Of special interest is the case when k = R and F is isomorphic to vector
space Rp+q;a+b provided with quadratic form −x21− :::−x2p +x2p+q−y21− :::−
y2a + ::: + y
2



















2 = −1 (1  i  p) ; (ej)2 = −1 (1  j  a) ; (ek)2 = 1 (p+1  k  p+q);
(ej)
2 = 1 (n + 1  s  a + b); eiej = −ejei; i 6= j: Explicit calculations
of Cp;q and Ca;b are possible by using isomorphisms [83, 129]
Cp+n;q+n ’ Cp;q ⊗M2 (R)⊗ :::⊗M2 (R) = Cp;q ⊗M2n (R) = M2n (Cp;q) ;
where Ms (A) denotes the ring of quadratic matrices of order s with coe-
cients in ring A: Here we write the simplest isomorphisms C1;0 ’ C; C0;1 ’
RR; and C2;0 = H; where by H is denoted the body of quaternions. We
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summarize this calculus as (as in Ref. [21])
C0;0 = R; C1;0 = C; C0;1 = RR; C2;0 = H; C0;2 = M2 (R) ;
C3;0 = HH; C0;3 = M2 (R) ;
C4;0 = M2 (H) ; C0;4 = M2 (H) ; C5;0 = M4 (C) ;
C0;5 = M2 (H)M2 (H) ; C6;0 = M8 (R) ; C0;6 = M4 (H) ;
C7;0 = M8 (R)M8 (R) ; C0;7 = M8 (C) ;
C8;0 = M16 (R) ; C0;8 = M16 (R) :
One of the most important properties of real algebras C0;p (C0;a) and
Cp;0 (Ca;0) is eightfold periodicity of p(a):
Now, we emphasize that H2n-spaces admit locally a structure of Cliord
algebra on complex vector spaces. Really, by using almost Hermitian struc-




jzaj2 ; za 2 C2
induced locally by metric (1.39) (rewritten in complex coordinates za = xa +









C 1 = C⊗RC = C  C or in consequence, −C n ’ Cn;0⊗RC  C0;n⊗RC:
Explicit calculations lead to isomorphisms
 −





; C2p M2p (C) and −C 2p+1 M2p (C)M2p (C) ; which show that
complex Cliord algebras, dened locally for H2n-spaces, have periodicity 2
on p:
Considerations presented in the proof of theorem 4.2 show that map j :
F ! C (F) is monomorphic, so we can identify space F with its image in
C (F ; G) ; denoted as u ! u; if u 2 C(0) (F ; G) (u 2 C(1) (F ; G) ; then
u = u ( respectively, u = −u):
Definition 4.1. The set of elements u 2 C (G) ; where C (G) denotes the
multiplicative group of invertible elements of C (F ; G) satisfying uFu−1 2 F ;
is called the twisted Cliord d-group, denoted as eΓ (F) :
Let e : eΓ (F) ! GL (F) be the homorphism given by u ! eu; whereeu (w) = uwu−1: We can verify that ker e = Ris a subgroup in eΓ (F) :
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Canonical map j : F ! C (F) can be interpreted as the linear map
F ! C (F)0 satisfying the universal property of Cliord d-algebras. This
leads to a homomorphism of algebras, C (F) ! C (F)t ; considered by an
anti-involution of C (F) and denoted as u! tu: More exactly, if u1:::un 2 F ;
then tu = un:::u1 and
tu = tu = (−1)n un:::u1:
Definition 4.2. The spinor norm of arbitrary u 2 C (F) is dened as
S (u) = tu  u 2 C (F) :
It is obvious that if u; u0; u00 2 eΓ (F) ; then S(u; u0) = S (u)S (u0) and
S (uu0u00) = S (u)S (u0)S (u00) : For u; u0 2 FS (u) = −G (u) and S (u; u0) =
S (u)S (u0) = S (uu0) :
Let us introduce the orthogonal group O (G)  GL (G) dened by metric
G on F and denote sets SO (G) = fu 2 O (G) ; det juj = 1g; P in (G) = fu 2eΓ (F) ; S (u) = 1g and Spin (G) = Pin (G)\C0 (F) : For F = Rn+m we write
Spin (n +m) : By straightforward calculations (see similar considerations in
Ref. [83]) we can verify the exactness of these sequences:
1 ! Z=2! Pin (G)! O (G)! 1;
1 ! Z=2! Spin (G)! SO (G)! 0;
1 ! Z=2! Spin (n +m)! SO (n +m)! 1:
We conclude this section by emphasizing that the spinor norm was dened
with respect to a quadratic form induced by a metric in v-bundle d (or by
an H2n-metric in the case of generalized Lagrange spaces). This approach
diers from those presented in Refs. [19] and [124].
4.2 Anisotropic Clifford Bundles and Spinor
Structures
There are two possibilities for generalizing our spinor constructions dened
for d-vector spaces to the case of vector bundle spaces enabled with the
structure of N-connection. The rst is to use the extension to the category
of vector bundles. The second is to dene the Cliord bration associated
with compatible linear d-connection and metric G on a vector bundle (or
with an H2n-metric on GL-space). Let us consider both variants.
4.2.1 Clifford d-module structure
Because functor F ! C(F) is smooth we can extend it to the category
of vector bundles of type d = fd : HE  V E ! Eg: Recall that by F
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we denote the typical ber of such bundles. For d we obtain a bundle of
algebras, denoted as C (d) ; such that C (d)u = C (Fu) : Multiplication in
every bre denes a continuous map C (d)C (d)! C (d) : If d is a vector
bundle on number eld k, the structure of the C (d)-module, the d-module,
the d-module, on d is given by the continuous map C (d)E d ! d with
every ber Fu provided with the structure of the C (Fu)−module, correlated
with its k-module structure, Because F  C (F) ; we have a ber to ber
map F E d ! d; inducing on every ber the map Fu E d(u) ! d(u)
(R-linear on the rst factor and k-linear on the second one ). Inversely,
every such bilinear map denes on d the structure of the C (d)-module
by virtue of universal properties of Cliord d-algebras. Equivalently, the
above-mentioned bilinear map denes a morphism of v-bundles m : d !
HOM (d; d) [HOM (d; d) denotes the bundles of homomorphisms] when
(m (u))2 = G (u) on every point.
Vector bundles d provided with C (d)-structures are objects of the cat-
egory with morphisms being morphisms of v-bundles, which induce on every
point u 2  morphisms of C (Fu)−modules. This is a Banach category con-
tained in the category of nite-dimensional d-vector spaces on led k: We
shall not use category formalism in this work, but point to its advantages
in further formulation of new directions of K-theory (see , for example, an
introduction in Ref. [83]) concerned with locally anisotorpic spaces.
Let us denote by Hs (; GLn+m (R)) the s-dimensional cohomology group
of the algebraic sheaf of germs of continuous maps of v-bundle  with group
GLn+m (R) the group of automorphisms of Rn+m (for the language of al-
gebraic topology see, for example, Refs. [83] and [74]). We shall also use
the group SLn+m (R) = fA  GLn+m (R) ; detA = 1g: Here we point out
that cohomologies Hs(M;Gr) characterize the class of a principal bundle
 : P ! M on M with structural group Gr: Taking into account that we
deal with bundles distinguished by an N-connection we introduce into consid-
eration cohomologies Hs (; GLn+m (R)) as distinguished classes (d-classes)
of bundles  provided with a global N-connection structure.
For a real vector bundle d on compact base  we can dene the orientation
on d as an element d 2 H1 (; GLn+m (R)) whose image on map
H1 (; SLn+m (R))! H1 (; GLn+m (R))
is the d-class of bundle :
Definition 4.3. The spinor structure on d is dened as an element
d 2 H1 (; Spin (n+m)) whose image in the composition
H1 (; Spin (n +m))! H1 (; SO (n+m))! H1 (; GLn+m (R))
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is the d-class of :
The above denition of spinor structures can be reformulated in terms of
principal bundles. Let d be a real vector bundle of rank n+m on a compact
base : If there is a principal bundle Pd with structural group SO (n+m) [
or Spin (n+m)]; this bundle d can be provided with orientation (or spinor)
structure. The bundle Pd is associated with element d 2 H1 (; SO(n+m))
[or d 2 H1 (; Spin (n+m)) :
We remark that a real bundle is oriented if and only if its rst Stiefel-
Whitney d-class vanishes,
w1 (d) 2 H1 (;Z=2) = 0;
where H1 (;Z=2) is the rst group of Chech cohomology with coecients
in Z=2; Considering the second Stiefel-Whitney class w2 (d) 2 H21 (;Z=2)
it is well known that vector bundle d admits the spinor structure if and
only if w2 (d) = 0: Finally, in this subsection, we emphasize that taking into
account that base space  is also a v-bundle, p : E ! M; we have to make
explicit calculations in order to express cohomologies Hs (; GLn+m) and
Hs (; SO (n +m)) through cohomologies Hs (M;GLn) ; H
s (M;SO (m)) ,
which depends on global topological structures of spaces M and : For general
bundle and base spaces this requires a cumbersome cohomological calculus.
4.2.2 Anisotropic Clifford fibration
Another way of dening the spinor structure is to use Cliord brations.
Consider the principal bundle with the structural group Gr being a sub-
group of orthogonal group O (G) ; where G is a quadratic nondegenerate form
(see(1.39)) dened on the base (also being a bundle space) space : The bra-
tion associated to principal bration P (; Gr) [or P (H2n; Gr)] with a typical
ber having Cliord algebra C (G) is, by denition, the Cliord bration
PC (; Gr) : We can always dene a metric on the Cliord bration if every
ber is isometric to PC (; G) (this result is proved for arbitrary quadratic
forms G on pseudo-Riemannian bases [154]). If, additionally, Gr  SO (G)
a global section can be dened on PC (G) :
Let P (; Gr) be the set of principal bundles with dierentiable base 
and structural group Gr: If g : Gr ! Gr0 is an homomorphism of Lie groups
and P (; Gr)  P (; Gr) (for simplicity in this section we shall denote
mentioned bundles and sets of bundles as P; P 0 and respectively, P;P 0); we
can always construct a principal bundle with the property that there is as
homomorphism f : P 0 ! P of principal bundles which can be projected to
the identity map of  and corresponds to isomorphism g : Gr ! Gr0: If the
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inverse statement also holds, the bundle P 0 is called as the extension of P
associated to g and f is called the extension homomorphism denoted as eg:
Now we can dene distinguished spinor structures on bundle spaces (com-
pare with denition 2.3 ).
Definition 4.4. Let P 2 P (; O (G)) be a principal bundle. A distinguished
spinor structure of P; equivalently a ds-structure of  is an extension eP of P
associated to homomorphism h : PinG! O (G) where O (G) is the group of
orthogonal rotations, generated by metric G; in bundle :
So, if eP is a spinor structure of the space ; then eP 2 P (; P inG) :
The denition of spinor structures on varieties was given in Ref.[50]. In
Refs. [51] and [51] it is proved that a necessary and sucient condition for
a space time to be orientable is to admit a global eld of orthonormalized
frames. We mention that spinor structures can be also dened on varieties
modeled on Banach spaces [1]. As we have shown in this subsection, similar
constructions are possible for the cases when space time has the structure of
a v-bundle with an N-connection.
Definition 4.5. A special distinguished spinor structure, ds-structure, of
principal bundle P = P (; SO (G)) is a principal bundle eP = eP (; SpinG)
for which a homomorphism of principal bundles ep : eP ! P; projected on the
identity map of  (or of H2n) and corresponding to representation
R : SpinG! SO (G) ;
is dened.
In the case when the base space variety is oriented, there is a natural
bijection between tangent spinor structures with a common base. For special
ds-structures we can dene, as for any spinor structure, the concepts of spin
tensors, spinor connections, and spinor covariant derivations (see Refs. [162,
189, 165]).
4.3 Almost Complex Anisotropic Spinor
Structures
Almost complex structures are an important characteristic of H2n-spaces.
We can rewrite the almost Hermitian metric [108, 109], in complex form
[163]:
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G = Hab (z; ) dz
a ⊗ dzb; (4.2)
where
za = xa + iya; za = xa − iya; Hab (z; z) = gab (x; y) jx=x(z;z)y=y(z;z) ;
and dene almost complex spinor structures. For given metric (4.2) on
H2n-space there is always a principal bundle PU with unitary structural
group U(n) which allows us to transform H2n-space into v-bundle U 
PU U(n) R2n: This statement will be proved after we introduce complex













Figure 4.3: Diagram 3
Let us consider momentarily k = C and introduce into consideration
[instead of the group Spin(n)] the group Spinc Z=2 U (1) being the factor
group of the product Spin(n) U (1) with the respect to equivalence
(y; z)  (−y;−a) ; y 2 Spin(m):
This way we dene the short exact sequence
1! U (1)! Spinc (n) Sc! SO (n)! 1;
where c (y; a) = c (y) : If  is oriented , real, and rank n; γ-bundle  :
E ! Mn; with base Mn; the complex spinor structure, spin structure, on
 is given by the principal bundle P with structural group Spinc (m) and
isomorphism   P Spinc(n)Rn: For such bundles the categorial equivalence
can be dened as
c : ETC (Mn)! EC (Mn) ; (4.3)
where c (Ec) = P 4Spinc(n) Ec is the category of trivial complex bundles
on Mn; EC (Mn) is the category of complex v-bundles on Mn with action of
Cliord bundle C () ; P4Spinc(n) and Ec is the factor space of the bundle
product P M Ec with respect to the equivalence (p; e)  (pbg−1; bge) ; p 2
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P; e 2 Ec; where bg 2 Spinc (n) acts on E by via the imbedding Spin (n) 
C0;n and the natural action U (1)  C on complex v-bundle c; Ec = totc;
for bundle c : Ec !Mn:
Now we return to the bundle : A real v-bundle (not being a spinor
bundle) admits a complex spinor structure if and only if there exist a ho-
momorphism  : U (n) ! Spinc (2n) making the diagram 3 commutative.
The explicit construction of  for arbitrary γ-bundle is given in Refs. [83]
and [21]. For H2n-spaces it is obvious that a diagram similar to (4.3) can be
dened for the tangent bundle TMn; which directly points to the possibility
of dening the cSpin-structure on H2n-spaces.
Let  be a complex, rankn; spinor bundle with
 : Spinc (n)Z=2 U (1)! U (1) (4.4)
the homomorphism dened by formula  (; ) = 2: For Ps being the prin-
cipal bundle with ber Spinc (n) we introduce the complex linear bundle
L (c) = PS Spinc(n) C dened as the factor space of PS  C on equivalence
relation
(pt; z)  (p; l (t)−1 z ;
where t 2 Spinc (n) : This linear bundle is associated to complex spinor
structure on c:
If c and c
0
are complex spinor bundles, the Whitney sum c  c0 is
naturally provided with the structure of the complex spinor bundle. This
follows from the holomorphism
!0 : Spinc (n) Spinc (n0)! Spinc (n+ n0) ; (4.5)
given by formula [(; z) ; ( 0; z0)]! [! (;  0) ; zz0] ; where ! is the homomor-
phism making the following diagram 4 commutative. Here, z; z0 2 U (1) : It






Figure 4.4: Diagram 4
is obvious that L
(
c  c0 is isomorphic to L (c)⊗ L (c0 :
We conclude this section by formulating our main result on complex
spinor structures for H2n-spaces:
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Theorem 4.3. Let c be a complex spinor bundle of rank n and H2n-space
considered as a real vector bundle cc0 provided with almost complex struc-





. Then, the diagram
5 is commutative up to isomorphisms c and ec dened as in (2.49), H is
functor Ec ! Ec ⊗ L (c) and E0;2nC (Mn) is dened by functor EC (Mn) !
E0;2nC (Mn) given as correspondence Ec !  (Cn) ⊗ Ec (which is a catego-
rial equivalence),  (Cn) is the exterior algebra on Cn: W is the real bundle

















Figure 4.5: Diagram 5
Proof: We use composition of homomorphisms
 : Spinc (2n)
! SO (n) r! U (n) ! Spinc (2n)Z=2 U (1) ;
commutative diagram 6 and introduce composition of homomorphisms
 : Spinc (n)
! Spinc (n) Spinc (n) !c! Spinc (n) ;
where  is the diagonal homomorphism and !c is dened as in (4.5). Using
homomorphisms (4.4) and (4.5) we obtain formula  (t) =  (t) r (t) :
Now consider bundle P Spinc(n) Spinc (2n) as the principal Spinc (2n)-
bundle, associated to M  M being the factor space of the product P 
Spinc (2n) on the equivalence relation (p; t; h)  (p;  (t)−1 h : In this case
the categorial equivalence (4.3) can be rewritten as
c (Ec) = P Spinc(n) Spinc (2n) Spinc(2n)Ec
and seen as factor space of P  Spinc (2n)M Ec on equivalence relation
(pt; h; e)  (p;  (t)−1 h; e and (p; h1; h2; e)  (p; h1; h−12 e
(projections of elements p and e coincides on base M): Every element of
c (Ec) can be represented as PSpinc(n)E
c; i.e., as a factor space PEc on
equivalence relation (pt; e)  (p; c (t) ; e) ; when t 2 Spinc (n) : The complex






Figure 4.6: Diagram 6
line bundle L (c) can be interpreted as the factor space of
P Spinc(n) C on equivalence relation (pt; ) 
(
p; r (t)−1 

:
Putting (p; e)⊗ (p; ) (p; e) we introduce morphism
c (E) L (c)! c (c)
with properties (pt; e)⊗ (pt; )! (pt; e) = (p; c (t)−1 e ;(
p; c (t)−1 e
 ⊗ (p; l (t)−1 e ! (p; c (t) r (t)−1 e pointing to the fact
that we have dened the isomorphism correctly and that it is an isomorphism
on every ber. 2
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Chapter 5
Spinors and Anisotropic Spaces
The purpose of this Chapter is to show how a corresponding abstract spinor
technique entailing notational and calculations advantages can be developed
for arbitrary splits of dimensions of a d-vector space F = hF  vF , where
dim hF = n and dim vF = m: For convenience we shall also present some
necessary coordinate expressions.
The problem of a rigorous denition of spinors on locally anisotropic
spaces (anisotropic spinors, d{spinors) was posed and solved [163, 162, 189]
in the framework of the formalism of Cliord and spinor structures on v{
bundles provided with compatible nonlinear and distinguished connections
and metric . We introduced d{spinors as corresponding objects of the Cliord
d{algebra C (F ; G), dened for a d{vector space F in a standard manner
(see, for instance, [83]) and proved that operations with C (F ; G) can be
reduced to calculations for C (hF ; g) and C (vF ; h) ; which are usual Cliord
algebras of respective dimensions 2n and 2m (if it is necessary we can use
quadratic forms g and h correspondingly induced on hF and vF by a metric
G (1.39)). Considering the orthogonal subgroup O(G)  GL(G) dened by
a metric G we can dene the d-spinor norm and parametrize d-spinors by
ordered pairs of elements of Cliord algebras C (hF ; g) and C (vF ; h) : We
emphasize that the splitting of a Cliord d-algebra associated to a v-bundle
E is a straightforward consequence of the global decomposition dening a
N-connection structure in E .
In this Chapter, as a rule, we shall omit proofs which in most cases are
mechanical but rather tedious. We can apply the methods developed in
[127, 128, 129, 91] in a straightforward manner on h- and v-subbundles in
order to verify the correctness of armations.
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5.1 Anisotropic Clifford Algebras,
Spinors and Twistors
In order to relate the succeeding constructions with Cliord d-algebras [163,
162] we consider a locally anisotropic frame decomposition of the metric
(1.39):



















gbibj and hbabb are diagonal matrices with gbibi = hbaba = 1:
To generate Cliord d-algebras we start with matrix equations
bb + bb = −GbbI; (5.3)
where I is the identity matrix, matrices b (-objects) act on a d-vector space









indices ,γ,... refer to spin spaces of type S = S(h)  S(v) and underlined
Latin indices j,k; ::: and b; c; ::: refer respectively to a h-spin space S(h) and
a v-spin space S(v); which are correspondingly associated to a h- and v-
decomposition of a v-bundle E(d): The irreducible algebra of matrices b
of minimal dimension N  N; where N = N(n) + N(m); dimS(h)=N(n) and
dimS(v)=N(m); has these dimensions
N(n) =

2(n−1)=2; n = 2k + 1
2n=2; n = 2k;
N(m) =

2(m−1)=2; m = 2k + 1
2m=2; m = 2k;
where k = 1; 2; ::: .
The Cliord d-algebra is generated by sums on n+ 1 elements of form
A1I +B
bibi + Cbibjbibj +Dbibjbkbibjbk + :::
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and sums of m+ 1 elements of form
A2I +B
baba + Cbabbbabb +Dbabbbcbabbbc + :::
with antisymmetric coecients C
bibj = C [bibj]; Cbabb = C [babb]; Dbibjbk = D[bibjbk]; Dbabbbc =




bibj ; Dbibjbk; ::: and 2m+1 coecients
A2; C
babb; Dbabbbc; ::: of the Cliord algebra on F .
For simplicity, in this subsection, we shall present the necessary geometric
constructions only for h-spin spaces S(h) of dimensionN(n): Considerations for
a v-spin space S(v) are similar but with proper characteristics for a dimension
N(m):
In order to dene the scalar (spinor) product on S(h) we introduce into




































ij for n = 1(mod4):
Antisymmetry of bibjbk::: and the construction of the objects (5.5),(5.6) and
(5.7) dene the properties of -objects ()km and km which have an eight-fold
periodicity on n (see details in [129] and, with respect to locally anisotropic
spaces, [163]).
For even values of n it is possible the decomposition of every h-spin space
S(h)into irreducible h-spin spaces S(h) and S0(h) (one considers splitting of h-
indices, for instance, l= LL0; m = M M 0; :::; for v-indices we shall write







and elm = 1
2
(
(+)lm −(−) lm : (5.8)
We shall omit similar formulas for -objects with lower indices.
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We can verify, by using expressions (5.7) and straightforward calculations,
these parametrizations on symmetry properties of -objects (5.8)
lm =

LM = ML 0
0 0

and elm =  0 0
0 eLM = eML

for n = 0(mod8);
lm = −1
2
(−)lm = ml;where (+)lm = 0; and (5.9)
elm = −1
2







and elm =  0 eLM 0 = −M 0L
0 0

for n = 2(mod8);
lm = −1
2
(+)lm = −ml; where (−)lm = 0; and
elm = 1
2
(+)lm = −emlfor n = 3(mod8);
lm =

LM = −ML 0
0 0

and elm =  0 0
0 eLM = −eML

for n = 4(mod8);
lm = −1
2
(−)lm = −ml; where (+)lm = 0; and
elm = −1
2







and elm =  0 eLM 0 = M 0L
0 0





(−)lm = ml; where (+)lm = 0; and
elm = −1
2
(−)lm = eml for n = 7(mod8):
Let denote reduced and irreducible h-spinor spaces in a form pointing to
the symmetry of spinor inner products in dependence of values n = 8k + l
(k = 0; 1; 2; :::; l = 1; 2; :::7) of the dimension of the horizontal subbundle
(we shall write respectively 4 and  for antisymmetric and symmetric inner
products of reduced spinors and } = (4; ) and e} = (;4) for correspond-
ing parametrizations of inner products, in brief i.p., of irreducible spinors;
properties of scalar products of spinors are dened by -objects (5.9); we
shall use  for a general i.p. when the symmetry is not pointed out):
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S(h) (8k) = S  S0; (5.10)
S(h) (8k + 1) = S(−) (i.p. is dened by an (−)-object);
S(h) (8k + 2) = f S = (S;S); orS 0 = (S0e;S0e);
S(h) (8k + 3) = S(+)4 (i.p. is dened by an (+)-object);
S(h) (8k + 4) = S4  S04;
S(h) (8k + 5) = S(−)4 (i.p. is dened by an (−)-object),
S(h) (8k + 6) = f S = (S;S); orS 0 = (S0e;S0e);
S(h) (8k + 7) = S(+) (i.p. is dened by an (+)-object):
We note that by using corresponding -objects we can lower and rise
indices of reduced and irreducible spinors (for n = 2; 6(mod4) we can exclude
primed indices, or inversely, see details in [127, 128, 129]).
The similar v-spinor spaces are denoted by the same symbols as in (5.10)
provided with a left lower mark "j" and parametrized with respect to the
values m = 8k0 + l (k’=0,1,...; l=1,2,...,7) of the dimension of the vertical
subbundle, for example, as
S(v)(8k0) = Sj  S0j;S(v) (8k + 1) = S(−)j ; ::: (5.11)
We use "e"-overlined symbols,
eS(h) (8k) = eS  eS 0; eS(h) (8k + 1) = eS(−) ; ::: (5.12)
and
eS(v)(8k0) = eSj  eS 0j; eS(v) (8k0 + 1) = eS(−)j ; ::: (5.13)
respectively for the dual to (5.10) and (5.11) spinor spaces.
The spinor spaces (5.10)-(5.13) are called the prime spinor spaces, in brief
p-spinors . They are considered as building blocks of distinguished (n,m){
spinor spaces constructed in this manner:
(2:65)
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S(;) = S  S0  Sj  S0j;S(;j) = S  S0  Sj  eS0j;
S(; j ) = S  S0  eSj  eS0j;S(j) = S  eS0  eSj  eS0j;
:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::
S(4;4 ) = S(+)4  S(+)j4 ; S(4;4 ) = S(+)4  eS(+)j4 ; (5.14)
::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::
S(4j;} ) = S4  eS0  Sj};S(4j;} ) = S4  eS0  eS}j ;
::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::
Considering the operation of dualisation of prime components in (5.14) we
can generate dierent isomorphic variants of distinguished (n,m){spinor spa-
ces.
We dene a d{spinor space S(n;m) as a direct sum of a horizontal and a
vertical spinor spaces of type (5.14), for instance,
S(8k;8k0) = S  S0  Sj  S0j;S(8k;8k0+1) = S  S0  S(−)j ; :::;
S(8k+4;8k0+5) = S4  S04  S(−)j4 ; :::
The scalar product on a S(n;m) is induced by (corresponding to xed values
of n and m ) -objects (5.9) considered for h- and v-components.
Having introduced d-spinors for dimensions (n;m) we can write out the
generalization for locally anisotropic spaces of twistor equations [128] by










 denotes that we do not consider symmetrization on this index. The
general solution of (5.15) on the d-vector space F looks like as
! = Ω + ub(b):: ; (5.16)
where Ω and  are constant d-spinors. For xed values of dimensions n and
m we mast analyze the reduced and irreducible components of h- and v-parts
of equations (5.15) and their solutions (5.16) in order to nd the symmetry
properties of a d-twistor Z dened as a pair of d{spinors
Z = (!; 0);
where 0 = 
(0)
0 2 eS(n;m) is a constant dual d-spinor. The problem of
denition of spinors and twistors on locally anisotropic spaces was rstly
considered in [189] (see also [156]) in connection with the possibility to extend
the equations (5.15) and their solutions (5.16), by using nearly autoparallel
maps, on curved, locally isotropic or anisotropic, spaces.
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5.2 Mutual Transforms of Tensors and Spi-
nors
The spinor algebra for spaces of higher dimensions can not be considered as
a real alternative to the tensor algebra as for locally isotropic spaces of di-
mensions n = 3; 4 [127, 128, 129]. The same holds true for locally anisotropic
spaces and we emphasize that it is not quite convenient to perform a spinor
calculus for dimensions n;m >> 4. Nevertheless, the concept of spinors is
important for every type of spaces, we can deeply understand the fundamen-
tal properties of geometical objects on locally anisotropic spaces, and we shall
consider in this subsection some questions concerning transforms of d-tensor
objects into d-spinor ones.
5.2.1 Transformation of d-tensors into d-spinors
In order to pass from d-tensors to d-spinors we must use -objects (5.4)
written in reduced or irreduced form (in dependence of xed values of
dimensions n and m ):
(b)γ ; (b)γ; (b)γ; :::; (ba)bc; :::; (bi)jk; :::; (ba)AA0; :::; (bi)II0; :::: (5.17)
It is obvious that contracting with corresponding -objects (5.17) we can
introduce instead of d-tensors indices the d-spinor ones, for instance,
!γ = (b)γ!b; !AB0 = (ba)AB0!ba; :::;  ij = (bk)ijbk; ::::
For d-tensors containing groups of antisymmetric indices there is a more
simple procedure of theirs transforming into d-spinors because the objects
(bb:::bγ) ; (babb:::bc)de; :::; (bibj:::bk)II0; ::: (5.18)
can be used for sets of such indices into pairs of d-spinor indices. Let us enu-
merate some properties of -objects of type (5.18) (for simplicity we consider
only h-components having q indices bi;bj;bk; ::: taking values from 1 to n; the
properties of v-components can be written in a similar manner with respect
to indices ba;bb;bc::: taking values from 1 to m):
(bi:::bj)kl is

symmetric on k; l for n− 2q  1; 7 (mod 8);
antisymmetric on k; l for n− 2q  3; 5 (mod 8)

(5.19)
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symmetric on I; J (I 0; J 0) for n− 2q  0 (mod 8);




(bi:::bj)IJ 0 = (bi:::bj)J 0If n + 2q  6(mod8);n + 2q  2(mod8); (5.21)
with vanishing of the rest of reduced components of the d-tensor (bi:::bj)kl with
prime/unprime sets of indices.
5.2.2 Fundamental d–spinors
We can transform every d-spinor  = (i; a) into a corresponding d-tensor.
For simplicity, we consider this construction only for a h-component i on a
h-space being of dimension n. The values
(












(n is even) (5.23)
with a dierent number of indices bi:::bj; taken together, denes the h-spinor
i to an accuracy to the sign. We emphasize that it is necessary to choose
only those h-components of d-tensors (5.22) (or (5.23)) which are symmetric
on pairs of indices  (or IJ (or I 0J 0 )) and the number q of indices bi:::bj
satises the condition (as a respective consequence of the properties (5.19)
and/or (5.20), (5.21))
n− 2q  0; 1; 7 (mod 8): (5.24)









n (n is even) : (5.26)
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If all expressions (5.22) and/or (5.23) are zero for all values of q with the
exception of one or two ones dened by the condition (5.25) (or (5.26)), the
value 
bi (or I (I0)) is called a fundamental h-spinor. Dening in a similar
manner the fundamental v-spinors we can introduce fundamental d-spinors
as pairs of fundamental h- and v-spinors. Here we remark that a h(v)-spinor

bi (ba) (we can also consider reduced components) is always a fundamental
one for n(m) < 7; which is a consequence of (5.24)).
Finally, in this section, we note that the geometry of fundamental h- and
v-spinors is similar to that of usual fundamental spinors (see Appendix to the
monograph [129]). We omit such details in this work, but emphasize that
constructions with fundamental d-spinors, for a locally anisotropic space,
must be adapted to the corresponding global splitting by N-connection of
the space.
5.3 Anisotropic Spinor Differential Geome-
try
The goal of the section is to formulate the dierential geometry of d-spinors
for locally anisotropic spaces.
We shall use denotations of type
v = (vi; va) 2  = (i; a) and  = ( i; a) 2  = (i; a)
for, respectively, elements of modules of d-vector and irreduced d-spinor elds
(see details in [163]). D-tensors and d-spinor tensors (irreduced or reduced)
will be interpreted as elements of corresponding  -modules, for instance,
q::: 2 ;   γ ::: 2 
 γ
 ::: ; 
II0
JK 0N 0 2 II
0
JK 0N 0 ; :::
We can establish a correspondence between the d{metric g (1.39) and
d-spinor metric  ( -objects (5.9) for both h- and v-subspaces of E ) of a
locally anisotropic space E by using the relation









γ = lb(u)(b)γ; (5.28)
which is a consequence of formulas (5.1)-(5.6). In brief we can write (5.27)
as
g = 1212 (5.29)
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if the -objects are considered as a xed structure, whereas -objects are
treated as caring the metric "dynamics " , on locally anisotropic space{
times. This variant is used, for instance, in the so-called 2-spinor geometry
[128, 129] and should be preferred if we have to make explicit the algebraic
symmetry properties of d-spinor objects. An alternative way is to consider
as xed the algebraic structure of -objects and to use variable components
of -objects of type (5.28) for developing a variational d-spinor approach to
gravitational and matter eld interactions on locally anisotropic spaces ( the
spinor Ashtekar variables [20] are introduced in this manner).






on the d-spinor space S = (S(h);S(v)) can have symmetric or antisymmetric h
(v) -components ij (ab) , see -objects (5.9). For simplicity, in this section (in
order to avoid cumbersome calculations connected with eight-fold periodicity
on dimensions n and m of a locally anisotropic space E ) we shall develop
a general d-spinor formalism only by using irreduced spinor spaces S(h) and
S(v):
5.4 D-covariant derivation
Let E be a locally anisotropic space. We dene the action on a d-spinor of a
d-covariant operator





(in brief, we shall write
5 = 512 = (5i1i2 ; 5a1a2 ))
as a map






5( + ) = 5 +5;
and
5(f) = f 5  +  5 f
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for every ;  2  and f being a scalar eld on E . It is also required that
one holds the Leibnitz rule
(5) = 5()−  5 
and that 5 is a real operator, i.e. it commuters with the operation of
complex conjugation:
5 γ::: = 5( γ:::):
Let now analyze the question on uniqueness of action on d-spinors of an
operator 5 satisfying necessary conditions . Denoting by 5(1) and 5 two
such d-covariant operators we consider the map
(5(1) −5) :  ! 

12 : (5.30)
Because the action on a scalar f of both operators 5(1) and 5 must be
identical, i.e.
5(1) f = 5f; (5.31)
the action (5.30) on f = !
 must be written as
(5(1) −5)(!) = 0:
In consequence we conclude that there is an element 
γ
12
2  γ12 for
which









The action of the operator (5.30) on a d-vector v = v12 can be written by
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The d-commutator 5[5] denes the d{torsion. So, applying operators
5(1)[ 5(1)] and 5[5] on f = ! we can write
T
(1)γ
 − T γ = Qγ −Qγ
with Qγ from (5.33).
The action of operator 5(1) on d-spinor tensors of type  12:::123:::





and formula (5.33) for every lower index 123::: .




 i1 ; 
i










be a d-spinor basis. The dual to it basis is denoted as
  =

 1i ; 
2











A d-spinor  2   has components  =   : Taking into account that
  

 5 = 5;





γ 5 γ =   
γ
 5  +   γ 5  
= 5γ + γγ; (5.34)










 5   : (5.35)
We call the Infeld - van der Waerden d-symbols a set of -objects ()

parametrized with respect to a coordinate d-spinor basis. Dening
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and using properties (5.34) we can write relations
l 







 5  = 5  − γ (5.37)
for d-covariant derivations 5  and 5 :
We can consider expressions similar to (5.36) and (5.37) for values having





 5  γ = 5 γ −  γ γ +   Γ γ 
(we can prove this by a straightforward calculation of the derivation
5(    lγ )):
Now we shall consider some possible relations between components of
d-connections γ and Γ
γ
 and derivations of ()
 . We can write
Γγ = l






 5γ () + l() (  5γ   +   5γ   )





 (  5γ   +   5γ   );
where l = ( )











Connecting the last expression on  and  and using an orthonormalized
d-spinor basis when γ













γ  = ()
()
Γγ: (5.39)
We also note here that, for instance, for the canonical and Berwald con-
nections, Christoel d-symbols we can express d-spinor connection (5.39)
through corresponding locally adapted derivations of components of metric
and N-connection by introducing respectively the coecients of the Barwald,
canonical or another type d{connections.
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5.6 D-spinors of Anisotropic Curvature and
Torsion
The d-tensor indices of the commutator  can be transformed into d-spinor
ones:
2 = (
) = (2ij ;2ab); (5.40)
with h- and v-components,
2ij = (
)ij and 2ab = (
)ab;
being symmetric or antisymmetric in dependence of corresponding values of
dimensions n and m (see eight-fold parametizations (5.18){(5.20)). Consid-
ering the actions of operator (5.40) on d-spinors γ and γ we introduce the
d-spinor curvature X
γ







2 γ = X

γ :
The gravitational d-spinor Ψγ is dened by a corresponding symmetriza-
tion of d-spinor indices:
Ψγ = X(jjγ): (5.42)
We note that d-spinor tensors X
γ
  and Ψγ are transformed into similar
2-spinor objects on locally isotropic spaces [128, 129] if we consider vanishing
of the N-connection structure and a limit to a locally isotropic space.
Putting 
γ
γ instead of γ in (5.41) and using (5.42) we can express













 is dened similarly as for d-tensors) by
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 of the curvature d-tensor R

γ 
can be computed by using the relations (5.39), (5.40) and (5.42) as to satisfy
the equations (the d-spinor analogous of equations (1.79) )












here d-vector V γ1γ2 is considered as a product of d-spinors, i.e. V γ1γ2 =









































































































and this d-spinor decomposition of the scalar curvature:
q
 −














Putting (2.96) and (2.97) into (2.43) and, correspondingly, (2.41) we nd
































































































































































The components of the conformal Weyl d-spinor can be computed by
putting d-spinor values of the curvature (5.44) and Ricci (5.44) d-tensors
into corresponding expression for the d-tensor (1.82). We omit this calculus
in this work.
Chapter 6
Anisotropic Spinors and Field
Equations
The problem of formulation gravitational and gauge eld equations on dier-
ent types of locally anisotropic spaces is considered, for instance, in [109, 27,
19] and [186]. In this section we shall introduce the basic eld equations for
gravitational and matter eld locally anisotropic interactions in a generalized
form for generic locally anisotropic spaces.
6.1 Anisotropic Scalar Field Interactions
Let ’ (u) = (’1 (u) ; ’2 (u) _;:::; ’k (u)) be a complex k-component scalar eld
of mass  on locally anisotropic space E . The d-covariant generalization of the
conformally invariant (in the massless case) scalar eld equation [128, 129]
can be dened by using the d’Alambert locally anisotropic operator [4, 168]
2 = DD, where D is a d-covariant derivation on E constructed, for
simplicity, by using Christoel d{simbols (all formulas for eld equations and
conservation values can be deformed by using corresponding defrormation d{
tensors P γ from the Cristoel d{simbols, or the canonical d{connection to





R + 2)’ (u) = 0: (6.1)
We must change d-covariant derivation D into
D = D + ieA and take
into account the d-vector current
J (0) (u) = i((’ (u)D’ (u)−D’ (u))’ (u))
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if interactions between locally anisotropic electromagnetic eld ( d-vector
potential A ), where e is the electromagnetic constant, and charged scalar
eld ’ are considered. The equations (6.1) are (locally adapted to the N-















where jgj = detg :
The locally adapted variations of the action with Lagrangian (6.2) on




 (u) = ’ (u) ’ (u) + ’ (u) ’ (u)−
1pjgjgL(0) (u) ; (6.3)
and a similar variation on the components of a d-metric (1.39) leads to a
symmetric metric energy-momentum d-tensor,
E
(0)






R() +D(D) − g2

’ (u)’ (u) :
(6.4)
Here we note that we can obtain a nonsymmetric energy-momentum d-tensor
if we rstly vary on G and than impose the constraints of compatibility
with the N-connection structure. We also conclude that the existence of a
N-connection in v-bundle E results in a nonequivalence of energy-momentum
d-tensors (6.3) and (6.4), nonsymmetry of the Ricci tensor (see (1.77)),
nonvanishing of the d-covariant derivation of the Einstein d-tensor (1.85),
D
 −
G  6= 0 and, in consequence, a corresponding breaking of conservation
laws on locally anisotropic spaces when DE
 6= 0 [108, 109]. The prob-
lem of formulation of conservation laws on locally anisotropic spaces is dis-
cussed in details and two variants of its solution (by using nearly autoparallel
maps and tensor integral formalism on locally anisotropic multispaces) are
proposed in [168]. In this section we shall present only straightforward gen-
eralizations of eld equations and necessary formulas for energy-momentum
d-tensors of matter elds on E considering that it is naturally that the con-
servation laws (usually being consequences of global, local and/or intrinsic
symmetries of the fundamental space-time and of the type of eld interac-
tions) have to be broken on locally anisotropic spaces.
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6.2 Anisotropic Proca equations
Let consider a d-vector eld ’ (u) with mass 
2 (locally anisotropic Proca













where f = D’ − D’; one follows the Proca equations on locally
anisotropic spaces
Df
 (u) + 2’ (u) = 0: (6.6)
Equations (6.6) are a rst type constraints for  = 0: Acting with D on
(6.6), for  6= 0 we obtain second type constraints
D’
 (u) = 0: (6.7)
Putting (6.7) into (6.6) we obtain second order eld equations with re-
spect to ’ :
2’ (u) +R’
 (u) + 2’ (u) = 0: (6.8)
The energy-momentum d-tensor and d-vector current following from the (6.8)
can be written as
E
(1)







− gpjgjL(1) (u) :
and
J (1) (u) = i
(
f (u)’
 (u)− ’ (u) f (u)

:
For  = 0 the d-tensor f and the Lagrangian (6.5) are invariant with
respect to locally anisotropic gauge transforms of type
’ (u)! ’ (u) +  (u) ;
where  (u) is a d-dierentiable scalar function, and we obtain a locally
anisotropic variant of Maxwell theory.
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6.3 Anisotropic Gravitons and Backgrounds
Let a massless d-tensor eld h (u) is interpreted as a small perturbation
of the locally anisotropic background metric d-eld g (u) : Considering, for
simplicity, a torsionless background we have locally anisotropic Fierz-Pauli
equations
2h (u) + 2R (u) h




 (u) = 0; h (u)  h(u) = 0; (6.10)
where R (u) is curvature d-tensor of the locally anisotropic background
space (these formulae can be obtained by using a perturbation formalism with
respect to h (u) developed in [75]; in our case we must take into account
the distinguishing of geometrical objects and operators on locally anisotropic
spaces).
We note that we can rewrite d-tensor formulas (6.1)-(6.10) into similar
d-spinor ones by using formulas (5.27){(5.29), (5.39), (5.41) and (5.45){(6.6)
(for simplicity, we omit these considerations in this work).
6.4 Anisotropic Dirac Equations
Let denote the Dirac d-spinor eld on E as  (u) = (  (u)) and consider as
the generalized Lorentz transforms the group of automorphysm of the metric
Gbb (see the locally anisotropic frame decomposition of d-metric (5.3)). The






Cbbbγ (u) lb (u)bbγ

 ; (6.11)
where coecients Cbbbγ = (Dγlb) lblγbγ generalize for locally anisotropic spaces
the corresponding Ricci coecients on Riemannian spaces [60]. Using -
objects  (u) (see (5.28) and (5.4)) we dene the Dirac equations on locally
anisotropic spaces:
(i (u)
−!5 − ) = 0; (6.12)
which are the Euler equations for the Lagrangian
L(1=2) (u) =
p
jgjf[ + (u) (u)−!5 (u) (6.13)
−(−!5 + (u)) (u) (u)]−  + (u) (u)g;
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where  + (u) is the complex conjugation and transposition of the column
 (u) :






[ + (u) (u)
−!5 (u) +  + (u) (u)−!5 (u)
−(−!5 + (u)) (u) (u)− (−!5 + (u)) (u) (u)]
and the d-vector source
J (1=2) (u) =  
+ (u) (u) (u) :
We emphasize that locally anisotropic interactions with exterior gauge elds
can be introduced by changing the locally anisotropic partial derivation from
(6.11) in this manner:
 !  + ie?B; (6.14)
where e? and B are respectively the constant d-vector potential of locally
anisotropic gauge interactions on locally anisotropic spaces (see [186] and the
next section).
6.5 Yang-Mills Equations in Anisotropic Spi-
nor Form
We consider a v-bundle BE ; B : B ! E ; on locally anisotropic space E .
Additionally to d-tensor and d-spinor indices we shall use capital Greek let-
ters, ;;;Ψ; ::: for bre (of this bundle) indices (see details in [128, 129]
for the case when the base space of the v-bundle B is a locally isotropic
space-time). Let 5





:  ! 

























we denote the module of sections of the real (complex)
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For Yang-Mills elds as a rule one considers that BE is enabled with
a unitary (complex) structure (complex conjugation changes mutually the
upper and lower Greek indices). It is useful to introduce instead of K Ω
a Hermitian matrix F Ω = i K

Ω connected with components of the
Yang-Mills d-vector potential B  according the formula:
1
2
F  = 5[B ] − iB [jjB ] ; (6.15)
where the locally anisotropic space indices commute with capital Greek in-
dices. The gauge transforms are written in the form:
B  7! B bb = B  s b q b + is b 5 q b ;




b are mutually inverse (Hermitian conjugated in
the unitary case). The Yang-Mills equations on torsionless locally anisotropic
spaces [186] (see details in the next Chapter) are written in this form:
5F Ψ = J Ψ  ; (6.16)
5
[
F γ] = 0: (6.17)





+ P; (the deformation d-tensor P is induced by the torsion
in v-bundle BE) into the denition of the curvature of locally anisotropic
gauge elds (6.15) and motion equations (6.16) and (6.17) if interactions are
modeled on a generic locally anisotropic space.
Now we can write out the eld equations of the Einstein-Cartan theory




















































which are the d-spinor equivalent of the equations (1.86). These equations
must be completed by the algebraic equations (1.87) for the d-torsion and d-







The theory of anisotropic spinors formulated in the Part II is extended for
higher order anisotropic (ha) spaces. In brief, such spinors will be called ha{
spinors which are dened as some Cliord ha{structures dened with respect
to a distinguished quadratic form (1.43) on a hvc{bundle. For simplicity, the
bulk of formulas will be given with respect to higher order vector bundles. To
rewrite such formulas for hvc{bundles is to consider for the "dual" shells of




7.1 Distinguished Clifford Algebras
The typical ber of dv{bundle d ; d : HE  V1E  :::  VzE ! E is
a d-vector space, F = hF  v1F:::  vzF ; split into horizontal hF and
verticals vpF ; p = 1; :::; z subspaces, with a bilinear quadratic form G(g; h)
induced by a hvc{bundle metric (1.43). Cliord algebras (see, for example,
Refs. [83, 154, 129]) formulated for d-vector spaces will be called Cliord
d-algebras [163, 162, 189]. We shall consider the main properties of Cliord
d{algebras. The proof of theorems will be based on the technique developed
in Ref. [83] correspondingly adapted to the distinguished character of spaces
in consideration.
Let k be a number eld (for our purposes k = R or k = C;R and C;
are, respectively real and complex number elds) and dene F ; as a d-vector
space on k provided with nondegenerate symmetric quadratic form (metric)
G: Let C be an algebra on k (not necessarily commutative) and j : F ! C
a homomorphism of underlying vector spaces such that j(u)2 = G(u)  1 (1
is the unity in algebra C and d-vector u 2 F): We are interested in denition
of the pair (C; j) satisfying the next universitality conditions. For every
k-algebra A and arbitrary homomorphism ’ : F ! A of the underlying d-
vector spaces, such that (’(u))2 ! G (u)1; there is a unique homomorphism
of algebras  : C ! A transforming the diagram 1 into a commutative one.
The algebra solving this problem will be denoted as C (F ; A) [equivalently
as C (G) or C (F)] and called as Cliord d{algebra associated with pair
(F ; G) :
Theorem 7.1. The above-presented diagram has a unique solution (C; j) up
to isomorphism.
Proof: (We adapt for d-algebras that of Ref. [83], p. 127 and extend
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for higher order anisotropies a similar proof presented in the Part II). For a
universal problem the uniqueness is obvious if we prove the existence of solu-
tion C (G) . To do this we use tensor algebra L(F ) = Lprqs (F) =1i=0T i (F) ;
where T 0 (F) = k and T i (F) = k and T i (F) = F⊗:::⊗F for i > 0: Let I (G)
be the bilateral ideal generated by elements of form  (u) = u⊗ u−G (u)  1
where u 2 F and 1 is the unity element of algebra L (F) : Every element
from I (G) can be written as
P
i i (ui)i; where i; i 2 L(F) and ui 2 F :
Let C (G) =L(F)=I (G) and dene j : F ! C (G) as the composition of
monomorphism i : F ! L1(F)  L(F) and projection p : L (F) ! C (G) :
In this case pair (C (G) ; j) is the solution of our problem. From the general
properties of tensor algebras the homomorphism ’ : F ! A can be extended
to L(F) , i.e., the diagram 2 is commutative, where  is a monomorphism
of algebras. Because (’ (u))2 = G (u)  1; then  vanishes on ideal I (G) and
in this case the necessary homomorphism  is dened. As a consequence of
uniqueness of ; the homomorphism  is unique.
Tensor d{algebra L(F) can be considered as a Z=2 graded algebra. Re-
ally, let us introduce L(0)(F) =P1i=1 T 2i (F) and L(1)(F) =P1i=1 T 2i+1 (F) :
Setting I() (G) = I (G)\L()(F): Dene C() (G) as p (L()(F) ; where p :
L (F)! C (G) is the canonical projection. Then C (G) = C(0) (G)C(1) (G)
and in consequence we obtain that the Cliord d{algebra is Z=2 graded.
It is obvious that Cliord d-algebra functorially depends on pair (F ; G) :
If f : F ! F 0 is a homomorphism of k-vector spaces, such that G0 (f(u)) =
G (u) ; where G and G0 are, respectively, metrics on F and F 0; then f induces
an homomorphism of d-algebras
C (f) : C (G)! C (G0)
with identities C (’  f) = C (’)C (f) and C (IdF) = IdC(F):
If A and B are Z=2{graded d{algebras, then their graded tensorial
product A⊗B is dened as a d-algebra for k-vector d-space A⊗B with
the graded product induced as (a⊗ b) (c⊗ d) = (−1) ac⊗bd; where b 2 B
and c 2 A (;  = 0; 1) :
Now we re{formulate for d{algebras the Chevalley theorem [45]:
Theorem 7.2. The Cliord d-algebra
C (hF  v1F  ::: vzF ; g + h1 + :::+ hz)
is naturally isomorphic to C(g)⊗ C (h1)⊗ :::⊗ C (hz) :






m : hF  v1F  ::: vzF ! C(g)⊗ C (h1)⊗ :::⊗ C (hz)
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is dened as
m(x; y(1); :::; y(z)) =
n(x)⊗ 1⊗ :::⊗ 1 + 1⊗ n0(y(1))⊗ :::⊗ 1 + 1⊗ :::⊗ 1⊗ n0(y(z));
x 2 hF ; y(1) 2 v(1)F ; :::; y(z) 2 v(z)F : We have(

























Taking into account the universality property of Cliord d-algebras we con-
clude that m1 + ::: +mz induces the homomorphism
 : C (hF  v1F  ::: vzF ; g + h1 + :::+ hz)!
C (hF ; g) b⊗C (v1F ; h1) b⊗:::C (vzF ; hz) :
We also can dene a homomorphism
 : C (hF ; g) b⊗C (v1F ; h(1) b⊗:::b⊗C (vzF ; h(z)!
C
(
hF  v1F  ::: vzF ; g + h(1) + :::+ h(z)

by using formula 
(
x⊗ y(1) ⊗ :::⊗ y(z)










homomorphysms  and 0(1); :::; 
0
(z) are, respectively, induced by imbeddings
of hF and v1F into hF  v1F  ::: vzF :









! C (hF  v1F  ::: vzF ; g + h(1) + :::+ h(z) :
Superpositions of homomorphisms  and  lead to identities
 = IdC(hF ;g)b⊗C(v1F ;h(1))b⊗:::b⊗C(vzF ;h(z)); (7.1)
 = IdC(hF ;g)b⊗C(v1F ;h(1))b⊗:::b⊗C(vzF ;h(z)):
Really, d-algebra C
(
hF  v1F  ::: vzF ; g + h(1) + ::: + h(z)

is generated



























= m (x; 0; :::; 0) +m(0; y(1); :::; 0) + ::: +m(0; 0; :::; y(z))
= m
(
x; y(1); :::; y(z)

;
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we prove the rst identity in (7.1).
On the other hand, d-algebra
C (hF ; g) b⊗C (v1F ; h(1) b⊗:::b⊗C (vzF ; h(z)
is generated by elements of type
n (x)⊗ 1⊗ :::⊗; 1⊗ n0(1)
(
y(1)
⊗ :::⊗ 1; :::1⊗ ::::⊗ n0(z) (y(z) ;
we prove the second identity in (7.1).
Following from the above{mentioned properties of homomorphisms  and
 we can assert that the natural isomorphism is explicitly constructed.2
In consequence of the presented in this section Theorems we conclude
that all operations with Cliord d-algebras can be reduced to calculations for
C (hF ; g) and C (v(p)F ; h(p) which are usual Cliord algebras of dimension
2n and, respectively, 2mp [83, 21].
Of special interest is the case when k = R and F is isomorphic to vector
space Rp+q;a+b provided with quadratic form
−x21 − :::− x2p + x2p+q − y21 − :::− y2a + ::: + y2a+b:



















2 = −1 (1  i  p) ; (ej)2 = −1 (1  j  a) ;
(ek)
2 = 1 (p+ 1  k  p+ q);
(ej)
2 = 1 (n+ 1  s  a+ b); eiej = −ejei; i 6= j:
Explicit calculations of Cp;q and Ca;b are possible by using isomorphisms
[83, 129]
Cp+n;q+n ’ Cp;q ⊗M2 (R)⊗ :::⊗M2 (R)
= Cp;q ⊗M2n (R) = M2n (Cp;q) ;
where Ms (A) denotes the ring of quadratic matrices of order s with coe-
cients in ring A: Here we write the simplest isomorphisms C1;0 ’ C; C0;1 ’
RR and C2;0 = H; where by H is denoted the body of quaternions.
Now, we emphasize that higher order Lagrange and Finsler spaces, de-
noted H2n{spaces, admit locally a structure of Cliord algebra on complex
vector spaces. Really, by using almost Hermitian structure J  and consid-
ering complex space Cn with nondegenarate quadratic formPna=1 jzaj2 ; za 2
C2 induced locally by metric (1.43) (rewritten in complex coordinates za =
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C⊗RC = C  C or in consequence,  −C n ’ Cn;0 ⊗R C  C0;n ⊗R C: Explicit
calculations lead to isomorphisms
 −




; C2p M2p (C)
and
 −
C 2p+1 M2p (C)M2p (C) ;
which show that complex Cliord algebras, dened locally for H2n-spaces,
have periodicity 2 on p:
Considerations presented in the proof of theorem 2.2 show that map j :
F ! C (F) is monomorphic, so we can identify space F with its image in
C (F ; G) ; denoted as u ! u; if u 2 C(0) (F ; G) (u 2 C(1) (F ; G) ; then
u = u ( respectively, u = −u):
Definition 7.1. The set of elements u 2 C (G) ; where C (G) denotes the
multiplicative group of invertible elements of C (F ; G) satisfying uFu−1 2 F ;
is called the twisted Cliord d-group, denoted as eΓ (F) :
Let e : eΓ (F) ! GL (F) be the homorphism given by u ! eu; whereeu (w) = uwu−1: We can verify that ker e = Ris a subgroup in eΓ (F) :
The canonical map j : F ! C (F) can be interpreted as the linear map
F ! C (F)0 satisfying the universal property of Cliord d-algebras. This
leads to a homomorphism of algebras, C (F) ! C (F)t ; considered by an
anti-involution of C (F) and denoted as u! tu:More exactly, if u1:::un 2 F ;
then tu = un:::u1 and
tu = tu = (−1)n un:::u1:
Definition 7.2. The spinor norm of arbitrary u 2 C (F) is dened as
S (u) = tu  u 2 C (F) :
It is obvious that if u; u0; u00 2 eΓ (F) ; then S(u; u0) = S (u)S (u0) and
S (uu0u00) = S (u)S (u0)S (u00) : For u; u0 2 FS (u) = −G (u) and S (u; u0) =
S (u)S (u0) = S (uu0) :
Let us introduce the orthogonal group O (G)  GL (G) dened by metric
G on F and denote sets
SO (G) = fu 2 O (G) ; det juj = 1g; P in (G) = fu 2 eΓ (F) ; S (u) = 1g
and Spin (G) = Pin (G) \ C0 (F) : For F = Rn+m we write Spin (nE) : By
straightforward calculations (see similar considerations in Ref. [83]) we can
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verify the exactness of these sequences:
1 ! Z=2! Pin (G)! O (G)! 1;
1 ! Z=2! Spin (G)! SO (G)! 0;
1 ! Z=2! Spin (nE)! SO (nE)! 1:
We conclude this subsection by emphasizing that the spinor norm was dened
with respect to a quadratic form induced by a metric in dv-bundle E<z>. This
approach diers from those presented in Refs. [19] and [124].
7.2 Clifford Ha–Bundles
We shall consider two variants of generalization of spinor constructions de-
ned for d-vector spaces to the case of distinguished vector bundle spaces
enabled with the structure of N-connection. The rst is to use the exten-
sion to the category of vector bundles. The second is to dene the Cliord
bration associated with compatible linear d-connection and metric G on a
dv{bundle. We shall analyze both variants.
7.2.1 Clifford d–module structure in dv–bundles
Because functor F ! C(F) is smooth we can extend it to the category of
vector bundles of type
<z> = fd : HE<z>  V1E<z>  ::: VzE<z> ! E<z>g:
Recall that by F we denote the typical ber of such bundles. For <z> we
obtain a bundle of algebras, denoted as C (<z>) ; such that C (<z>)u =
C (Fu) : Multiplication in every bre denes a continuous map
C (<z>) C (<z>)! C (<z>) :
If <z> is a distinguished vector bundle on number eld k, the structure of
the C (<z>)-module, the d-module, the d-module, on <z> is given by the
continuous map C (<z>)E <z> ! <z> with every ber Fu provided with
the structure of the C (Fu)−module, correlated with its k-module structure,
Because F  C (F) ; we have a ber to ber map F E <z> ! <z>;
inducing on every ber the map Fu E <z>(u) ! <z>(u) (R-linear on the rst
factor and k-linear on the second one ). Inversely, every such bilinear map
denes on <z> the structure of the C (<z>)-module by virtue of universal
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properties of Cliord d{algebras. Equivalently, the above{mentioned bilinear
map denes a morphism of v{bundles
m : <z> ! HOM (<z>; <z>) [HOM (<z>; <z>)
denotes the bundles of homomorphisms] when (m (u))2 = G (u) on every
point.
Vector bundles <z> provided with C (<z>){structures are objects of the
category with morphisms being morphisms of dv-bundles, which induce on
every point u 2 <z> morphisms of C (Fu)−modules. This is a Banach
category contained in the category of nite-dimensional d-vector spaces on
led k:
Let us denote by Hs (E<z>; GLnE (R)) ; where nE = n+m1+:::+mz; the
s-dimensional cohomology group of the algebraic sheaf of germs of continuous
maps of dv-bundle E<z> with groupGLnE (R) the group of automorphisms of
RnE (for the language of algebraic topology see, for example, Refs. [83] and
[74]). We shall also use the group SLnE (R) = fA  GLnE (R) ; detA = 1g:
Here we point out that cohomologies Hs(M;Gr) characterize the class of a
principal bundle  : P ! M on M with structural group Gr: Taking into
account that we deal with bundles distinguished by an N-connection we intro-
duce into consideration cohomologies Hs (E<z>; GLnE (R)) as distinguished
classes (d-classes) of bundles E<z> provided with a global N-connection struc-
ture.
For a real vector bundle <z> on compact base E<z> we can dene the
orientation on <z> as an element d 2 H1 (E<z>; GLnE (R)) whose image
on map
H1 (E<z>; SLnE (R))! H1 (E<z>; GLnE (R))
is the d-class of bundle E<z>:
Definition 7.3. The spinor structure on <z> is dened as an element
d 2 H1 (E<z>; Spin (nE)) whose image in the composition
H1 (E<z>; Spin (nE))! H1 (E<z>; SO (nE))! H1 (E<z>; GLnE (R))
is the d-class of E<z>:
The above denition of spinor structures can be re{formulated in terms
of principal bundles. Let <z> be a real vector bundle of rank n+m on a
compact base E<z>: If there is a principal bundle Pd with structural group
SO(nE) or Spin(nE)]; this bundle 
<z> can be provided with orientation (or
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spinor) structure. The bundle Pd is associated with element
d 2 H1 (E<z>; SO(n<z>)) [or d 2 H1 (E<z>; Spin (nE)) :
We remark that a real bundle is oriented if and only if its rst Stiefel{
Whitney d{class vanishes,
w1 (d) 2 H1 (;Z=2) = 0;
where H1 (E<z>;Z=2) is the rst group of Chech cohomology with coef-
cients in Z=2; Considering the second Stiefel{Whitney class w2 (<z>) 2
H2 (E<z>;Z=2) it is well known that vector bundle <z> admits the spinor
structure if and only if w2 (
<z>) = 0: Finally, we emphasize that tak-
ing into account that base space E<z> is also a v-bundle, p : E<z> !
M; we have to make explicit calculations in order to express cohomologies
Hs (E<z>; GLn+m) and Hs (E<z>; SO (n+m)) through cohomologies
Hs (M;GLn) ; H
s (M;SO (m1)) ; :::H
s (M;SO (mz)) ;
which depends on global topological structures of spaces M and E<z> : For
general bundle and base spaces this requires a cumbersome cohomological
calculus.
7.2.2 Clifford fibration
Another way of dening the spinor structure is to use Cliord brations.
Consider the principal bundle with the structural group Gr being a sub-
group of orthogonal group O (G) ; where G is a quadratic nondegenerate
form ) dened on the base (also being a bundle space) space E<z>: The bra-
tion associated to principal bration P (E<z>; Gr) with a typical ber having
Cliord algebra C (G) is, by denition, the Cliord bration PC (E<z>; Gr) :
We can always dene a metric on the Cliord bration if every ber is iso-
metric to PC (E<z>; G) (this result is proved for arbitrary quadratic forms G
on pseudo{Riemannian bases [154]). If, additionally, Gr  SO (G) a global
section can be dened on PC (G) :
Let P (E<z>; Gr) be the set of principal bundles with dierentiable base
E<z> and structural group Gr: If g : Gr ! Gr0 is an homomorphism of Lie
groups and P (E<z>; Gr)  P (E<z>; Gr) (for simplicity in this subsection we
shall denote mentioned bundles and sets of bundles as P; P 0 and respectively,
P;P 0); we can always construct a principal bundle with the property that
there is an homomorphism f : P 0 ! P of principal bundles which can be
projected to the identity map of E<z> and corresponds to isomorphism g :
Gr ! Gr0: If the inverse statement also holds, the bundle P 0 is called as the
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extension of P associated to g and f is called the extension homomorphism
denoted as eg:
Now we can dene distinguished spinor structures on bundle spaces .
Definition 7.4. Let P 2 P (E<z>; O (G)) be a principal bundle. A distin-
guished spinor structure of P; equivalently a ds-structure of E<z> is an ex-
tension eP of P associated to homomorphism h : PinG! O (G) where O (G)
is the group of orthogonal rotations, generated by metric G; in bundle E<z>:
So, if eP is a spinor structure of the space E<z>; then eP 2 P (E<z>; P inG) :
The denition of spinor structures on varieties was given in Ref.[50]. In
Refs. [51] and [51] it is proved that a necessary and sucient condition for
a space time to be orientable is to admit a global eld of orthonormalized
frames. We mention that spinor structures can be also dened on varieties
modeled on Banach spaces [1]. As we have shown similar constructions are
possible for the cases when space time has the structure of a v-bundle with
an N-connection.
Definition 7.5. A special distinguished spinor structure, ds-structure, of
principal bundle P = P (E<z>; SO (G)) is a principal bundleeP = eP (E<z>; SpinG) for which a homomorphism of principal bundles ep :eP ! P; projected on the identity map of E<z> and corresponding to repre-
sentation
R : SpinG! SO (G) ;
is dened.
In the case when the base space variety is oriented, there is a natural
bijection between tangent spinor structures with a common base. For special
ds{structures we can dene, as for any spinor structure, the concepts of
spin tensors, spinor connections, and spinor covariant derivations (see Refs.
[162, 189, 165]).
7.3 Almost Complex Spinor Structures
Almost complex structures are an important characteristic of H2n-spaces and
of osculator bundles Osck=2k1(M); where k1 = 1; 2; ::: . For simplicity in this
subsection we restrict our analysis to the case of H2n-spaces. We can rewrite
the almost Hermitian metric [108, 109], H2n-metric in complex form [163]:
G = Hab (z; ) dz
a ⊗ dzb; (7.2)
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where
za = xa + iya; za = xa − iya; Hab (z; z) = gab (x; y) jx=x(z;z)y=y(z;z) ;
and dene almost complex spinor structures. For given metric (7.2) on
H2n-space there is always a principal bundle PU with unitary structural
group U(n) which allows us to transform H2n-space into v-bundle U 
PU U(n) R2n: This statement will be proved after we introduce complex
spinor structures on oriented real vector bundles [83].
Let us consider momentarily k = C and introduce into consideration
[instead of the group Spin(n)] the group Spinc Z=2 U (1) being the factor
group of the product Spin(n) U (1) with the respect to equivalence
(y; z)  (−y;−a) ; y 2 Spin(m):
This way we dene the short exact sequence
1! U (1)! Spinc (n) Sc! SO (n)! 1; (7.3)
where c (y; a) = c (y) : If  is oriented , real, and rank n; γ-bundle  :
E ! Mn; with base Mn; the complex spinor structure, spin structure, on
 is given by the principal bundle P with structural group Spinc (m) and
isomorphism   P Spinc(n) Rn (see (7.3)). For such bundles the categorial
equivalence can be dened as
c : ETC (Mn)! EC (Mn) ; (7.4)
where c (Ec) = P 4Spinc(n) Ec is the category of trivial complex bundles
on Mn; EC (Mn) is the category of complex v-bundles on Mn with action of
Cliord bundle C () ; P4Spinc(n) and Ec is the factor space of the bundle
product P M Ec with respect to the equivalence (p; e)  (pbg−1; bge) ; p 2
P; e 2 Ec; where bg 2 Spinc (n) acts on E by via the imbedding Spin (n) 
C0;n and the natural action U (1)  C on complex v-bundle c; Ec = totc;
for bundle c : Ec !Mn:
Now we return to the bundle  = E<1>: A real v-bundle (not being a
spinor bundle) admits a complex spinor structure if and only if there exist a
homomorphism  : U (n)! Spinc (2n) making the diagram 3 commutative.
The explicit construction of  for arbitrary γ-bundle is given in Refs. [83]
and [21]. For H2n-spaces it is obvious that a diagram similar to (7.4) can be
dened for the tangent bundle TMn; which directly points to the possibility
of dening the cSpin-structure on H2n{spaces.
Let  be a complex, rankn; spinor bundle with
 : Spinc (n)Z=2 U (1)! U (1) (7.5)
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the homomorphism dened by formula  (; ) = 2: For Ps being the prin-
cipal bundle with ber Spinc (n) we introduce the complex linear bundle
L (c) = PS Spinc(n) C dened as the factor space of PS  C on equivalence
relation
(pt; z)  (p; l (t)−1 z ;
where t 2 Spinc (n) : This linear bundle is associated to complex spinor
structure on c:
If c and c
0
are complex spinor bundles, the Whitney sum c  c0 is
naturally provided with the structure of the complex spinor bundle. This
follows from the holomorphism
!0 : Spinc (n) Spinc (n0)! Spinc (n+ n0) ; (7.6)
given by formula [(; z) ; ( 0; z0)]! [! (;  0) ; zz0] ; where ! is the homomor-
phism making the diagram 4 commutative. Here, z; z0 2 U (1) : It is obvious
that L
(
c  c0 is isomorphic to L (c)⊗ L (c0 :
We conclude this subsection by formulating our main result on complex
spinor structures for H2n-spaces:
Theorem 7.3. Let c be a complex spinor bundle of rank n and H2n-space
considered as a real vector bundle cc0 provided with almost complex struc-





. Then, the diagram 5
is commutative up to isomorphisms c and ec dened as in (7.4), H is functor
Ec ! Ec⊗L (c) and E0;2nC (Mn) is dened by functor EC (Mn)! E0;2nC (Mn)
given as correspondence Ec !  (Cn)⊗Ec (which is a categorial equivalence),
 (Cn) is the exterior algebra on Cn: W is the real bundle c  c0 provided
with complex structure.
Proof: We use composition of homomorphisms
 : Spinc (2n)
! SO (n) r! U (n) ! Spinc (2n)Z=2 U (1) ;
commutative diagram 6 and introduce composition of homomorphisms
 : Spinc (n)
! Spinc (n) Spinc (n) !c! Spinc (n) ;
where  is the diagonal homomorphism and !c is dened as in (7.6). Using
homomorphisms (7.5) and ((7.6)) we obtain formula  (t) =  (t) r (t) :
Now consider bundle P Spinc(n) Spinc (2n) as the principal Spinc (2n)-
bundle, associated to M  M being the factor space of the product P 
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Spinc (2n) on the equivalence relation (p; t; h)  (p;  (t)−1 h : In this case
the categorial equivalence (7.4) can be rewritten as
c (Ec) = P Spinc(n) Spinc (2n) Spinc(2n)Ec
and seen as factor space of P  Spinc (2n)M Ec on equivalence relation
(pt; h; e)  (p;  (t)−1 h; e and (p; h1; h2; e)  (p; h1; h−12 e
(projections of elements p and e coincides on base M): Every element of
c (Ec) can be represented as PSpinc(n)E
c; i.e., as a factor space PEc on
equivalence relation (pt; e)  (p; c (t) ; e) ; when t 2 Spinc (n) : The complex
line bundle L (c) can be interpreted as the factor space of
P Spinc(n) C on equivalence relation (pt; ) 
(
p; r (t)−1 

:
Putting (p; e)⊗ (p; ) (p; e) we introduce morphism
c (E) L (c)! c (c)
with properties
(pt; e)⊗ (pt; ) ! (pt; e) = (p; c (t)−1 e ;(
p; c (t)−1 e
⊗ (p; l (t)−1 e ! (p; c (t) r (t)−1 e
pointing to the fact that we have dened the isomorphism correctly and that




The purpose of this section is to show how a corresponding abstract spinor
technique entailing notational and calculations advantages can be developed
for arbitrary splits of dimensions of a d-vector space F = hFv1F:::vzF ,
where dimhF = n and dim vpF = mp: For convenience we shall also present
some necessary coordinate expressions.
The problem of a rigorous denition of spinors on la-spaces (la-spinors,
d-spinors) was posed and solved [163, 162, 165] in the framework of the
formalism of Cliord and spinor structures on v-bundles provided with com-
patible nonlinear and distinguished connections and metric. We introduced
d-spinors as corresponding objects of the Cliord d-algebra C (F ; G), de-
ned for a d-vector space F in a standard manner (see, for instance, [83])
and proved that operations with C (F ; G) can be reduced to calculations
for C (hF ; g) ; C (v1F ; h1) ; ::: and C (vzF ; hz) ; which are usual Cliord alge-
bras of respective dimensions 2n; 2m1 ; ::: and 2mz (if it is necessary we can
use quadratic forms g and hp correspondingly induced on hF and vpF by
a metric G (1.43)). Considering the orthogonal subgroup O(G)  GL(G)
dened by a metric G we can dene the d-spinor norm and parametrize
d-spinors by ordered pairs of elements of Cliord algebras C (hF ; g) and
C (vpF ; hp) ; p = 1; 2; :::z: We emphasize that the splitting of a Cliord d-
algebra associated to a dv-bundle E<z> is a straightforward consequence of
the global decomposition dening a N-connection structure in E<z>.
In this subsection we shall omit detailed proofs which in most cases are
mechanical but rather tedious. We can apply the methods developed in
[127, 128, 129, 91] in a straightforward manner on h- and v-subbundles in
order to verify the correctness of armations.
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8.1.1 Clifford d–algebra, d–spinors and d–twistors
In order to relate the succeeding constructions with Cliord d-algebras [163,
162] we consider a la-frame decomposition of the metric (1.43):










j (u) 0 ::: 0
0 lba1a1 (u) ::: 0
::: ::: ::: :::




gbibj 0 ::: 0
0 hba1bb1 ::: 0
::: ::: ::: :::
0 0 0 hbazbbz
1CCA ;
gbibj and hba1bb1 ; :::; hbazbbz are diagonal matrices with gbibi = hba1ba1 = ::: = hbazbbz =1:
To generate Cliord d-algebras we start with matrix equations
<b><b> + <b><b> = −G<b><b>I; (8.1)
where I is the identity matrix, matrices <b> (-objects) act on a d-vector






(bi)kj 0 ::: 0
0 (ba1)c1b1 ::: 0
::: ::: ::: :::
0 0 ::: (baz)czbz
1CCCA
9>>>=>>>; ; (8.2)
indices ,γ,... refer to spin spaces of type S = S(h)  S(v1)  :::  S(vz)
and underlined Latin indices j,k; ::: and b1; c1; :::; bz; cz::: refer respectively
to h-spin space S(h) and vp-spin space S(vp); (p = 1; 2; :::; z) which are cor-
respondingly associated to a h- and vp-decomposition of a dv-bundle E<z>:
The irreducible algebra of matrices <b> of minimal dimension NN; where




2(n−1)=2; n = 2k + 1
2n=2; n = 2k;
;
N(mp) =
 2(mp−1)=2; mp = 2kp + 12mp; mp = 2kp
 ;
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where k = 1; 2; :::; kp = 1; 2; ::::
The Cliord d-algebra is generated by sums on n+ 1 elements of form
A1I +B
bibi + Cbibjbibj +Dbibjbkbibjbk + ::: (8.3)
and sums of mp + 1 elements of form
A2(p)I +B
bapbap + Cbapbbpbapbbp +Dbapbbpbcpbapbbpbcp + :::
with antisymmetric coecients
C
bibj = C [bibj]; Cbapbbp = C [bapbbp]; Dbibjbk = D[bibjbk]; Dbapbbpbcp = D[bapbbpbcp]; :::
and matrices
bibj = [bibj]; bapbbp = [bapbbp]; bibjbk = [bibjbk]; ::::
Really, we have 2n+1 coecients

A1; C
bibj; Dbibjbk; ::: and 2mp+1 coecients
(A2(p); C
bapbbp; Dbapbbpbcp; :::) of the Cliord algebra on F .
For simplicity, we shall present the necessary geometric constructions only
for h-spin spaces S(h) of dimension N(n): Considerations for a v-spin space
S(v) are similar but with proper characteristics for a dimension N(m):
In order to dene the scalar (spinor) product on S(h) we introduce into

















(bibjbk):ik(bibjbk):jm + ::: (8.4)


















ij for n = 1(mod4):
Antisymmetry of bibjbk::: and the construction of the objects (8.3){(8.6)
dene the properties of -objects ()km and km which have an eight-fold
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periodicity on n (see details in [129] and, with respect to locally anisotropic
spaces, [163]).
For even values of n it is possible the decomposition of every h-spin space
S(h) into irreducible h-spin spaces S(h) and S0(h) (one considers splitting of
h-indices, for instance, l= L  L0; m = M M 0; :::; for vp-indices we shall







and elm = 1
2
(
(+)lm −(−) lm (8.7)
We shall omit similar formulas for -objects with lower indices.
In general, the spinor -objects should be dened for every shell of an-
isotropy according the formulas (5.9) where instead of dimension n we shall
consider the dimensions mp, 1  p  z; of shells.
We dene a d-spinor space S(n;m1) as a direct sum of a horizontal and a
vertical spinor spaces of type (5.4), for instance,
S(8k;8k0) = S  S0  Sj  S0j;S(8k;8k0+1) = S  S0  S(−)j ; :::;
S(8k+4;8k0+5) = S4  S04  S(−)j4 ; :::
The scalar product on a S(n;m1) is induced by (corresponding to xed values
of n and m1 ) -objects (5.9) considered for h- and v1-components. We
present also an example for S(n;m1+:::+mz) :
S(8k+4;8k(1)+5;:::;8k(p)+4;:::8k(z)) =
[S4  S04  S(−)j(1)4  ::: Sj(p)4  S0j(p)4  ::: Sj(z)  S0j(z):
Having introduced d-spinors for dimensions (n;m1 + :::+mz) we can
write out the generalization for ha{spaces of twistor equations [128] by using










 denotes that we do not consider symmetrization on this index. The
general solution of (8.8) on the d-vector space F looks like as
! = Ω + u<b>(<b>):: ; (8.9)
where Ω and  are constant d-spinors. For xed values of dimensions n
and m = m1+:::mz we mast analyze the reduced and irreducible components
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of h- and vp-parts of equations (8.8) and their solutions (8.9) in order to nd
the symmetry properties of a d-twistor Z dened as a pair of d-spinors
Z = (!; 0);
where 0 = 
(0)
0 2 eS(n;m1;:::;mz) is a constant dual d-spinor. The problem of
denition of spinors and twistors on ha-spaces was rstly considered in [189]
(see also [156]) in connection with the possibility to extend the equations (8.9)
and theirs solutions (8.10), by using nearly autoparallel maps, on curved,
locally isotropic or anisotropic, spaces. We note that the denition of twistors
have been extended to higher order anisotropic spaces with trivial N{ and
d{connections.
8.1.2 Mutual transforms of d-tensors and d-spinors
The spinor algebra for spaces of higher dimensions can not be considered
as a real alternative to the tensor algebra as for locally isotropic spaces of
dimensions n = 3; 4 [127, 128, 129]. The same holds true for ha{spaces and
we emphasize that it is not quite convenient to perform a spinor calculus for
dimensions n;m >> 4. Nevertheless, the concept of spinors is important for
every type of spaces, we can deeply understand the fundamental properties
of geometical objects on ha{spaces, and we shall consider in this subsection
some questions concerning transforms of d-tensor objects into d-spinor ones.
8.1.3 Transformation of d-tensors into d-spinors
In order to pass from d-tensors to d-spinors we must use -objects (8.2)
written in reduced or irreduced form (in dependence of xed values of
dimensions n and m ):
(<b>)γ ; (<b>)γ; (<b>)γ ; :::; (<ba>)bc; :::; (8.10)
(bi)jk; :::; (<ba>)AA0; :::; (bi)II0; ::::
It is obvious that contracting with corresponding -objects (8.10) we can
introduce instead of d-tensors indices the d-spinor ones, for instance,
!γ = (<b>)γ!<b>; !AB0 = (<ba>)AB0!<ba>; :::;  ij = (bk)ijbk; ::::
For d-tensors containing groups of antisymmetric indices there is a more
simple procedure of theirs transforming into d-spinors because the objects
(bb:::bγ) ; (babb:::bc)de; :::; (bibj:::bk)II0; ::: (8.11)
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can be used for sets of such indices into pairs of d-spinor indices. Let us enu-
merate some properties of -objects of type (8.11) (for simplicity we consider
only h-components having q indices bi;bj;bk; ::: taking values from 1 to n; the
properties of vp-components can be written in a similar manner with respect
to indices bap;bbp;bcp::: taking values from 1 to m):
(bi:::bj)kl is

symmetric on k; l for n− 2q  1; 7 (mod 8);
antisymmetric on k; l for n− 2q  3; 5 (mod 8)

(8.12)







symmetric on I; J (I 0; J 0) for n− 2q  0 (mod 8);




(bi:::bj)IJ 0 = (bi:::bj)J 0If n + 2q  6(mod8);n + 2q  2(mod8); (8.14)
with vanishing of the rest of reduced components of the d-tensor (bi:::bj)kl with
prime/ unprime sets of indices.
8.1.4 Fundamental d–spinors
We can transform every d{spinor  = (i; a1 ; :::; az) into a corresponding d-
tensor. For simplicity, we consider this construction only for a h-component
i on a h-space being of dimension n. The values
(












(n is even) (8.16)
with a dierent number of indices bi:::bj; taken together, denes the h-spinor
i to an accuracy to the sign. We emphasize that it is necessary to choose
only those h-components of d-tensors (8.15) (or (8.16)) which are symmetric
on pairs of indices  (or IJ (or I 0J 0 )) and the number q of indices bi:::bj
satises the condition (as a respective consequence of the properties (8.12)
and/ or (8.13), (8.14))
n− 2q  0; 1; 7 (mod 8): (8.17)
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n (n is even) : (8.19)
If all expressions (8.15) and/or (8.16) are zero for all values of q with the
exception of one or two ones dened by the conditions (8.17), (8.18) (or
(8.19)), the value 
bi (or I (I0)) is called a fundamental h-spinor. Dening
in a similar manner the fundamental v-spinors we can introduce fundamental
d-spinors as pairs of fundamental h- and v-spinors. Here we remark that a
h(vp)-spinor 
bi (bap) (we can also consider reduced components) is always a
fundamental one for n(m) < 7; which is a consequence of (8.19)).
8.2 Differential Geometry of Ha–Spinors
This subsection is devoted to the dierential geometry of d{spinors in higher
order anisotropic spaces. We shall use denotations of type
v<> = (vi; v<a>) 2 <> = (i; <a>)
and
p = ( ip; ap) 2 p = (ip ; ap)
for, respectively, elements of modules of d-vector and irreduced d-spinor elds
(see details in [163]). D-tensors and d-spinor tensors (irreduced or reduced)
will be interpreted as elements of corresponding {modules, for instance,










2 IpI0pJpK 0pN 0p ; :::
We can establish a correspondence between the higher order anisotropic
adapted to the N{connection metric g (1.43) and d-spinor metric  (-
objects (5.9) for both h- and vp-subspaces of E<z>) of a ha{space E<z> by
using the relation
g<><> = − 1
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where
(<>(u))
γ = l<b><>(u)(<b>)<><γ>; (8.21)
which is a consequence of formulas (8.1){(8.7). In brief we can write (8.20)
as
g<><> = 1212 (8.22)
if the -objects are considered as a xed structure, whereas -objects are
treated as caring the metric "dynamics " , on higher order anisotropic space.
This variant is used, for instance, in the so-called 2-spinor geometry [128, 129]
and should be preferred if we have to make explicit the algebraic symmetry
properties of d-spinor objects by using metric decomposition (8.22). An
alternative way is to consider as xed the algebraic structure of -objects
and to use variable components of -objects of type (8.21) for developing a
variational d-spinor approach to gravitational and matter eld interactions on
ha-spaces ( the spinor Ashtekar variables [20] are introduced in this manner).
We note that a d{spinor metric
 =
0BB@
ij 0 ::: 0
0 a1b1 ::: 0
::: ::: ::: :::
0 0 ::: azbz
1CCA
on the d-spinor space S = (S(h);S(v1); :::;S(vz)) can have symmetric or anti-
symmetric h (vp) -components ij (apbp) , see -objects (5.9). For simplicity,
in order to avoid cumbersome calculations connected with eight-fold period-
icity on dimensions n and mp of a ha-space E<z>; we shall develop a general
d-spinor formalism only by using irreduced spinor spaces S(h) and S(vp):
8.2.1 D-covariant derivation on ha–spaces










i1i25i1i2 ; (a1)a1a25(1)a1a2 ; :::;
(ap)
a1a25(p)a1a2 ; :::; (az)a1a25(z)a1a2 )
(in brief, we shall write
5<> = 512 =
(5i1i2 ; 5(1)a1a2 ; :::;5(p)a1a2 ; :::;5(z)a1a2)
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as maps






























5<>( + ) = 5<> +5<>;
and
5<>(f) = f 5<>  +  5<> f
for every ;  2  and f being a scalar eld on E<z>: It is also required
that one holds the Leibnitz rule
(5<>) = 5<>()−  5<> 
and that 5<> is a real operator, i.e. it commuters with the operation of
complex conjugation:
5<> γ::: = 5<>( γ:::):
Let now analyze the question on uniqueness of action on d-spinors of
an operator 5<> satisfying necessary conditions . Denoting by 5(1)<> and
5<> two such d-covariant operators we consider the map
(5(1)<> −5<>) :  ! 12 : (8.23)
Because the action on a scalar f of both operators 5(1) and 5 must be
identical, i.e.
5(1)<>f = 5<>f;
the action (8.23) on f = !
 must be written as
(5(1)<> −5<>)(!) = 0:
In consequence we conclude that there is an element 
γ
12
2  γ12 for
which
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The action of the operator (8.23) on a d-vector v<> = v12 can be written

























































The d-commutator5[<>5<>] denes the d-torsion. So, applying operators
5(1)[<>5(1)<>] and 5[<>5<>] on f = ! we can write
T
(1)<γ>
<><> − T<γ><><> = Q<γ><><> −Q<γ><><>
with Q<γ><><> from (8.25).
The action of operator 5(1)<> on d-spinor tensors of type  12:::123:::





and formula (8.25) for every lower index 123::: .


















be a d{spinor basis. The dual to it basis is denoted as
  =

 1i ; 
2











A d-spinor  2   has components  =   : Taking into account that
  

 5 = 5;





γ 5 γ =   
γ
 5  +   γ 5  
= 5γ + γγ; (8.26)
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 5   : (8.27)
We call the Infeld - van der Waerden d-symbols a set of -objects ()

parametrized with respect to a coordinate d-spinor basis. Dening






and using properties (8.26) we can write relations
l<><> 






 5<>  = 5<>  − γ<>:
for d-covariant derivations 5  and 5 :
We can consider expressions similar to (8.28) for values having both types





 5<>  <γ> =
5<> <γ> −  <γ> γ<> +  <> Γ <γ><><>
(we can prove this by a straightforward calculation).





<><> and derivations of (<>)












 (  5<γ>   +   5<γ>   )






 (  5<γ>   +   5<γ>   );
where l<><> = ( )
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Connecting the last expression on  and  and using an orthonormalized
d-spinor basis when γ














<γ>  = (<>)
()
Γ<><γ><>: (8.30)
We also note here that, for instance, for the canonical and Berwald connec-
tions and Christoel d-symbols we can express d-spinor connection (8.30)
through corresponding locally adapted derivations of components of met-
ric and N-connection by introducing corresponding coecients instead of
Γ<><γ><> in (8.30) and than in (8.29).
8.2.3 D–spinors of ha–space curvature and torsion
The d-tensor indices of the commutator <><> can be transformed into
d-spinor ones:
2 = (
<><>) = (2ij ;2ab) (8.31)
= (2ij;2a1b1 ; :::;2apbp; :::;2azbz);
with h- and vp-components,
2ij = (
<><>)ij<><> and 2ab = (
<><>)ab<><>;
being symmetric or antisymmetric in dependence of corresponding values of
dimensions n and mp (see eight-fold parametizations (5.9) and (5.10)). Con-
sidering the actions of operator (8.31) on d-spinors γ and γ we introduce
the d-spinor curvature X
γ





 and 2 γ = X

γ : (8.32)
The gravitational d-spinor Ψγ is dened by a corresponding symmetriza-
tion of d-spinor indices:
Ψγ = X(jjγ): (8.33)
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We note that d-spinor tensors X
γ
  and Ψγ are transformed into similar
2-spinor objects on locally isotropic spaces [128, 129] if we consider vanishing
of the N-connection structure and a limit to a locally isotropic space.
Putting 
γ
γ instead of γ in (8.32) and using (8.33) we can express
respectively the curvature and gravitational d-spinors as
Xγ = 2

γ and Ψγ = 2(

γ) :





 is dened similarly as for d-tensors by using













 of the curvature d-tensor R

γ 
can be computed by using relations (8.30), and (8.31) and (8.33) as to satisfy
the equations












here d-vector V γ1γ2 is considered as a product of d-spinors, i.e. V γ1γ2 =









































































































and this d-spinor decomposition of the scalar curvature:
q
 −
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Putting (8.35) and (8.36) into (1.78) and, correspondingly, (9.14) we nd

































































































































































The components of the conformal Weyl d-spinor can be computed by
putting d-spinor values of the curvature (8.34) and Ricci (8.35) d-tensors





The problem of formulation gravitational and gauge eld equations on dif-
ferent types of locally anisotropic spaces is considered, for instance, in [109,
27, 19] and [186]. In this Chapter we shall introduce the basic eld equations
for gravitational and matter eld la-interactions in a generalized form for
generic higher order anisotropic spaces.
9.1 Scalar field ha–interactions
Let ’ (u) = (’1 (u) ; ’2 (u) _;:::; ’k (u)) be a complex k-component scalar eld
of mass  on ha-space E<z>: The d-covariant generalization of the conformally
invariant (in the massless case) scalar eld equation [128, 129] can be dened
by using the d’Alambert locally anisotropic operator [4, 168]2 = D<>D<>,
where D<> is a d-covariant derivation on E<z> and constructed, for sim-
plicity, by using Christoel d{symbols (all formulas for eld equations and
conservation values can be deformed by using corresponding deformations d{
tensors P<><><γ> from the Cristoel d{symbols, or the canonical d{connection





R + 2)’ (u) = 0; (9.1)
where nE = n+m1 + :::+mz:We must change d-covariant derivation D<>
into D<> = D<> + ieA<> and take into account the d-vector current
J
(0)
<> (u) = i((’ (u)D<>’ (u)−D<>’ (u))’ (u))
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if interactions between locally anisotropic electromagnetic eld ( d-vector
potential A<> ), where e is the electromagnetic constant, and charged scalar
eld ’ are considered. The equations (9.1) are (locally adapted to the N-
connection structure) Euler equations for the Lagrangian
L(0) (u) = (9.2)p
jgj










where jgj = detg<><>:
The locally adapted variations of the action with Lagrangian (9.2) on




<><> (u) = <>’ (u) <>’ (u) + (9.3)
<>’ (u) <>’ (u)− 1pjgjg<><>L(0) (u) ;
and a similar variation on the components of a d-metric (1.43) leads to a
symmetric metric energy-momentum d-tensor,
E
(0)






R(<><>) +D(<>D<>) − g<><>2

’ (u)’ (u) :
Here we note that we can obtain a nonsymmetric energy-momentum d-
tensor if we rstly vary on G<><> and than impose the constraint of
compatibility with the N-connection structure. We also conclude that the
existence of a N-connection in dv-bundle E<z> results in a nonequivalence
of energy-momentum d-tensors (9.3) and (9.4), nonsymmetry of the Ricci
tensor, nonvanishing of the d-covariant derivation of the Einstein d-tensor,
D<>
 −
G <><> 6= 0 and, in consequence, a corresponding breaking of con-
servation laws on higher order anisotropic spaces when D<>E
<><> 6= 0
. The problem of formulation of conservation laws on locally anisotropic
spaces is discussed in details and two variants of its solution (by using nearly
autoparallel maps and tensor integral formalism on locally anisotropic and
higher order multispaces) are proposed in [168].
In this Chapter we present only straightforward generalizations of eld
equations and necessary formulas for energy-momentum d-tensors of matter
elds on E<z> considering that it is naturally that the conservation laws
(usually being consequences of global, local and/or intrinsic symmetries of
the fundamental space-time and of the type of eld interactions) have to be
broken on locally anisotropic spaces.
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9.2 Proca equations on ha–spaces
Let consider a d-vector eld ’<> (u) with mass 
2 (locally anisotropic Proca













where f<><> = D<>’<> −D<>’<>; one follows the Proca equations
on higher order anisotropic spaces
D<>f
<><> (u) + 2’<> (u) = 0: (9.6)
Equations (9.6) are a rst type constraints for  = 0: Acting with D<> on
(9.6), for  6= 0 we obtain second type constraints
D<>’
<> (u) = 0: (9.7)
Putting (9.7) into (9.6) we obtain second order eld equations with re-
spect to ’<> :
2’<> (u) +R<><>’
<> (u) + 2’<> (u) = 0: (9.8)
The energy-momentum d-tensor and d-vector current following from the (9.8)
can be written as
E
(1)











<> (u) = i
(
f<><> (u)’
<> (u)− ’<> (u) f<><> (u)

:
For  = 0 the d-tensor f<><> and the Lagrangian (9.5) are invariant
with respect to locally anisotropic gauge transforms of type
’<> (u)! ’<> (u) + <> (u) ;
where  (u) is a d-dierentiable scalar function, and we obtain a locally
anisotropic variant of Maxwell theory.
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9.3 Higher order anisotropic Dirac equations
Let denote the Dirac d{spinor eld on E<z> as  (u) = (  (u)) and con-
sider as the generalized Lorentz transforms the group of automorphysm of







Cbbbγ (u) lb<> (u)bbγ

 ; (9.9)
where coecients Cbbbγ = (D<γ>l<>b ) lb<>l<γ>bγ generalize for ha-spaces the
corresponding Ricci coecients on Riemannian spaces [60]. Using -objects
<> (u) (see (8.2) and (8.12){(8.14)) we dene the Dirac equations on ha{
spaces:
(i<> (u)
−−−!5<> − ) = 0;
which are the Euler equations for the Lagrangian
L(1=2) (u) =
p
jgjf[ + (u)<> (u)−−−!5<> (u)− (9.10)
(
−−−!5<> + (u))<> (u) (u)]−  + (u) (u)g;
where  + (u) is the complex conjugation and transposition of the column
 (u) :






[ + (u)<> (u)
−−−!5<> (u) +  + (u)<> (u)−−−!5<> (u)
−(−−−!5<> + (u))<> (u) (u)− (−−−!5<> + (u))<> (u) (u)]
and the d-vector source
J
(1=2)
<> (u) =  
+ (u) <> (u) (u) :
We emphasize that locally anisotropic interactions with exterior gauge elds
can be introduced by changing the higher order anisotropic partial derivation
from (9.9) in this manner:
 !  + ie?B;
where e? and B are respectively the constant d-vector potential of locally
anisotropic gauge interactions on higher order anisotropic spaces (see [186]
and the next section).
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9.4 D–spinor Yang–Mills fields
We consider a dv{bundle BE ; B : B ! E<z> on ha{space E<z>:Additionally
to d-tensor and d-spinor indices we shall use capital Greek letters, ;;
;Ψ; ::: for bre (of this bundle) indices (see details in [128, 129] for the case
when the base space of the v-bundle B is a locally isotropic space-time).
Let 5
<>




:  ! <>

























we denote the module of sections of the real (complex)

















For Yang-Mills elds as a rule one considers that BE is enabled with
a unitary (complex) structure (complex conjugation changes mutually the
upper and lower Greek indices). It is useful to introduce instead of K <><>Ω
a Hermitian matrix F <><>Ω = i K

<><>Ω connected with components of
the Yang-Mills d-vector potential B <> according the formula:
1
2
F <><> = 5[<>B <>] − iB [<>jjB <>]; (9.11)
where the locally anisotropic space indices commute with capital Greek in-
dices. The gauge transforms are written in the form:
B <> 7! B b<>b = B <> s b q b + is b 5<> q b ;




b are mutually inverse (Hermitian conjugated in
the unitary case). The Yang-Mills equations on torsionless locally anisotropic
spaces [186] (see details in the next Section) are written in this form:
5<>F Ψ<><> = J Ψ<>  ; (9.12)
5
[<>
F <><γ>] = 0:
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(the deformation d-tensor P is induced by the torsion in dv-bundle BE) into
the denition of the curvature of gauge ha{elds (9.11) and motion equations
(9.12) if interactions are modeled on a generic higher order anisotropic space.
9.5 D–spinor Einstein–Cartan Theory
The Einstein equations in some models of higher order anisotropic super-
gravity have been considered in [169, 172]. Here we note that the Einstein
equations and conservation laws on v{bundles provided with N-connection
structures were studied in detail in [108, 109, 2, 3, 193, 191, 164]. In Ref.
[186] we proved that the locally anisotropic gravity can be formulated in a
gauge like manner and analyzed the conditions when the Einstein gravita-
tional locally anisotropic eld equations are equivalent to a corresponding
form of Yang-Mills equations. Our aim here is to write the higher order
anisotropic gravitational eld equations in a form more convenient for theirs
equivalent reformulation in higher order anisotropic spinor variables.
9.5.1 Einstein ha–equations
We dene d-tensor <><> as to satisfy conditions
−2<><> := R<><> − 1
n+m1 + ::: +mz
 −
Rg<><>
which is the torsionless part of the Ricci tensor for locally isotropic spaces
[128, 129], i.e.  <><>
:
= 0. The Einstein equations on higher order anisotrop-
ic spaces
 −
G<><> + g<><> = E<><>; (9.13)
where
 −




is the Einstein d{tensor,  and  are correspondingly the cosmological and
gravitational constants and by E<><> is denoted the locally anisotropic





E <><> g<><>): (9.14)
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Because ha{spaces generally have nonzero torsions we shall add to (9.14)
(equivalently to (9.13)) a system of algebraic d{eld equations with the source
S<><><γ> being the locally anisotropic spin density of matter (if we consider








From (9.15) one follows the conservation law of higher order anisotropic spin
matter:
5<γ>S<γ><><> − T<><><γ>S<γ><><> = E<><> − E<><>:
9.5.2 Einstein–Cartan d–equations
Now we can write out the eld equations of the Einstein{Cartan theory in




















































which are the d-spinor equivalent of the equations (9.14). These equations
must be completed by the algebraic equations (9.15) for the d-torsion and d-
spin density with d-tensor indices changed into corresponding d{spinor ones.
9.5.3 Higher order anisotropic gravitons
Let a massless d-tensor eld h<><> (u) is interpreted as a small perturba-
tion of the locally anisotropic background metric d-eld g<><> (u) : Con-
sidering, for simplicity, a torsionless background we have locally anisotropic
Fierz{Pauli equations
2h<><> (u) + 2R<><><><> (u) h




<> (u) = 0; h (u)  h<><>(u) = 0;
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where R<><><><> (u) is curvature d-tensor of the locally anisotropic
background space (these formulae can be obtained by using a perturbation
formalism with respect to h<><> (u) developed in [75]; in our case we must
take into account the distinguishing of geometrical objects and operators on
higher order anisotropic spaces).
Finally, we remark that all presented geometric constructions contain
those elaborated for generalized Lagrange spaces [108, 109] (for which a tan-
gent bundle TM is considered instead of a v-bundle E<z> ) and for construc-
tions on the so called osculator bundles with dierent prolongations and ex-
tensions of Finsler and Lagrange metrics [110]. We also note that the higher
order Lagrange (Finsler) geometry is characterized by a metric of type (dmet-

















x; y(1); y(2); ::::; y(z)

is a Lagrangian (Finsler metric) on TM (z) (see details in [108, 109, 96, 27]).
Part IV





Metrics Depending on Spinor
Variables
10.1 Lorentz Transformation
We present the transformation character of the connection, the nonlinear
connection and the spin connection coecients with respect to local Lorentz
transformations which depend on spinor variables, vector variables as well as
coordinates.
For any quantities which transform as
f
(
x; y; ; 
! f 0 x; y; 0; 0 = U (x; y; ;  (10.1)
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(where the nonlinear connection coecients N and N

 are given in [121]),
we substitute (10.3) in (10.4), then the nonlinear connection coecients have
to be transformed for Lorentz scalar quantities as


















In the above mentioned (10.5) a), a’) the relation @[]=@x = @[]0=@x was
used for []{dierential operators. For the calculation of the transformation




















Also by means of (2.23) b), c), d) of [123] and (10.3) we obtain






b0) en0 = −1 en + @[]−1γ@y γ ;
c) en00 = −1 "en0" + @[]γ@ γ

;
c0) en00 = −1
 
−1" en"0 + @[]−1γ@ γ
!
;
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We have Lorentz{scalar quantities
f 0




















are transformed as Lorentz{scalar and spinors adjoint to each other, respec-
tively. Consequently []{dierentiation are covariant dierential operators









ab will be transformed by Lorentz transformations as follows:

































also for the tetrads h0a and h
0






b (4.1) of [121]),
then taking into account (10.8) we take the transformation formula of spin










































































 are Lorentz{scalar and simi-







ab ; using the relations (3.23) b),c), of [123].













under Lorentz transformations. If

































































































































In this section we shall present the form of the curvature of the above{
mentioned spaces. There must exist ten kinds of curvature tensors corre-
sponding to four kind of covariant derivatives with respect to xi; y; ; 

;
(coordinates, vector variables, spinor variables).
If we denote with M;n the number of curvatures and the kind of covariant
derivatives, then we have generally, N = n(n+1)=2: In our case N = 10; n =
4: Like in [121] (paragraph 5), here, they appear three dierent expressions
of the above{mentioned ten curvature tensors which are closely related to
each other. The relation between ten curvature tensors T XY and ten spin{






which arises from integrability conditions of the partial dierential equations
(cf. (3.22) of [121]).
The curvature tensors which are calculated below come from the Ricci
identities [136, 96], as well as the commutation formula of the []{dierential
operators @[]=@x and @[]0=@y:



















bA[]γ C []γ + A[] C []  ;




bA[]γ ; A[] are given by
A
[]








































− (Γ + C N + NC y :
Similarly, the curvatures P  and W














































bA[]γ ; A[] : A a matter of fact the expressions are too big to be
presented for all ten curvature tensors, we prefer to give an algorithm for the
general case, presenting the following the Table 10.1 of symbols for nonlinear
connection.




















































































Table 10.1: Nonlinear connections
where the coecients are given by
A
[]






















































can write down all ten curvatures using the algorithm presented the above
and adopt the following symbolism:
We can write down all the spin{curvature tensors using the symbolism of
Table 10.2 with appropriate indices. The spin curvature tensros TabXY are



















bA[]γXY []abγ + A˘[]XY []ab ;









ab with before dened A
[]
γXY ;
bA[]γXY ; A˘[]XY :
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These spinor{curvature tensors will also appear in Ricci’ formulae for a
Lorentz vector eld. To examine the transformation character of the curva-





T XY = T
(0)




















bA[]γXYC []γ + A˘[]XYC [] :
The curvature tensors T
(1)





XY and are conrmed to transform as tensors or
spinors under general coordinate transformations and local Lorentz transfor-
mations by formulae (10.3), (10.5) and (10.12). The arbitrary terms of spin
connection coecients are contained only in the parts T
(1)
XY , the arbitrariness









Therefore, T XY as well as T
(1)
XY are dened unambiguously. The following




XY and, therefore, on T

XY :
X − Y T XY T "XY TXY A[] bA[] A˘[]
x− x R X ’ A A^ A
x−  P  Ψ E E^ E
x−  P  Ψ F F^ F
x− y W Ψ x D D^ D
 −  Q O  B B^ B
 −  S K  V V^ V
 − y Ω eU  G G^ G
 −  Q O  J J^ J
 − y Ω U   ^ 
y − y Z Y  H H^ H
Table 10.2: Curvatures


































The above mentioned structures and properties of curvature tensors T XY
are transformed to those of spin{curvature tensors TabXY through the rela-
tions (10.13). Also, the integrability conditions of the partial dierential
equations of Ricci formulae for a spinor eld, led to another spin{curvature












where I" is the unit matrix, T

"XY ; TXY are dened by (10.17) and (10.18)
respectively, TabXY are given by (10.15) and S






































Table 10.3: Spin Connections
Again, in order to present the spin{curvature tensors T "XY we are going
to use an algorithm along with appropriate columns in the Tables 10.2 and
















eC []j" + bA[]jXYC []j" + A˘[]XYC []"  ;
where sp:ConXj"X represent the spin connection coecients and A
[] are
dened as before.

























bA[]γXY  []γXY + A˘[]XY b[]  ;
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where the coefXX are dened in Table 10.3. If we want to write down all ten
spin{curvature tensors TXY we must use the corresponding column in Table
10.2. These objects are dened uniquely on account of the conditions (3.27)









There are imposed on TXY conditions similar to (10.16): that is contractions
of ; ; y with the spin{curvature TXY results


Ψ = 0: (10.19)
Now, from (10.13), (10.17) together with (10.16), (10.19), it is easily shown




Field Equations in Spinor
Variables
11.1 Introduction
The introduction of a metric g(x; !) that depends on the position variables
x as well as on the spinor variables ! assigns a non-Riemannian structure
to the space and provides it with torsion. This procedure enables the con-
struction of a non-localized (bi{local) gravitational eld, identical to the one
proposed by Yukawa [211] that allows a more general description of elemen-
tary particles. Further arguments have been developed by some other authors
[78, 121, 152]. In our context each point of the space-time is characterized
by the influence of two elds: an external one which is the conventional eld
in Einstein‘s sense, and an internal one due to the introduction of the spinor
variables. These elds are expected to play the role of a geometrical uni-
cation of the elds. If ! is represented by a vector y, then we work in the
Finslerian framework [14, 77, 109]. A more general case of the gauge ap-
proach in the framework of Finsler and Lagrange geometry has been studied
e.g. in [15, 17, 28, 109, 112, 115].




(here ZM = (x; ; 
); x; ; 
 represent the position and the 4-spinor
variables  denotes the Dirac conjugate of ) [152]. With the Greek letters
; ;  and ; ; γ we denote the space-time indices and the spinor indices,
also Latin letters ; b; c are used for the Lorenz (flat) indices. The (*)-
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dierential operators @
()


































































0 are the nonlinear connections [121].






here Ψ(A) is the set
Ψ(A) = fha(x; ; ); !()ab (x; ; ); ()ab (x; ; ); ()ab(x; ; )g:
Thus L is a function of the tetrad eld, of the spin connection coecients
and of their (*)-derivatives. the variables h; !(); (); () are considered as
independent.
It is known that gravity can be described by the tetrad eld and the
Lorenz connection coecients [134]. The variation of the Palatini action









b − hbha)] = 0 (b) (11.3)
Ra is the determinant of the tetrad h
a
 and D is the gauge covariant deriva-
tive
D = @ +
X
!;
where the sum is taken over all Lorentz indices.
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In spaces whose metric tensor depends on spinor variables, an analogous
method can be applied, but instead of one connection we have three connec-
tions:
!() (x; ; ); 
()
a (x; ;
); ()(x; ; ):
So we choose a Lagrangian density of the form (11.2) from which four equa-
tions are obtained. The analogous gauge covariant derivatives of D appear
naturally as










c) D() = @() +
X
(): (11.4)










) under local Lorenz transformations are the expected trans-












































The matrices L and  belong to the vector and spinor representations of the
Lorentz group, respectively.
11.2 Derivation of the field equations
The eld equations will be the Euler-Lagrange equations for a given La-
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where ab is the Minkowski metric tensor and it is of the form
diag(+1;−1;−1;−1). From the relations [203]:
a) g = −h2; b) dg = ggdg ; (11.8)







Now we postulate the Lagrangian density in the form
L = h(R+ P +Q+ S); (11.10)















Q = Qab eQab; S = SabSab :












 − ()ac !()cb − (abE + F ab );































c − !()ac !()bc − (abA + Aab );
















b − ()ac ()cb − (abγJγ +Kγabγ );



































eF  = @()N@ − @
()~0
@x






























eKγ = @()0γ@ − @
()~0γ
@






The Lagrangian (11.10) is the only possible scalar that can be made
from the curvature tensors (11.12) and it must be the sum of the rst-order
quantity R and the second{order quantities P;Q and S. The mixing of the
quantities of dierent order is not impossible. It is known that the Einstein-
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Maxwell Lagrangian is the sum of the rst-order quantity R and the second-
order quantity FF
 . So, our Lagrangian (11.10) is physically acceptable.
The Euler{Lagrange equations for the objects
Ψ(A) = fh; !() ; () ; ()g











































H = R + P: (11.17)


























The spin-connection coecients !
()ab
 are contained in R and P :
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b − hahb )]:




b − hbhc )!()ca + h(hcha − hahc )!()cb : (11.20)





b − hbha)]; (11.21)
where we have used the gauge covariant derivative D
()
 from (11.4). Contri-













































 − hhl hk()la P
k
b − hhl haP lc()cb − hhkhl P lb()ka :
(11.25)

























b) = 0: (11.27)
Taking the variation of L with respect to 
()
 we have contributions from
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We proceed in the same way as before. The contribution from the hP term
is
−D() (hhahcP cab): (11.29)





Similarly, the hS term yields
2D()(hSab): (11.31)







b)−D() (2h eQ[]ab )− 2D()(hSab) = 0: (11.32)








b)−D()(2hQab[])− 2D() (hSab) = 0: (11.33)
11.3 Generalized Conformally Flat Spaces
In this Section we study the form of the spin-connection coecients, spin-
curvature tensors, and the eld equations for generalized conformally flat
spaces (GCFS) (M; g(x; ; ) = e
2(x;;)), where  represents the Lo-
renz metric tensor  =diag(+;−;−;−), and ;  are internal variables. The
case of conformally related metrics of the Riemannian and the generalized
Lagrange spaces has been extensively studied in [112, 115]. It is remarkable
that in the above mentioned GCFS spaces, some spin{connection and spin-
curvature tensors vanish.
As pointed out in [121], the absolute dierential DV  of a vector eld






Considering the absolute dierentials of the spinor variables ; 
:
D = d −Ndx − ~0 D −D0 ;
D = d −Ndx − ~0 D −D0 ;
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which depend on the nonlinear connections:
fN; N; ~0 ; ~0 0 ; 0g; (11.35)
and expressing DV  in terms of dx,D,D







related to the coecients (11.34) via the non-linear connections (11.35) [121].
By imposing the postulates of the length preservation for the parallel































where fg =  + .
Theorem 11.1. For the GCFS spaces we infer the following:
(a) The coecients (11.37) have the explicit form
Γ = e





; C = 

 ; (11.39)
where  = @=@;  = @=@ 
;  = @
=@x are the derivation operators
of scalar elds involving the coecients (11.35).
(b) The following relations hold:
Γ = Γ


























Proof. Computational, using the consequences (11.38) of the above postu-
lates and identifying the absolute dierentials expressed in terms of (11.34)
and (11.36) .
Considering the absolute dierentials of a Dirac spinor eld  (x; ; ) and
of its adjoint  (x; ; ) we have the coecients
fΓγ; eCγ ; Cγg: (11.41)
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Expressing D and D  in terms of dx; D; D
, we are led to the spin-
connection coecients I:
fΓγ; eCγ ; Cγg (11.42)
connected to (11.41) [121]. In a similar manner, the absolute dierential of
a Lorenz vector V a(x; ; ) produces the coecients
f!ba; ba; bag; (11.43)
where the raising and lowering of the indices a; b; : : : = 1; : : : ; 4 are performed
by means of ab, and also the spin-connection coecients II:
f!ba; ba ; bag (11.44)
related to the coecients (11.43) and (11.36) [121]. Similarly to the previous
work of Takano and Ono [121], we shall postulate the invariance of length of
the parallel Lorentz vector elds, and the vanishing of the absolute dieren-
tials and covariant derivatives of the tetrads h,which involve the connection
coecients (11.36) and (11.44).
In the GCFS, the tetrads are given by ha(x; ;
) = e(x;;
)a and lead to
the dual entities ha(x; ;








































For the GCFS case we are led to
Theorem 11.2. The spin{connection coecients (II) and the coecients
(11.43) are subject to
!ba = haΓ





ab = 0; 

ab = 0; (11.48)
!ba = !ba; (11.49)
where ha = e
a and T(ab) = Tab − Tba.
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Proof. Relations (11.45) imply (11.47) ; (11.46) and






















So, we infer (11.47) and (11.48) .
The connections (11.36) and (11.42) give rise to 8 curvature tensors as
described in (5.2) of [121]. But also the spin-connections (II) connected to
(11.36) lead to six spin-curvature tensors (11.12)
fRab; Pab; Pab; Sab ; Qab; eQab g: (11.50)
Taking into account Theorems 11.1 and 11.2 we can express these tensors as
follows.

























Sab = 0; Qab = 0;
eQab = 0; (11.52)
where xy = @
2=@xx@xy ; x; y = f; ; ag and (ba) = ba − ab.
Proof. Relations (11.52) are directly implied by (11.48) and (11.49). (11.39)
leads to (11.51) after a straightforward calculation. Also, using Theorem
11.2, we infer that
Pab = !












Then (11.54) leads to (11.51) and (11.52).
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Relations (11.52) are directly implied by (11.47){(11.49). The relations
(11.39) leads to (11.51) after a straightforward calculations. Also, using








Then (11.48) leads to (11.51) and (11.52).
As a consequence of this theorem we state the following





b − 2bdb − daa − 2defcf);
P b = −3e−(bcc − e eb): (11.55)












 we obtain rela-
tions (11.55) .
Remark (1) It follows that the scalar curvature takes the form
R = Rdh

d = −6e−2(bddb + efef ): (11.56)
Furthermore, it can be easily seen that
P = P bh

b  0: (11.57)
As we have previously remarked, the scalar curvature elds
Q = Qab eQab and S = SabSab
vanish identically. Then the employed Lagrangian density (11.10)
L = h(R+ P +Q+ S); det(g) = −h2;
reduces to L = e(R+ P ) and depends on the elds









for these elds produce the eld equations (11.15), (11.27), (11.32) and
(11.33).
We shall obtain their form for the GCFS as follows.
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Theorem 11.4. The eld equations for the GCFS are
d
ef(2ef − ef ) + 2bd(b − b )
+3ed

e − 3dcc = 0; (F1)
(b

a) − 3(b a) − 3ab = 0; (F2)
2a





d − 2ab + dabd − ab = 0; (F4)
where we have put b = @
3=@@ @xb.
Proof. By virtue of relations (11.15) and (11.16), and using Corollary 11.1
and Remark (1), we get (F1).
Considering Theorem 11.2 we infer that D = @

 and D
 = @. Also
from !
()
b = !b = −!ba, we derive D = @. Taking into account (11.27) ,
we obtain relation (F2) by a straightforward computation. Also, by means of
Theorem 11.3 and noticing that P

b = −3b , after substituting to (11.32),
we infer (F3). Finally, from (11.33) we derive (F4).
11.4 Geodesics and geodesic deviation
We shall now give the form of geodesics in spaces with the g(x; ; ) metric.
A curve c in a space (M; g(x; ; )) is dened as a smooth mapping
c : I ! U  M : t! (x(t); (t); (t)), where U is an open set of M and t is
an arbitrary parameter.









  + C












[ + γ(Γγ _x
 + eCγ _ + Cγ )] = 0; (c) (11.59)
where _x = dx=ds; _ = d=ds; 






eCγ ; C; Cγ satisfy the postulates imposed by Y. Takano and T. Ono
[121].
Proposition 11.1. (a) If C

 = 0 and C

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 _x + _x( _xi +  
) = 0: (11.61)
In this case C

 = 0; C

 = 0 hold true i 
 =  = 0, i.e., for  depending
only on x.
Proof. Equations (11.60) and (11.61) are consequences of Denition (11.59)
(a) and relations (11.39) .
Remark (2): The spinor parts of equations (11.60) and (11.61) also write
as













T γ  Γγ _x + eCγ _ + Cγ  = T γ:
Having the equations of geodesics, it remains to derive the equations
of geodesic deviation of our spaces. This geodesic deviation can be given
a physical meaning if we consider two very close geodesic curves and the
curvature tensor is Riemannian.
In the general case of GCFS, the spinor variables are independent of the
position, so it is dicult to convey a physical meaning to the equations of
geodesic deviation. For this reason it is convenient to study the deviation of
the geodesics in the case where the spinor eld  = (x
)(and  = (x))
is dened on the manifold. This spinor eld associates a spinor -and its
conjugate-to every point of the space-time.
In this case, from Proposition (1) and relation (11.60) the Christoel
symbols Γ are symmetric in the lower indices and the equation of geodesics
is similar to the Riemannian one, except that the connection coecients have
the additional dependence on the spinors (x
); (x). Thus our approach











The above curvature tensor R%(x; (x);
(x)) has a modied Riemannian
form. This equation has additional contributions from the spinor parts which
enter the curvature tensor R and the covariant derivative. In (11.63) 
denotes the deviation vector, and s the arc length.
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For the GCFS, the deviation equation has the above form, where the cur-
vature tensor depends on the function (x; (x); (x)) and its derivatives, as




where hb = e−b; ha = e
a , we get the equation of geodesic deviation for
the GCFS, with C

 = 0; C

































(a) We derived the gravitational eld equations in spaces whose metric tensor
depends on spinor variables. Equations (11.15) and (11.27) are generaliza-
tions of the conventional equations (11.3) a) and (11.3) b). They are reduced





Relations (11.32) and (11.33) give rise to new results.
(b) Equations (F1)-(F4) represent the eld equations on the GCFS
(M; g(x; ; )). The solutions of these equations are the subject of further
concern. They represent an application of the gauge approach, for spaces
with the metric g(x; ; ), studied by two of the authors in [146, 147].
(c) The vanishing of the curvatures Sab; Qab;
eQab (Theorem 11.3), re-
duces the 6 spin curvatures of the theory of Y. Takano and T. Ono to the
three ones Rab; Pab; P

ab. This simplies considerably the study of the
generalized conformally flat spaces.
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Chapter 12
Gauge Gravity Over Sinor
Bundles
12.1 Introduction
The concept of the nonlocalized eld theory has already been developed in
recent years by Japanese authors (see, for instance, [79]) in order to provide
a unied description of elementary particles. In this approach, the internal
variable is replaced by a spinor ! = (; ) ( and its conjugate  are considered
as independent variables).
The description of gravity through the introduction of variables !ab (x)
as a gravitational potential (Lorentz connection coecients) was proposed
originally by Utiyama [155, 38]. He considered the Lorentz group as a local
transformation group. The gravitational eld is described by the tetrad ha(x)
viewed as independent variables. With the help of these variables we may
pass from a general system of coordinates to a local Lorentz ones.
The Einstein equation were derived in the context of Utiyama’s approach,
but this was not satisfactory because of the arbitrariness of the elements
introduced. Later T. Kibble [64, 79, 87] introduced a gauge approach which
enables the introduction of all gravitational variables. To achieve this goal it
is important to use the Poincare group (i.e. a group consisting of rotations,
boosts and translations).
This group rst assigns an exact meaning to the terms: \momentum",
\energy", \mass" and \spin" used to determine characteristics of elementary
particles. On the other hand, it is a gauge acting locally in the space-time.
Thus, we may perform Poincare transformations for a physical approach.
Hence by treating the Poincare group as a local group, we introduce the
fundamental 1-form eld  taking in the Lie algebra of the Poincare group.
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In our present study the basic idea is to consider a spinor bundle with a
base manifold M of a metric tensor g(x; ; ) that depends on the position
coordinates xk and the spinor (Dirac) variables (; 
) 2 C4 C4, where 
is the adjoint of , an independent variable, similar to the one proposed by
Y. Takano [152], and Y. Takano and T. Ono [121, 122, 123, 124]. The spinor
bundle S(1)(M) is constructed from one of the principal ber bundles with a
ber: F = C4.
Each ber is dieomorphic with one proper Lorentz group (which is pro-
duced by Lorentz transformations) and it entail a principal bundle SL(4;C)
over M , (SL(4;C) consists of the group of ratations and boosts of unit de-
terminant acting on a four-dimensional complex space, which is reducible to
(SL(2;C)).
The consideration of the d-connections that preserve the (hv)-distribution
by the parallel translation (cf.[109, 116], in relation to the second order bun-
dles S2(M) = M  C24 enables us to use a more general group G(2) called
a structured group of all rotations and translations that is isomorphic to the




A spinor eld is a section of S(2)(M).
Moreover, the fundamental gauge 1-form eld mentioned above in con-
nection with the spaces that possess metric tensor g(x; ; ) will take a
similar but more general form than that proposed by other authors [97]. We
shall dene a nonlinear connection on S(2)(M) such as,
T (S(2)M) = H(S(2)M)F (1)(S(2)M) F (2)(S(2)M);
where H , F (1), F (2) represent the horizontal, vertical, and normal distribu-
tion. In a local base, for the horizontal distribution H(S(2)M) we have:
(x; ; ) =
1
2




where Jab, Pa are the generators of the four-dimensional Poincare group sat-
isfying relations of the form:
[Jab; Jcd] = nbcJad − nbdJac + nadJbc − nacJbd;
[Jab; Pc] = nbcPa − nacPb; [Pa; Pb] = 0; Jab + Jba = 0:
The quantities !
()ab
 represent the (Lorentz) spin connection coecients
and are considered as given, nab is the metric for the local Lorentz spaces
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with signature (+−−−).









where ha represents the tetrads. Similarly, for the vertical and normal distri-












where  a,  a are the spin tetrad coecients, and 
()ab
 , ()ab are the
given spin connection coecients which are determined in such a way that
the absolute dierential and the covariant derivatives of the metric tensor
g(x; ; ) vanish identically.
We use the Greek letters ; ;  : : : for space-time indices, ; ; γ for
spinors, and the Latin letters a; b; c; : : : for the Lorentz indices.
The general transformations of coordinates on S(2)(M) are:
x0 = x0(x); 0 = 
0
(;
γ); 0 = 0(; γ): (12.1)
12.2 Connections















































~N0 are the nonlinear connections which we shall dene below.
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The covariant derivatives of the metric tensor g are all zero:
D() g = 0; D
()g = 0; D() g = 0:








Similarly, the spin-tetrad coecients  a and adjoint
 a connect the spin














The absolute dierential of an arbitrary contravariant vector X is given by
DX = (D() dx
 +D()X)d + (D() X
)d:
12.2.1 Nonlinear connections
We give the nonlinear connections N = fN; ~N0 ; N0; N ; ~N0 ; N0g in






























The dierentials of D, D
 can be written, after the relations (12.2),
in the form:







D = d +N0d
 − ~N0 d − ~Ndx;





























where =yi = @=@yi − Li @=@u.
Furthermore, the dual frame is
ZA = (dx; yi +N idx
; u = du + Li dy
i +M dx
):
The metrical structure in the bundle will be dened as follows:
G = g(x; ; )dx
dx + g(x; ; )D
D + gDD:
an analogy with the previous adapted frame, a local adapted frame on a






































A = fdx; D; Dg;
where the expressions D; D
 are given by (12.3). If we consider the con-
nection coecients ΓABC given in the general case, then in the total space
S(2)(M) we have
ΓABC = fΓ() ; C; C ; Γ()γ ; Cγ ; ~Cγ ; ~Cγ;Γ() ; Cγg:
Considering that the connections are d{connections [109, 116] in an adapt-








or, in explicit form,






























































The covariant dierentiation of tensor and spin-tensors of arbitrary rank
































− C()γ :::γ::: −   + γ::::::C()γ + : : : ;















c::: +    − ()bc V :::b::: ;







c::: +    −()bc V :::b::: :
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12.2.2 Lorentz transformation
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12.3 Curvatures and torsions
From the covariant derivatives D
()
 , D(), D
()



































































































+ !()ac  













































































+ ()ab ()ac − ()bc ca;
12.4 Field equations
We derive the eld equations using the spin{tetrad frames in the Lagrangian
form: L(h; !();  ;();  ; ()). The method of derivation of equations is
similar to Palatini’s one.
We get the Lagrangian
L(h; !();  ;();  ; ())
or





); !()ab (x; ; );  
a
(x; ;








































~Q = ~Qab a b;
S =  a bS
ab
 :
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P a =  ab














 ; H = R+ P + P:












































b − hbha)] +D() [h(ha  b − ha  a )]
+D()[h(ha b − hb a)] = 0:
The variations with respect to 
()ab




































 a )−D() (2h  a  b )− 2D()(h  a b) = 0;
D() (hh

a b)− 2D() (h a  b )−D()(2h a b) = 0:
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we get 18(3 6) relations of dierent types. For each relation we derive two



















= haPa −N ΨaPa − N ΨaPa = AaPa;
Aa = h
a
































The rst term of the right hand side of (12.5) by straightforward calcu-
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12.6 Yang-Mills fields
In this section, we study Yang-Mills elds and we derive the generalized
Yang-Mills equations in the framework of our approach. In such a case we
consider a vector eld A
F = DA −DA + i[A; A ] (12.8)
represents the Yang-Mills eld, A is given by
A = A
i
i; [i; j ] = C
k
ijk; (12.9)
the elements i are the generators which satisfy the commutation relations
of the Lie algebra, and D represent the gauge covariant derivatives.




where the eld strengths are given by
F k = DA
k
 −DAk + iAiAjCkij:
Moreover, the generalized gauge eld is dened by the quantities FXY ; X; Y =
f; ; ; g, that is
[ ~D; ~D] = [D; D] + iF;
[ ~D; ~D
] = [D; D
] + i F  ;




] = [D; D
] + iF ;
[ ~D; ~D] = [D; D] + iF  ;
with
F = DA −DA + i[A; A];
F  = D
A − DA + i[A; A];
F  = D
A − DA + i[A; A];
F = DA −DA + i[A; A];
F  = D A − D A + i[ A; A]:





 + trF F
 + trF F
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where F represent the internal quantities in the base manifold, F

 the eld
in the tensor bundle and F the internal quantities in the internal space.
In order to derive the generalized Yang-Mills equations we get the La-
grangian
LY M(AX ; DXAY );
where AX = fA; A; Ag and DXAY represent
DXAY = fDA ; DA ; D; DA; DA; DA; DAg:










obtain the generalized Yang-Mills equations in the following form:
~DF + ~D




















In this last Section we shall give the form of Yang-Mills-Higgs eld in a
suciently generalized form. The usual case has been studied with the ap-
propriate Lagrangian L ... the corresponding Euler{Lagrange equations.
Here, we get a scalar eld  of mass m which is valuated in the Lie algebra
G of consideration and is dened by
 : M (4)  C4  C4 ! G
(x; ; 
 2 G:
... is in adjoint representations, its covariant derivatives are given by
~D = D+ [A; ]; ~D = D+ [A; ]; ~D
 = D+ [A; ]:
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The rst of these relations, after taking into account (12.9), becomes





 similar relations are produced.
The generalized Lagrangian is given by the following form:









Using (12.12) and getting (12.11) for this Lagrangian L, the generalized




 + [; ~D] = 0;
~DF
 + ~DF








~DF + [; ~D] = 0:
These equations denes a Poincare like gravity theory on spaces where the
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Chapter 13
Spinor Bundle on Internal
Deformed Systems
13.1 Introduction
It was formulated [140, 148] the concept of a spinor bundle S(2)M and its
relation to the Poincare group. This group, consisting of the set of rotations,
boosts and translations, gives an exact meaning to the terms: \momentum",
\energy", \mass", and \spin" and is used to determine characteristics of the
elementary particles. Also, it is a gauge, acting locally in the space-time.
Hence we may perform Poincare transformations for a physical approach. In
that study we considered a base manifold (M; g(x; ; )) where the metric
tensor depends on the position coordinates and the spinor (Dirac) variables
(; ) 2 C4  C4. A spinor bundle S(1)(M) can be constructed from one
of the principal ber bundles with ber F = C4. Each ber is dieomorphic
with one proper Lorentz group.
In our study we apply an analogous method as in the theory of deformed
bundles developed in [144], for the case of a spinor bundle S(2)M = MC42
in connection with a deformed internal fiber R: Namely our space has the
form S(2)M  R. The consideration of Miron d - connections [109], which
preserve the h− and v−distributions is of vital importance in our approach,
as in the previous work. This standpoint enables us to use a more general
groupG(2), called the structural group of all rotations and translations, that is
isomorphic to the Poincare Lie algebra. A spinor is an element of the spinor
bundle S(2)(M)R where R represents the internal fiber of deformation.
The local variables are in this case
(x; ; 
; ) 2 S(2)(M) R = ~S(2)(M);  2 R:
The non-linear connection on ~S(2)(M) is dened analogously, as for the
231
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vector bundles of order two [111, 120]
T ( ~S(2)M) = H( ~S2M) F (1)( ~S(2)M) F (2)( ~S(2)M)R;
where H,F (1),F (2),R represent the horizontal, vertical, normal and deforma-
tion distributions respectively.
The fundamental gauge 1-form elds which take values from the Lie al-
gebra of the Poincare group will have the following form in the local bases
of their corresponding distributions
(x; ; ; ) =
1
2














!abo Jab + L
a
oPa (13.4)
where, Jab; Pa are the generators of the four{dimensional Poincare group,
namely the angular momentum and linear momentum, !
()ab
 represent the
Lorentz - spin connection coecients, Ψa; Ψa, 
()ab
 , ()ab are the given
spin-tetrad and spin - connection coecients, and Lao deformed tetrad coef-
cients. We use Greek letters ; ; ; : : : for space-time indices, ; ; γ; : : :
for the spinor, a; b; c; : : : for Lorentz ones, and the index (o) represents the
deformed variable; ; ; a = 1; : : : ; 4: The general transformations of coordi-
nates on ~S(2)M are
x0 = x0(x); 0 = 
0
(;
); 0 = 0(; ); 0 =  (13.5)
13.2 Connections























































The nonlinear connection coecients are dened further. The space-time,


























The relation (13:8a) is a generalization of the well - known principle
of equivalence in the total space of the spinor bundle S(2)M . In addition,
the relations (13:8a; b; b0; c) represent a generalized form of the equivalence
principle, since the considered deformed spinor bundle contains spinors as
internal variables.
The absolute dierential of an arbitrary contravariant vectorX in ~S(2)M ,
has the form
DX = (D() X)dx + (D()X)d + (D() X)d + (D()o X)d (13.9)
The dierentials D, D, D can be written
D = d +N od + ~N o d +Ndx
D = d +N od − ~N o d − N  dx (13.10)
Do = d+N odx − ~N o d −N od;
where
N = fN o;N; ~N o ; N  ; ~N o ;N o;N o ; ~N o ;N og
represent the coecients of the nonlinear connection which are given by
N = 1
2
!()ab Jab; N  = −
1
2







()abJab; ~N o = −
1
2







()ab Jab; N o = −
1
2
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The metrical structure in the deformed spinor bundle ~S(2)M has the form
G = g(x; ; ; )dx
 ⊗ dx + g(x; ; ; )D ⊗D +
+g(x; ; ; )D ⊗D + goo(x; ; ; )D⊗D (13.12)
















and the associated dual frame
A = fDx  dx;D;D;Dog; (13.13)




;Do; Dx;D;D; are provided by the relations
(13.7), (13.9), (13.10).
The considered connection in ~S(2)(M) is a d-connection, having with re-
spect to the adapted basis the coecients
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The covariant dierentiation of tensors, spin-tensors and Lorentz - type








































− Γ()γo :::γ::: − : : :+ γ::::::Γ()oγ















c::: + : : :− ()bc V a:::b:::







c::: + : : :− ()bc V a:::b:::







c::: + : : :− !()boc V a:::b::: :
The covariant derivatives of the metric tensor g are postulated to be zero:
D() g = 0;D()g = 0;D() g = 0;D()(o)g = 0: (13.17)
13.3 Curvatures and Torsions
From the relations (13.6) we obtain the curvatures and torsions of the space
~S(2)M
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 − !()a !()b ;
[D() ; D
()

























+ !()ac  
c








+ !()ac  
c
 − ()ac hc:
Similarly to [148], the other four curvatures and torsions result from the
commutation relations
[D() ; D
] = P a Pa +
1
2
P ab Jab (13.20)
[D() ; D
















The contribution of the  - covariant derivative D()o provides us the fol-
lowing curvatures and torsions







































o − !()ao !()b ;
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[D()o ;D()o ] = 0; Raboo = 0; Raoo = 0: (13.25)
[D()o ;D()] = P ao Pa +
1
2








+ !()aoc  




















 − ()ac !()abo ;











+ !()aoc  
c
























o − ()ac !()cbo :
13.4 Field Equations
In the following, we derive by means of the Palatini method the eld equa-
tions, using a Lagrangian of the form
L = h(R+ P + P +Q+ ~Q+Ro + Po + Po) (13.28)
which depends on the tetrads and on the connection coecients,
L(A; MA) = L(h; !();  ;  ; (); (); !()o )
where,


















; z = (zM ) = (x; ; 
; ) (13.29)






; P = h
 c P
c
; P = h





























































From the relation (13.30), the variation of L with respect to the tetrads
















where we denoted @o =
@
@





~H = 0; (13.32)
where we put,

































P b =  c
P bc ;













The equation (13.32) is the Einstein equation for empty space, in the





























b − hbha)]− @[hha b]− @[hha  b ]− @o[hLoahb ]−
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a +  b
()d
a )− Lo!()cob h[cha] = 0; (13.34)
where the parantheses () and [] are used to denote symmetrization and anti-
symmetrization respectively.



























~Qdγa  γd = 0: (13.36)






























aγ = 0: (13.38)
Finally, we write down the other three eld equations which are derived



























b )− @(h  a b) + @o(hLoha  b )− (13.40)
−h[!()db h(d a) +  [γd  ](a()db)γ + ()db  (a d) + Lo!()ob h(d  a)] = 0;
−h[!()db h(d a) +  [γd  ](a()db)γ + ()db  (a d) + Lo!()ob h(d  a)] = 0













a b)− h[!()db h[d  a]+ ()da  [d b]+
2
()γd


















































In the works [148],[143] the concepts of spinor bundle S(2)M as well as of
deformed spinor bundle ~S(2)M of order two, were intorduced in the framework
of a geometrical generalization of the proper spinor bundles as they have been
studied from dierent authors e.g. [39],[201],[200].
The study of fundamental geometrical subjects as well as the gauge co-
variant derivatives, connections eld equations e.t.c. in a deformed spinor
bundle ~S(2)M , has been developed in a suciently generalized approach.
[143] In these spaces the internal variables or the gauge variables of bration
have been substituted by the internal (Dirac) variables ! = (; ). In addi-
tion, another central point of our consideration is that of the internal bres
C4.
The initial spinor bundle (S(2)M;; F );  : S(2)M !M was constructed
from the one of the principal bre bundles with bre F = C4 (C4 denotes the
complex space) and M the base manifold of space-time events of signature




A spinor eld is section of S(2)M . A generalization of the spinor bundle
S(2)M in an internal deformed system, has been given in the work [143] .The
241
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form of this bundle determined as
~S(2)M = ~S(2)M R
where R represents the internal on dimension bre of deformation. The
metrical structure in the deformed spinor bundle ~S(2)M has th form:
G = g(x; ; )dx
 ⊗ dx + g(x; ; ; )D ⊗D +
+g(x; ; ; )D ⊗D + g0;0(x; ; ; )D⊗D (14.1)
















and the associated dual frame:
A = fDxK  dxK ; DD; D0g (14.3)





K ; D; D
 are provided by the relations
(6)-(7) of [143].
The considered connection in ~S(2)M is a d-connection [109] having with
respect to the adapted basis the coecients(cf. [143] ).

















The metric G of relation (14.1) could be considered as a denite physical
application like the one given by R. Miron and G. Atanasiu for Lagrange
spaces [111] for the case of spinor bundles of order two. According to our
approach on ~S(2)M the internal variables ,  play a crucial role similar to
the variables y(1); y(2) of the vector bundles of order two.
The non-linear connection on ~S(2)M is dened analogously to the vector
bundles at order two (cf. [111] ) but in a gauge covariant form:
T ( ~S(2)M) = H( ~S(2)M) F (1)( ~S(2)M) F (2)( ~S(2)M) R (14.5)
where H;F (1); F (2); R represent the horizontal vertical normal and deforma-
tion distributions respectively.
In the following we study the Bianchi identities and Yang-Mills-Higgs
elds on ~S(2)M bundle..
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14.2 Bianchi Identities
In order to study the Bianchi Identities (kinematic constraints) it is necessary









Z ]] = 0 (14.6)
There are forty-eight Bianchi relations derived from twenty-four dierent
types of Jacobi identities. Two of these relations are identically zero. There-
fore remain forty-six Bianchi relations. We will give now some characteristic
cases of the Bianchi identities.




































 −N  a − N a:
After some calculations we get:
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 = 0 (14.12)
Using the Jacobi identities Q(; ; γ)[ ~D
()





γ ]] = 0 the Bianchi
















 = 0: (14.14)







0 ]] = 0 (14.15)
which yields us no Bianchi identity.
Bianchi identities of mixed type give us the kinematic constraint which
encompass space-time, spinors and deformed gauge covariant derivatives. In






0 ]] = 0
we get the relations

































































































































in virtue of (14.14), (14.15) and (14.16) we get the identity
~D ~P
d
0 + ~D ~P
d
0 + ~D0 ~P
d










































 = 0 (14.26)
14.3 Yang-Mills-Higgs equations.
The study of Yang-Mills-Higgs equations within the framework of the geo-
metrical structure of ~S(2)(M)-bundle that contains the one-dimensional bre
as an internal deformed system can characterize the Higgs eld which is stud-
ied in the elementary particle physics. In our description we are allowed to
choose a scalar from the internal deformed bre of the spinor bundle ~S(2)(M).
Its contribution to the Lagrangian density provides us with the generated
Yang-Mills-Higgs equations.
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In the following we dene a gauge potential ~A = (A; A; A
; ’) with
space-time and spinor components, ’ : R −! g which takes its values in a
Lie Algebra g.
~A : ~S(M) −! g
~AX = A
i
Xi; [i; j ] = C
k
ijk
~AX = fA; A; A; ’g
where the elements i are the components which satisfy the commutation
relations of the Lie algebra. Then ~A is called a g-valued spinor gauge po-
tential.
We can dene the gauge covariant derivatives:
D^ = ~D + iA




In virtue of the preceding relations we get the following theorem:
Theorem 14.1. The commutators of gauge covariant derivatives on a
~S(2)M deformed bundle are given by the relations:
a) [D^; D^] = [ ~D; ~D ] + i ~F
b) [D^; ^D

] = [ ~D;
~D

] + i ~F 
c) [D^; ^D

] = [ ~D;
~D

] + i ~F 
d) [D^; ^D] = [ ~D;
~D] + i ~F
e) [D^; ^D] = [ ~D;












The curvature two-forms ~FXY ; ~F
XY ; FXY ; X; Y = f; ; ; g are the g-valued
eld strengths on ~S(2)M and they have the following form:
~F = ~DA − ~DA + i[A; A ]










 − ~DA + i[A; A]





A − ~D A + i[ A; A] (14.29)
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The appropriate Lagrangian density of Yang-Mills(Higgs) can be written
in the form
~L = tr( ~F ~F



















































and it will give us after some straightforward calculations the equation:
D^k ~F
k + D^ F
 + D ~F  + [’; D^
’] = 0 (14.34)




kγ + D^ F
γ
 +
D F γ + [’; D^





D ~Fγ + [’; Dγ’] = 0: (14.36)
So we can state the following theorem:
Theorem 14.2. The Yang-Mills-Higgs equations of ~S(2)M-bundle are given
by the relations (14.30){(14.31).
14.4 Field Equations of an Internal Deformed
System
Considering on the deformed spinor bundle S(2)MR a nonlinear connection
and a gauge d-connection, the authors obtain the equivalence principle and
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the explicit expressions of the eld equations corresponding to a Utiyama
gauge invariant Lagrangian density produced by the corresponding scalars of
curvature; these results extend the corresponding ones for S(2)M .
The concept of a spinor bundle S(2)M and its relation to the Poincare
group were introduced in [140, 148]. This group, consisting of the set of rota-
tions, boosts and translations, gives an exact meaning to the terms: \momen-
tum", \energy", \mass", and \spin" and is used to determine characteristics
of the elementary particles; also, it is a gauge, acting locally in the space-time.
Hence we may perform Poincare transformations for a physical approach. In
[140], the metric tensor of the base manifold (M; g(x; ; )), depends on the
position coordinates and on the spinor (Dirac) variables (; ) 2 C4  C4.
A spinor bundle S(1)(M) can be constructed from one of the principal ber
bundles with ber F = C4. Each ber is dieomorphic with one proper
Lorentz group. In this study we apply for the space S(2)M R an analogous
method as in the theory of deformed bundles developed in [6], for the case of
a spinor bundle S(2)M = MC42 in connection with a deformed internal
fibre R: The consideration of Miron d - connections [109], which preserve the
h− and v−distributions is essential in our approach, as in the previous work:
this standpoint enables using a more general group G(2), called the structural
group of all rotations and translations, that is isomorphic to the Poincare Lie
algebra. A spinor is an element of the spinor bundle S(2)(M) R where R
represents the internal fibre of deformation. The local variables are in
this case
(x; ; 
; ) 2 S(2)(M)R = ~S(2)(M);  2 R:
The non-linear connection on ~S(2)(M) is dened analogously, as for the vector
bundles of order two [111, 120]
T ( ~S(2)M) = H( ~S2M) F (1)( ~S(2)M) F (2)( ~S(2)M)R;
where H,F (1),F (2),R represent the horizontal, vertical, normal and deforma-
tion distributions respectively.
We introduce the fundamental gauge 1-form elds which take values from
the Lie algebra of the Poincare group and denote by Jab; Pa the generators
of the four-dimensional Poincare group (namely the angular momentum and
linear momentum), by !
()ab
 - the Lorentz - spin connection coecients, Ψa;
Ψa, 
()ab
 , ()ab - the spin-tetrad and spin - connection coecients, and Lao
- the deformed tetrad coecients. We use Greek letters ; ; ; : : : for space-
time indices, ; ; γ; : : : for the spinor, a; b; c; : : : for Lorentz ones, and the
index (o) represents the deformed variable; ; ; a = 1; : : : ; 4: The general
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transformations of coordinates on ~S(2)M are
x0 = x0(x); 0 = 
0
(;
); 0 = 0(; ); 0 = 
Like in [140, 148] we dene the following gauge covariant derivatives,
including the new derivative corresponding to the deformation-parameter.
The space-time, Lorentz, spin frames and the deformed frame are shown
to be connected by a set of the relations which generalize the well - known
principle of equivalence in the total space of the spinor bundle S(2)M .
The deformed spinor bundle ~S(2)M is endowed with a metrical struc-
ture.The considered connection in ~S(2)(M) is a d-connection; it preserves the
distributions H,F (1),F (2),R, and is assumed to be metrical.
The covariant dierentiation of tensors, spin-tensors and Lorentz - type
tensors of arbitary rank is dened as in [140, 148]; also, are present the
supplementary derivation laws relative to the deformation component.
From the anticommutation relations of the adapted basis, we obtain the








and, similarly to [148], other four curvatures and torsions. The contribution















In the following, are derived the eld equations, by means of the Palatini
method, using a Lagrangian of the form
L = h(R+ P + P +Q+ ~Q+Ro + Po + Po)
which depends on the tetrads and on the connection coecients,
L(A; MA) = L(h; !();  ;  ; (); (); !()o )
where,


















; z = (zM ) = (x; ; 
; )

































































































































The equation (14.4) is the Einstein equation for empty space, in the
framework of our consideration. Also, the variation of L with respect to
!
()ab





b − hbha)]− @[hha b]− @[hha  b ]− @o[hLoahb ]−




a +  b
()d
a )− Lo!()cob h[cha] = 0;
where the parantheses (... ) and [... ] are used to denote symmetrization
and antisymmetrization respectively.











~Qdγa  γd = 0:
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Finally, are obtained the explicit expressions of the other three eld equa-
tions, by means of the variation of L with respect to the connection coe-
cients 
()ab
 , ()ab and !
()ab
(o) .
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Chapter 15
Tensor and Spinor Equivalence
on Generalized Metric Tangent
Bundles
15.1 Introduction
The theory of spinors on pseudo-Riemannian spaces has been recognized by
many authors, e.g. [128, 39, 200] for the important role it has played from
the mathematical and physical point of view.
The spinors that we are dealing with here, are associated with the group
SL(2; C). In particular SL(2; C) acts on C2. Each elements of C2 represents
a two-component spinor. This group is the covering group of the Lorentz
group in which the tensors are described [39]. The correspondence between
spinors and tensors is achieved by means of mixed quantities initially intro-
duced by Infeld and Van der Waerden.
The correspondence of tensors and spinors establishes a homomoerhism
between the Lorentz group and the covering group SL(2; C).
In the following, we give some important relations between spinors and
tensors on a general manifold of metric g .
Let  : S ⊗ S ! V 4 be a homomorphism between spinor spaces S; S and
four-vectors belonging to the V 4 space, then the components of , which are
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B0A. Greek letters ; ;    represent the usual space-time indices taking
the values 0; 1; 2; 3 and the Roman capital indices A;B;A0; B0 are the spinor
indices taking the values 0; 1. The tensor indices are raised and lowered by
means of the metric tensor, whereas the raising and lowering of spinor indices
is given by the spinor metric tensors "AC , "B0C0 which are of skew-symmetric
form. Thus, for two spinors A, nA
0
we have the relations, moreover we have,
AnA = 
AnB"BA = −A"ABnB = −BnB:




where AB0 are given by the relation (15.1). Also, the following formulas are
satised,
AB0

















The relationship between the matrices  and the geometric tensor g ,



















The complex conjugation of the spinor SAB0 is
SAB0 = SA0B:
Furthermore, for a real vector V the spinor hermitian equivalence yields
VB0A = VAB0. If a vector y
k is a null-vector,
ykyk = gky
ky = 0; (15.4)
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represents the two-component spinors of SL(2; C) group.
In the Riemannian space, the covariant derivative of x-dependent spinors



































spinor ane connections. In the case that we have spinors with two indices,















− LCA"CB − LCB"AC : (15.6)
If
D"AB = 0;




AB0 = 0; D"
AB = 0; D"A0B0 = 0; D"
A0B0 = 0: (15.7)
From the relation (15.6) we immediately obtain
LBA = LAB
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15.2 Generalization of the Equivalent of Two
Component–Spinors with Tensors
The above mentioned well-known procedure for SL(2; C) group between
spinors and tensors in a pseudo-Riemannian space-time can be applied to
more generalized metric spaces or bundles. For example G. Asanov [14] ap-
plied this method for Finsler spaces (FS), where the two-component spinors
n(x; y) depend on the position and direction variables or n(xi; z, with z
a scalar for a gauge approach. Concerning this approach some results were
given relatively to the gauge covariant derivative of spinors and the Fins-
lerian tetrad. In our present study we give the relation between spinors of
SL(2; C) group and tensors in the framework of Lagrabge spaces (LS).
The expansion for the covariant derivatives, connections non-linear con-
nections, torsions and curvatures are the main purpose of our approach.
In the following, we shall study the case that the vectors of LS are null-
vectors and consequently fulll the relation (15.5). In Finsler type space-time
the metric tensor gij(x; y) depends on the position and directional variables,
where the vector y may be identied with the frame velocity ([14] ch. t). So,
a vector vi will be called null if
gij(x; v)v
ivj = 0: (15.8)
In this case there is no unique solution for the light-cone [80, 26]. The problem
of causality is solved considering the velocity as a parameter and the motion
of a particle in Finsler space is described by a pair (x; y). The metric form
in such a case will be given by
ds2 = gij(x; v)dx
idxj :
When a particle is moving in the tangent bundle of a Finsler (Lagrange)
















where the indices i; j and ;  taking the values 1; 2; 3; 4 and
y = dy +N j dxj:
Thus we have
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Theorem 15.1. The null-geodesic condition (15.8) is satised for a parti-
cle moving in the tangent bundle of Finsler space-time of metric d2 (15.9)
with the assumption, the velocity v is taken as a parameter of the absolute
parallelism
y = 0:
The previous treatment of null-vectors in Finsler spaces can also be consid-
ered for Lagrange spaces involving Lagrangians which are not homogeneous
[109, 26]. The introduction of spinors ;  of the covering group SL(2; C)
in the metric tensor g(x; ; ) under the correspondence between spinors and
tensors in LS,
(x; y)! (x; VAB0 ! (x; A; A0)
preserves the anisotropy of space with torsions. in this case all objects de-
pend on the position and spinors, e.g. the Pauli matrices ~iAA0(x; ;
). Such
an approach can be developed for a second-order spinor bundle applying the
method analogous to [144]. In virtue of relation (15.4), a null vector in spinor














Proposition 15.1. In a tangent bundle of metric (Finsler, Lagrange)
G = gij(x; y)dx
idxj + hab(x; y)y
ayb;
if the vector y is a null, then the corresponding spinor metric of the bundle


























, when y is null vector (cf. [39]).
Proof. The relation (15.11) is obvious by virtue of (15.3) and (15.5).
Remark. A generalized spinor can be considered as the equare root of a
Finsler (Lagrange) null vector.
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15.3 Adapted Frames and Linear Connecti-
ons














The corresponding Lagrangian will be L : M C2C2 ! R, with the prop-
erty L(x; ; ) = L(x; y), where L represents the Lagrangian in a Lagrange
space. We can adopt the spinor equivalent form of the adapted frames and


















; (dx; yi)! (dx; A; A0)
as well as the spinor counterpart of the non-linear connection N i of a LS,
N i ! (NA ; NA
0
 ):
The geometrical objects A; A
0
are given by









In virtue of (15.2), the bases @; @AA0 are related as follows
@ = ~
AA0









Theorem 15.2. In a Lagrange space the spinor equivalent of the adapted











P = @AA0; P = fi; g
c) dx = ~AA0d
AdA
0
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Proof.The relations (15.14) are derived from (15.12) and (15.13).
Proposition 15.2. The null-geodesic equation of spinor equivalence in a LS















Proof. The relation (15.15) is obvious because of (15.14) d).
Proposition 15.3. The null-geodesic equation of spinor equivalence in a LS
















A + 1) = 0: (15.16)
Proof. In virtue of relations (15.10) and (15.14) c,d) we obtain the
relation (15.16).
Ane connections and ane spinor connections are dened in the frames
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Proposition 15.4. If the connections dened by the relations (15.17) are of


























0 4Z A + A4Z0 A0) = 1:
Proof. Applying the relations (15.18) to a null vector y with the Cartan-
type properties yjk = 0 and y
 j=  [116, 14], and taking into account
the (15.2) a), (15.5) we obtain the relations (15.19). (As we have mentioned
previously the y-covariant derivative has corresponded to the spinor covariant
derivatives).
15.4 Torsions and Curvatures
The spinor torsions corresponding to the torsions of LS are given by an
analogous method to that one we derived in [144] for a deformed bundle.
The torsion tensor eld T of a D-connection is given by
T (X; Y ) = DXY −DYX − [X; Y ]
.
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where the brackets have the form









and =x, RA , V
A0






























The terms RA , V
A0
 represents the spinor-curvatures of non-linear connec-
tions NA , N
A0
 . In virtue of the relations (15.20), (15.30), (15.31) we obtain
T  = L

 − L; TA = −RA ; TA
0
 = −V A
0
 :























we can obtain the relations

















T lAB = C
l


























































So, we obtain the following:
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Proposition 15.5. In the adapted basis of a generalized metric tangent bun-
dle the spinor equivalent of coecients of the torsion T of a D-connection,
are given by the relations (15.32)-(15.33).
Proposition 15.6. D-connection has no torsion if and only if all terms of
the relation (15.33) are equal to zero.
The curvature tensor eld R of a D-connection has the form
R(X; Y )Z = [DX ; DY ]Z −D[X;Y ]Z 8X; Y; Z 2 X (TM):
The coecients of the curvature tensor and the corresponding spinor curva-







































































































































































































































































































Theorem 15.3. The coecients of the curvatures of a D-connection are
given by the relation (15.34).
Theorem 15.4. In a tangent bundle a D-connection has no curvature if and
only if all the coecients (15.34) of the curvatures are equal to zero.
Finally, we note that the gravitational eld can be described by virtue of
the corresponding spinorial form of the metric tensor equivalent to the spinor
bundle. This will be the object of our future study.
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